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Give Your Subscribers Another Major Attraction.
The bigger the name, the
bigger the attraction. It's what
creates box office hits. Raises
television ratings. Sells magazines.
And makes Panasonic Cable
Converters amajor attraction to
your subscribers.
Panasonic Cable Converters
give you a unique selling
advantage. Because Panasonic® is
the most highly recognized name
in the cable industry. The name
customers select themselves for

home and business electronics.
And Panasonic Cable
Converters are designed for
convenience and ease of use.
With features like volume remote
control, favorite channel memory,
last channel recall, parental
control and sleep timers. Plus all
the quality and reliability you've
come to expect from Panasonic.
Give your subscribers
another major attraction. With
Cable Converters from the

company they're tuned into
everyday. Panasonic.
For more information on
Panasonic Cable Converters, call,
NE 609-589-3063, MW 513-530-9216,
SE 404-717-6845, W 415-736-4847.

Panasonic
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Perfection in Dielectrics.
Trilogy Communications built abetter
coaxial cable -MC2-and the CATV industry is
letting us know about it.
The MC2 air dielectric combines excellent
product durability and flexibility with air-tight
fully-bonded construction. Our 93% velocity
of propagation provides the purest signal
over the longest distance -fewer amplifiers

means immediate savings.
All this plus the highly respected Trilogy
program of delivery and service provides our
customers with the attention and performance
that are second to none.
Our most prized dynamics are your
acceptance of our best effort so far -MC2air
dielectric coaxial cables.
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A new network architecture
A new fiber-coax hybrid architecture has hit the streets, coined "Starburst" by the Jerrold
Communications Cableoptics group. Cableoptics' David Robinson explains the new topology.
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A (very) detailed look at PeNs
What is PCN, and where did it come from? These questions form the basis of this article written by Jim
Rosenberg of the San Francisco Consulting Group, who examines the historical background of PCNs and
looks at its ramifications on cable television.
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PeNs: Lucrative future, or wild goose chase?
In this forum-style article written by Thomas Gillett of Media Management Services, some of the major
issues surrounding this up-and-coming business are analyzed.
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Easing in to interdiction
As interdictive technologies continue to prove reliable and subscriber-friendly, operator's questions turn
more toward effective operation than technical dependability. Scientific-Atlanta's Mike Hayashi examines
the economics of "pocket deployment" of the technology.
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Batteries: Charged or charred?
United Artists and CableLabs conducted aseries of tests to shed some light on battery performance.
United Artist's Jim Haag reports the results.
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Satellite transmission tests
HBO's monthly 5:30 a.m. transmission tests are not anew concept to the majority of cable's engineers—but
are operators aware of the multiplicity of reasons for this regular occurance? HBO's John Vartanian
explains the four-part test procedure.
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New life for interactive television?
Interactive television hasn't exactly enjoyed windfall success over the years. But anew proposal by the
FCC may grant one half of 1MHz to the delivery of interactive services. CED's Kathy Berlin analyzes
what the development means.
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Better commercial insertion operations
Arvis' Gil Moreira examines ways in which cable operators can streamline ad insertion operations to
maximize this generous alternative revenue stream.
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1310 vs. 1550: The debate continues
Anymore, the question isn't whether or not to deploy fiber, but instead which passband to choose: 1310
nm or 1550 nm. Corning Inc.'s Douglas Wolfe provides arguments for both scenarios.
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Fighting piracy with new smart cards
VideoCipher has taken the consumer piracy bull by the horns with the introduction of its new CipherCard
signal protection scheme. CED's Roger Brown explains the new system and provides asidebar
summarizing emergency scrambling hotlines.
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IN PERSPECTIVEL

Perched in the catbird seat

William McGarry,

Last month's announcement by General Instrument that it has developed a
digital compression and transmission method for CATV use puts the industry
in the catbird seat, and for several reasons.
Not only will Digicable (as the system has been dubbed) permit cable systems
to transmit more channels down their coaxial and fiber optic pipelines, it also
opens the door to multiple HDTV systems being used. The cable television
industry could once again give itself enough flexibility to eschew standardization
efforts and use the best technology available (or evolve as new technology is
developed).
Here's how: As we all know, the
Federal Communications Commission
has been pursuing a terrestrial
transmission standard for advanced
television in North America. lbsting
of proposed systems, including one
from General Instrument, was slated
to begin this month, but officials admit
the schedule may slip because testing
procedures and software programs may
have be altered to accommodate the
new, all-digital proposals.
Anyway, at some point, the FCC's
advisory committee will come to a
conclusion and pass its recommendation
to the commissioners. Then astandard
will be chosen and receivers will begin
appearing on the market while
broadcasters begin touting their ability
to produce HDTV special events. Just
for the sake of argument, let's assume
something other than the General
Instrument system is chosen.
In the meantime, cable operators who need more channel capacity may have
implemented the Digicable system, which reportedly can transmit one HDTV
channel in a6-MHz space, in addition to two standard NTSC channels. What's
to stop the cable industry from using Digicable and the FCC-approved system?
Nothing, as long as cable made the FCC-mandated programming available.
In fact, those close to the HDTV scene admit there is significant support for
a "multiport-type" HDTV receiver—one that accepts numerous signal
transmission formats.
While the broadcast community would once again be strapped to astandard
that is unlikely to change for decades, cable operators could constantly upgrade
to new and improved technology, availing itself of the best possible picture. The
prospect of CATV being able to provide abetter picture than the broadcasters
is an intriguing idea indeed. Is it possible? Stranger things have happened!
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Jerrold debuts corn pression method,
PPV converter; dem onstrates PCN
Immediately prior to the 1991
National Cable Show, Jerrold
Communications
made
several
important technology developments that
promise to significantly impact cable
system operations.
Video compression

satellite uplink encoder and headend
decoder. In fact, those products are on
the fast track because anew generation
of C-band satellites is scheduled for
implementation beginning in 1992.
Naturally, the product line will then
grow from there. Miller refused to set
a timetable for product introduction,
but acknowledged the subscriber's
converter will end up costing much
more than today's analog converter.
How much more is entirely dependent
on volume, features, etc.
In fact, Jerrold is actively soliciting
opinions on what features should be
included in that family of product.
"This is a major technology
development," he said. "Now we want
to know what the other products should
look like."
In addition, Jerrold touts Digicable
as a "gateway technology" that allows
for the migration to high definition
technology because it will transmit one
HDTV signal in a6-MHz slot.
But perhaps more importantly, the
technology allows cable operators to
effectively double their channel capacity
without performing amajor rebuild or
a complete electronics changeout and
simultaneously providing a clear
migration path toward delivery of
HDTV.

In what could be a major boon to
cable operators with full channel lineups, General Instrument's Jerrold
Communications division has unveiled
Digicable, a digital compression and
transmission
system
designed
specifically for cable television. The
system reportedly can compress as
many as five pay-per-view channels or
two standard NTSC channels into a
single 6-MHz channel slot without
degrading the picture. Of course,
satellite figures are doubled: up to four
full-motion NTSC signals and up to 10
movie-type channels can be sent over
asingle transponder.
Miller said pictures generated in the
2:1 compression mode will be virtually
free of degradation. As the compression
ratio climbs, however, the possibility
of impairments increases.
The announcement is surprising in
that as recently as 12 months ago there
was widespread skepticism that video
compression of this magnitude could
be performed this quickly. The
Pay-per-view and Olympics
technology is a spin-off of GI's alldigital DigiCipher video compression
Underscoring the significance many
technology, which was submitted by
have attached to the 1992 Olympics as
the VideoCipher Division to the FCC
amajor source of PPV revenue, Jerrold
for testing and consideration as the
debuted a new addressable converter
North American advanced television
designed to receive and descramble
transmission standard.
PPV
events
only.
Designated
The reason why Digicable can
"Olympian 2000," the new converter
compress five "movie" channels but
allows operators to either upgrade to
only two "standard" channels has to
addressability or further expand their
do with the properties of film vs.
addressable
universe
without
videotape, says Matthew Miller, vice
encountering the consumer unfriendly
president of business development and
drawbacks.
advanced technology at Jerrold. Simply
Operators can use the converter to
stated, film runs at 24 frames per
remotely
control
PPV
event
second, and is therefore easier to
authorizations. In the meantime, noncompress than video, which operates
PPV programming is bypassed when
at 30 frames (or 60 fields) per second.
the unit is turned off, allowing systems
The Digicable product family will
that use traditional trap technology to
eventually include encoders for satellite
maintain their consumer-friendly
uplinks, digital decoders for cable
features. Therefore, when subscribers
headends, transmission technology for are not ordering and watching PPV, all
the distribution network and decoders
features associated with cable-ready
for subscribers' homes. However, the TVs and VCRs will be retained.
first products to appear will be the
Because it lacks many of the features
10 Communications Engineering and Design April 1991

built into Jerrold's full-featured
converters, the Olympian 2000 is priced
at $75, which could allow cable operators
to pay for the descrambler from their
split of Olympic PPV revenue.
Naturally, Jerrold officials hope it will
also help spur the growth of PPV
programming while avoiding the
problems associated with interfacing
with consumer electronics gear.
This method is seen by many to be
an appropriate way to expand the
addressable universe and brighten the
prospects for high buy rates of the
Olympics. According to Dan Moloney
at Jerrold, the addressable converter
approach solves many of the logistical
problems operators will face with the
three-channel positive traps that will
be used in conjunction with the Olympics
event.
Personal communications
In response to the enormous interest
cable operators have shown in Personal
Communications Networks (PCNs),
Jerrold planned to demonstrate the
integration of telephony and cable
television on a single drop at the
National Show in New Orleans.
PCNs have captured the interest of
numerous large MSOs by promising to
provide a means by which CATV
operators could act as voice carriers (or
possibly even service providers—see
page 36). Several operators have applied
and been granted experimental licenses
by the FCC to test such networks. They
rely on low-power microcells to receive
and transmit voice signals from mobile
handsets.

Wegener licensed
to build VC Il -Plus
In an effort to bolster the video side
of
its
business,
Wegener
Communications has agreed in principle
with the VideoCipher Division of
General Instrument to manufacture a
new line of low-profile standalone
commercial descramblers for CATV
and SMATV systems. The new
descramblers will stand just 1 3/4
inches high.
According to Ned Mountian,
Wegener's vice president of marketing,
Wegener plans to have the new
descrambler in the field by June of this
year. Mountain said also that asecond
product in the standalone descrambler
line will be available by August 1 for

Fiber optics
give you the quality edge.
CALAN's Sweep/Analyzer
keeps that edge sharp!
Improving subscriber service and satisfaction. The main reasons behind your
commitment to using fiber for your trunks.
And the CALAN 1776/1777 Integrated Sweep/Spectrum Analyzer System
is the most effective way to protect your investment.
Developed by the industry pioneers in sweep/spectrum analysis,
CALAN's rugged 1776/1777 provides extremely high resolution
with no interference to the subscriber. Programming flexibility
and amultiple reference feature allow normalization to
any node (hub site) in the system.
Call or fax today...for information on the affordable
1776/1777. ..from the only company with a
proven track record of sweeping
through fiber.

CABLE AND LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
CALAN, INC. Dingman's Ferry, PA 18328 •1-800-544-3392 •In Pk 717-828-2356 •FAX: 717-828-2472
Reader Service Number 6
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ESPN affiliates who require the switchand-retune functions for sports
blackouts. This descrambler will
interface with most existing remotely
tunable satellite receivers.
Simultaneously, it was announced
that Jerrold has also agreed to
manufacture
the
low-profile
VideoCipher commercial decoder. The
new units are expected to be used by
cable operators as they upgrade to
receive VC II-Plus transmissions from
satellite programmers.

ACTV gains
entrance to hotels
Businessmen and vacationers will
soon have something new to watch
when they check into their hotel rooms.
In addition to the traditional broadcast
and cable channel lineup, viewers will
be able to tune into ACTV's interactive
programming via Spectradyne's inroom pay-per-view delivery system.
The first installation of the ACTV
technology is scheduled for late this
year. The system allows viewers to
"personalize" the programs they watch
by responding to questions or making
choices posed by the television programs.
The programs, in turn, allow the onscreen actor to respond to a viewer's
input instantly.
Initial program fare will concentrate
primarily on game shows, where viewers
participate for actual prizes. For
example, the card game blackjack will
be offered and viewers can choose to
"hit" or "stand" on their cards.
The agreement between ACTV and
Spectradyne follows an ACTV market
study, which was designed with input
from Spectradyne, and was conducted
at a Sheraton Hotel with actual hotel
guests. The study suggested that the
technology
would
result
in
"significantly increased usage of PPV
programming," said an ACTV official.
It wasn't immediately clear how
rapidly the technology would spread
throughout the Spectradyne universe,
which consists of more than 700,000
rooms in North America, the Caribbean
and the Pacific Rim.

CableLabs seeks
compression info
Cable Iblevision Laboratories has
created a new subcommittee to direct
the consortium's efforts to expand cable

systems' programming choices via
digital video compression.
Termed the Video Compression
Subcommittee, the group will be part
of CableLabs' Technical Advisory
Committee. It will be chaired by Edward
Horowitz, senior vice president of
Viacom International.
According to a press release issued
by CableLabs, the subcommittee's top
priority is the issuance of arequest for
information (RFI) to about 35
companies. Information returned will
result in the establishment of technical
guidelines for digital video compression
that will, in turn, be issued to CableLabs
member companies.
"The cable television industry is
aggressively pursuing digital video
compression options for application in
cable systems in both NTSC and
ultimately, high definition domains,"
said Horowitz. "The application of
digital processing will enhance our
capability to provide additional service,
a higher level of security and the
highest level of picture quality."
CableLabs President and CEO Dr.
Richard Green intimated that the RFI
is just the beginning of alarger digital
agenda. "This subcommittee and the
RFI it has issued are part of CableLabs'
ongoing work on digital video
compression that we expect to be a
critical portion of the next-generation
of cable networks," he said. "That
network architecture will include a
digital component attained through
an evolutionary approach."

Jerrold boosts
laser performance
Jerrold Communications continues
to "tweak" its line of AM distributed
feedback lasers to provide the CATV
industry
with
ever-improving
performance. The recent introduction
of a new "Starfire" laser is said to
deliver 60 channels of video with at
least a 2-dB better carrier-to-noise
ratio, regardless of the optical loss
budget used.
According to David Robinson, director
of Cableoptics, aJerrold business unit,
the new laser is well-suited for fiber to
the feeder systems because it allows for
more optical splitting, which in turn
reduces headend space requirements
and costs. "The new laser also improves
point-to-point link performance,
allowing extensions of fiber-to-thefeeder even in outlying areas of cable
franchises," added Robinson.

12 Communications Engineering and Design April 1991

Officials were quick to point out that
the new laser is not a "hero" laser,
hand-chosen for its high performance
capabilities. In fact, Robinson said the
device can and will be manufactured
in quantity.
In addition to better noise
performance, advancements were made
with distortions. The Starfire laser
offers guaranteed composite triple beat
and
composite
second
order
specifications of 63 dB and 61 dB,
respectively, for full 60-channel loading.
Perhaps to help the sales of the new
laser along, Jerrold engineers have
developed a new fiber-to-the-feeder
topology that features the benefits of a
star system without the cost penalties
associated with telco switched-star
architecture.
Called "Starburst" (see page 26),
the new fiber/coaxial hybrid system
reportedly offers construction economies
similar to traditional tree-and-branch
systems, but with none of the growth
barriers, said Robinson.
The architecture calls for acomplete
line of fiber and RF headend and
distribution products, and provides for
future
CATV
system
growth.
Specifically, the system is:
• Bandwidth expandable because all
components have been qualified to 1
GHz capacity.
• Open to use of optical amplifiers
and 1550 nm operation, an important
consideration as CATV operators mull
the benefits associated with 1550 nm
transmission.
• HDTV-friendly because bandwidth
expansions can be accommodated for
eventual HDTV transmissions.
• Inherently interactive because the
star architecture is a natural for twoway interactive communications.
Switches can be added when justifiable.
Status monitoring and path redundancy
capabilities are built-in.
• Capable of accommodating digital
video compression schemes.
• Designed for PCN/telephony, with
large numbers of node locations.

Magnavox, Orchard
ink fiber pact
Magnavox CATV Systems and
Orchard Communications have agreed
to co-develop new optical technologies
and products. In addition, the agreement
calls for Orchard to benefit from
Magnavox's marketing and distribution
operations.
—Roger Brown
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FINE
TUNE

The fiber for people
who don't know
their own strength.
We've improved our single-mode fibers to help make up for the
fact that people aren't perfect.
Most cable TV technicians, for example, are used to handling
coaxial cable. So when they mechanically strip fiber they might end up
scratching it or nicking it. Both of which can weaken the fiber.
Corning Titan - fiber is forgiving of unintentional, but inevitable,
rough handling. A unique titania addition to the outer cladding glass
makes Corning Titan fiber about 60 percent more abrasion resistant
than any other standard fiber. The titania also makes the fiber
more reliable by increasing its fatigue resistance—or life under
load—dramatically. And the fiber's coating is tougher, too.
The result of all these improvements: Corning Titan fiber is
harder to damage and easier to work with.
You can take advantage of Titan fiber now. It's compatible
with other standard single-mode fibers. And it can be spliced or
otherwise joined using the same equipment with normal set-up and
operating procedures.
What's more, like all standard Corning fibers, Titan fiber provides
excellent reel-to-reel consistency, which makes splicing easy.
Your people want to do agood job, but they're only human. So
don't take just any optical fiber. Make sure you specify the tough, yet
forgiving, fiber: Titan.
Corning. Fiber you can count on.

CORNING

To get your free Titan fiber baseball cap, or for more information on Corning Titan fiber and its
availability, call Loretta Maloney at (607)974-7181.
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SPOTLIGHT
Heller explains. So basically, just trying
to put together a sensible, progressive
plan of technical development for all
the little goodies that are happening
these days."
One such "goody" is Viacom's
involvement in the latest cable
television buzzword—PCNs, or personal
communications networks. The company
has applied for five experimental
licenses in San Francisco, Milwaukee,
Dayton, Nashville and the Seattle/
Tacoma region.

Del Heller

From tech to top
Talk about gutsy. In 1971, Del
Heller, Viacom's director of engineering,
quit his job as a nuclear electronics
instrumentation specialist one day—
with a wife and two young ones at
home and no other source of income
lined up. Why? "Two reasons," Heller
reminisces, "One, alot of my time was
spent underground in the Nevada desert.
It was too much travel with a family
as young as mine. And, when Iwas in
the office, Iworked in abuilding with
no windows. So one day, Ijust said 'the
heck with it' and resigned."
Two weeks later, Heller answered
an ad in the Sunday newspaper and
was quickly added to Viacom's payroll
as aservice technician. He's been there
ever since, working his way up through
Viacom's technical ranks to his current
role. "I jokingly say I'm just an old
cable tech that's been promoted too
many times," the humble Heller laughs.
Indeed, during his 20-year tenure with
the California-based MSO, Heller has
essentially performed (and excelled at)
practically every technical discipline
imaginable—from repairing amplifiers
on the bench to developing an in-house
technical training program to leading
Viacom's 18 technical operating centers.
Looking to the future
Currently, Heller's focus is on
strategic planning. "The one big project
I have this year is to develop 18
system-specific, long range technical
plans for each Viacom operating center,"

But Heller's casual, unassuming
manner is offset by a large dose of
common sense—and years of hands-on
technical opportunity. "I consider
myself to be a cable technologist,"
Heller says. "I'm not an engineer's
engineer, by any means. I'm the kind
of person who believes in surrounding
himself with intelligent, motivated
people. Since I've been with Viacom for
20 years, Iknow what people can do the
job."
Interestingly, Heller's son also carries
aViacom business card, as atechnical
PCN signal propagation tests slated
manager in one of the company's
converter repair facilities. When not
"Right now there are no specific
at Viacom, the father-and-son team
frequency assignments for any PCN
enjoy fishing with Heller's two
network," Heller expresses, "but there
grandsons. But, "after my wife
are what's called Part 15 spectrums
(Wanda), golf is my number one
that are non-licensed, so to speak.
passion," Heller laughs. The Hellers
They're open to the public for activities
also have a daughter who is "the
such as the spectrum used by microwave
entrepreneurial type—determined never
ovens, for example."
to work for anyone but herself," Heller
Under Heller's direction, Viacom
boasts.
plans to participate in the designated
Heller is very active in cable's
Part 15 spectrum areas, starting with
engineering community, and firmly
signal propagation tests to determine
believes in getting his technical staff
how well signals transmit in the
involved as well. "Then they can keep
presence of physical and environmental
abreast and get involved, and Ican pick
obstacles "like trees, buildings, fog,
and choose the projects Iwant," Heller
rain, inversion layers—things like that,"
admits. While involved in CableLab's
Heller describes. The geographical
technical advisory committee, Heller's
diversity of Viacom's participating test
acknowledged pet project is one that
centers will lend well to these tests,
started nine years ago at a joint
Heller says, because "we have the
NCTA/EIA engineering committee
opportunity to see what heavy rainfall
meeting. "That is to solve the RF
and then no rainfall does."
shielding problem on cable-ready
Also included in Heller's technical
television sets," Heller offers. "It means
strategy is further involvement in
getting the consumer electronics side
Viacom's K-Prime DBS partnership
to put better metal shielding around
and aggressive deployment of fiber
the television tuner assembly, and
optic technology—but not without
getting them to consider the length and
serious technological scrutiny. "My
quality of the connecting cable between
major challenge is to maintain high
the tuner input and the input connector
professional and technical standards
on the back of the set." Heller laughingly
across Viacom's entire technical force,"
hopes the problem is resolved "during
Heller says. "It's no secret among the
my lifetime."
vendors that we typically take a
When asked about the future of cable
conservative and very thorough television, Heller is decidedly pensive.
approach to product examination and
"We have to be careful that in this
technological developments. We've had
exciting period, we realize that there's
at least one full-time product evaluation
a danger of becoming enamored with
engineer on our staff for at least 20
our technological opportunities. Because
years."
if we try to do too much, we might
become excellent at nothing," Heller
Cable technologist
reflects. "It's kind of like going to a
restaurant where the menu looks great,
Heller credits much of his success in
and you want to order something of
his current position to his two
everything because your appetite is so
predecessors, Joe Van Loan and Frank
big. But then, you can't really do the
Bias. "I continually try to follow in
meal justice, can you?"
their footsteps in order to maintain the
Probably not. Unless, of course, cash
high technical standards they set forth
(and calories) don't count. •
for Viacom," Heller explains.
—Leslie Ellis
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Now SAM has added fiber.

Introducing Fiber MM:
The first signal level meter that measures fiber optic power.
New Fiber SAM meets all your
day-to-day requirements for
testing and maintaining the
trunk or headend of today's
high-technology CATV systems.
Including troubleshooting fiber
optic cable!
The built-in, easy-to-use fiber
optic power meter means convenience, accuracy and efficiency.
No more supplemental meters to

tote around. And no more guesswork on the fitness of your fiber
optic network.
Fiber SAM. The first signal
level meter and fiber power
meter in one. If you've added
fiber to your cable system, add
Fiber SAM to your maintenance
program.
Call Wavetek at 1-800-622-5515;
in Indiana, 317-788-5965.

c, 1991 Wavetek
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Kudos to
industry vendors
It is my hope that you will be reading
this article during afew spare moments
(I believe everyone can find a few) at
the 1991 NCTA Show. New Orleans is
a wonderful place for a convention,
with many temptations in terms of
food, entertainment, music and culture—
but alas, we are at the convention
primarily to do business.
For those of you who walk around,
look at the booths and take time to talk
to vendors, the following comments are
for you.
Tough times fo -vendors
The last year and a half has been
very difficult on our hardware vendors.
Even before the U.S. economy was
permeated with thoughts of apotential
recession, the unholy specter of the
savings and loan debacle created a
domino effect that manifested itself in
a nervousness in the credit market.
This, in turn, meant that many cable
operators either could not go forward
with rebuild plans or decided to delay
scheduled projects until they saw an
end to the economic plight.
None of this is news. However, it
seems to me that during this time
many of our vendors have begun to
think they don't have many friends
remaining in the cable industry. It is
my sincere hope that vendors don't
By Wendell Bailey, Vice President
Science & Technology, NCTA

come to believe this, and that other
industry professionals don't exacerbate
this unfounded perception in any way.
Take amoment to consider what our
vendors do for this industry—besides
sell us equipment. Let us not forget, for
example, thát it was the vendors that
started this industry in the first place.
The whole vision of cable television as
a viable business was the result of
vendors who wanted to sell equipment
to customers for anew service.
The business certainly changed—rapidly.
But the fact that it changed at all is
directly attributable to the vendors
who not only risked the capital to
develop new products, but frequently
had to originate the idea for the service
as well. Through the years, it has been
our vendors who have consistently
come up with new innovations to solve
problems. Likewise, vendors have
provided the capital to start new
companies that bring products to bear
upon old problems.
Indeed, it is said that the cable
television equipment manufacturers
(one large vendor in particular, which
shall remain nameless) were the major
force behind the idea of the National
Cable Television Association. But they
didn't stop there. Over the years, the
support of the hardware vendors for the
NCTA and its activities has been real
and substantial.
Expenses incurred
Indeed, every time the vendors have
stood behind an NCTA project or
problem, they have done so in such a
manner that benefits the customer—
and not necessarily themselves. Some
may argue that this is one and the
same; that if customers are successful,
happy and profitable, they will buy
more equipment and as such, enrich
the vendors. But for anyone to believe
that cable operators and vendors share
the same policy issues is just plain
foolish.
While the hardware vendors are
represented on the NCTA Board of
Directors, these are not necessarily
easy shoes to fill. Vendors can—and
have—found themselves in debate with
their own
customers.
Nobody
particularly enjoys being in that
position.
Yet over the years, the associate
board members of the NCTA have
handled these situations with both
dignity and carefully reasoned
comments, backed by astrong belief in
their respective positions.
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Recently, the associates committee
(made up of our industry's hardware
suppliers) gave up aday during atough
business year to come to Washington,
D.C. at the request of the NCTA staff.
During the day, they worked on lobbying
congressmen, senators and the FCC on
political and regulatory issues. When
Iwalked past the committee meeting
room and saw the quality of the people
sitting in that room, Iwas reminded
once again that whenever we have
asked this particular group of companies
to come forward and help, they have
done so.
Some of these companies stand out
in my mind as people who have
prompted or worked with the NCTA
on issues that had no direct bearing on
their products or relationships with
cable operators. Companies in the RF
world have served on fiber optic
committees, people in the wire world
have served on policy and regulatory
committees, and people in the consumer
electronics world have helped our legal
committees on various issues. In other
words, these are guys who are in it for
the long haul; who, while trying to run
a business to the benefit of the
shareholders, have not been so singleminded as to do so only by
manufacturing equipment. Instead, they
have participated with their time,
money and intellect at all levels of this
industry's activities.
The plain truth is that the the
engineers that serve on the NCTA
Engineering Committee and its many
subcommittees are a vital part of the
breadth and depth of that deliberative
body.
Show your support
All in all, this has been and is agreat
group of people. So at this Show, make
a point of stopping by and hearing
what they have to say. The cable
industry is still a growing business,
and regardless of what troubles we had
last year, one thing to remember is
this: We always come through. We still
have plant to build and services to
offer, and we can't do it without the
help of these companies.
Visit the booths, talk to our vendors,
see what product offerings they have
and take time to see how these products
fit into your immediate and future
plans. But most importantly, let them
know that they aren't friendless.
Because over the years, cable's vendors
have never let us down when we've
needed afriend. •

ADDRESS
-ABILITY
For many of today's smartest cable operators, the question isn't

III

whether to go addressable. It's how.
No wonder so many cable operators are coming
to Zenith for solutions. Because Zenith has the ability
to deliver all of today's options in addressability.
For some of our customers this means choosing in-home decoders with unlimited pay-perview ability, unbeatable PPV options and subscriber
features like on-screen display. Which is exactly what our

New TAC-4000
with on-screen
display

new TAC-4000 decoder provides.
For other operators wanting to upgrade their present
decoders, it means choosing acompatible addressable
system that allows for gradual change out. Our Jerrold
compatible PM2-C decoder performs this neat trick.
It's asystem that offers subscriber-friendly features plus advanced RF scrambling and ahost of PPV marketing options.
For those that see off-premise as the wave of the future,
Zenith has asystem that turns their vision into reality: the
new Port

AuthorityTM

interdiction system. It lets

operators provide abroadband signal to subscribers
without requiring the placement of equipment in the
home or aplant rebuild. And it's the first off-premise
solution that's not off-limits financially.
So, whatever addressable solution you seek, Zenith can
help you find the right answer. Sensibly. Affordably. For more

New Port AuthorityTm
information, contact Zenith Cable Products at (708) 391-7702.
interdiction system

Let us prove our ability to help you address both your future and
your bottom line.

cable
products
SOLUTIONS IN ADDRESSABILTIY
© Copyright Zenith Electronic Corp ,1991

See us in Booth 2153 at NCTA
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New PM2-C
Jerrold Compatible

In digital transmission systems,
either the phase or amplitude (or both)
of an RF carrier is modulated to a
specific discrete value or state which
may represent either a single bit, or
group of bits, in aserial data stream.
Note that it's possible for astate or
symbol to represent more that one bit
by allowing the symbol to take on
multiple values. Two bits, for example,
could be encoded into any one of four
discrete modulation states or symbols
(00, 01, 10, 11); three bits into eight
symbols, etc.
In this manner, with a four-state
(symbol) modulation scheme, for
example, the modulator can simply
change states four times to transmit
any eight bits of data (two bits per state
times four states).
Similarly, in an eight-state modulation scheme, with each state represented by three bits, the transmission
of 24 bits of data will require that the
modulator switch states only eight
times. Because the modulator is being
switched to anew state or symbol at a
I've written several columns over the
much lower rate than the actual data
years concerning the relationship
rate, the occupied bandwidth of the
between carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N),
modulated signal is reduced accordcarrier-to-noise-power-density ratio (C/ ingly.
No), 'video signal-to-noise-ratio (S/N),
While the carrier can be modulated
and FM threshold. All of these discuswith any number of modulation schemes
sions were, of course, related to the
such as BPSK, QPSK or quadrature
specification and performance of anaamplitude modulation (QAM), the balog video.
sic analysis remains the same. UnforThis month, the topic will be the
tunately, the increased data rates and
relationship between C/N and its correreduced modulation bandwidths afsponding parameter in the digital transforded by these modulation formats
mission realm—called the bit-energydon't come without penalty.
per-noise-power-density-ratio, or, Eh/
Intuitively, it can be seen that the
No.Just as we strive to maintain high
amount of transmitted energy that can
values of C/No in an analog link in
be allocated to •each data bit is a
order to maintain excellent S/N perfunction of both the carrier power and
formance, we also strive to maintain the amount of time that each bit or
high values of Eb/N o in a digital link
symbol is "active." Thus, the higher
in order to obtain the best possible
the symbol or data rate, the lower the
bit-error-rate (BER) performance. The
transmitted energy per bit. At the
relation-ship between C/N and Eh/No, demodulator, this decrease in energy
remark-ably
enough,
is
so per bit simply makes it more difficult
straightforward that the analog satellite
to decode each transmitted bit in the
link analysis tools learned over the
presence of channel noise. In an effort
years can still be used.
to quantify this relationship between
bit energy and channel noise, the term
Digital modulation
Eh/N O was born. Its relationship to C/N
can be traced as follows:'
Eb/N o (typically pronounced "E B
The average energy in a modulated
over N zero") is a term that will be bit can be defined as:
heard more and more as digital video
Eh =C IcTb where
transmission becomes prevalent in the
C = average carrier power
industry.
Tb = time duration of each bit
Since the time duration of each bit (Tb)
By Chris Bowick, Vice President
is the reciprocal of the bit rate (fb), this
Engineering for Headend Equipment,
equation can also be written as:
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.
Eh = C Xlifb

Eb/No versus C/N
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Thus, as the data rate (bit rate)
increases, the amount of transmitted
energy per bit decreases.
Noise power spectral density, No,is
defined as noise power per unit bandwidth, or No = N/Bw.
For satellite link analysis purposes,
Bw is typically 'assumed to be equal to
the receiver's IF bandwidth.
Therefore, combining terms we have:
Eb/N o = (C xTb/(N/B w)
= (C/fb)/(N/B w)
= (C/N) x(B„/fb)
For satellite transmission applications for example, what this equation
says is that Eh/N0 is equal to the
familiar term C/N times the ratio of the
receiver's noise bandwidth to the transmitted data rate.
This simple relationship allows use
of existing link analysis tools to calculate link budgets for high quality
digital satellite links. 2 In a satellite
data receiver the actual noise bandwidth used depends on the modulation
scheme as well as the bit rate. We can
trick our link analysis programs or
equations into calculating Eh/N Ø instead of C/N by simply replacing the
noise bandwidth of the receiver with
the transmitted bit rate. We then carry
out the resulting link calculation as if
the link were analog. With the noise
bandwidth replaced by the bit rate, the
term Bw/fb becomes unity and therefore
C/N equals Eh/N0.The result of the link
analysis calculation will be Eh/N Ø.
Another interesting result of the
above equations, as well as the earlier
intuitive analysis is that as more
spectrum efficient modulation schemes
are employed, thereby allowing ahigher
number of bits per given modulation
bandwidth (bits per hertz), the ratio of
Bw/fb decreases.
Using the above equation, we can see
that in order to maintain the same
value of Eb/N o,thereby maintaining
the same BER over the link, a higher
value of link C/N must be maintained.
A digital modulation format that offers
twice the spectral efficiency (half the
bandwidth) of another, for example,
will therefore require a 3 dB higher
link C/N in order to maintain the same
bit-error-rate (BER) performance. •
References
1. Feher, Kamilo, Advanced Digital
Communications Systems and Signal
Processing Techniques, Prentice-Hall
Inc., 1987.
2. Rovira, Luis, Internal Technical
Memorandum, Scientific-Atlanta Inc.
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Radio-based Local
Area Data Nets
On January 28, Apple Computer
filed a petition with the FCC, asking
for an allocation of 40 MHz of spectrum
in the 1850 MHz to 1990 MHz band for
a high-speed local area data
communications network.
This is one of several new radiobased
approaches
for
data
communications. In addition, it reflects
the broader interest in low power radio
systems for personal communications
networks that has recently become
evident.
But in my opinion, Apple picked the
wrong frequency band for its radio local
area network (RLAN). It should have
gone after the 2596 MHz to 2644 MHz
MMDS frequencies. Instead, it picked
frequencies used by police departments
and oil companies.
The RLAN—A new technology
An RLAN is a cousin to a wireless
PBX, carrying data among personal
computers rather than voice. Personal
computers need the flexibility of
networks that can be redefined and
reconfigured as needed, instead of prewired networks that are expensive and
difficult to reconfigure. The Apple
proposal appears to satisfy these needs,
but other companies have also addressed
By Jeffrey Krauss, Independent
Telecommunications Policy Consultant
and President of Telecommunications
and Technology Policy of Rockville, Md.

this market.
The first RLAN systems came out
in the market in late 1989 and 1990.
They were made possible by the FCC
regulations for spread spectrum
communications devices adopted in
Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Those now
on the market operate in the 902 MHz
to 928 MHz band. Newer spread
spectrum products that are still under
development will operate in the 2400
MHz to 2483 MHz band. Like other
Part 15 devices, these spread spectrum
products do not need an FCC license for
operation, but they are not given any
protection from interference.
One problem faced by the currentlyavailable RLANs is their limited data
capacity. Their effective limit is a few
hundred kilobits per second of data.
This is partly due to the limited
amount of spectrum available and the
low power levels permitted by the FCC
Rules.
In addition, there are potential
interference problems for these spread
spectrum devices, because they share
frequencies with motion sensors and
anti-pilferage systems.
Partly as aresult of these problems,
manufacturers have been looking at
other frequency bands for RLAN use.
Motorola asked for spectrum around
18 GHz, which the FCC approved about
a year ago. This spectrum consists of
100 MHz in the 18,820 MHz to 18,870
and 19,160 MHz to 19,210 MHz ranges.
Unlike the unlicensed Part 15
frequencies, these frequencies require
a radio license, but this prevents
interference from other users. Motorola
itself has already applied for and
received licenses in nearly 300 cities.
The Apple petition
In contrast to Motorola, Apple has
asked for an allocation of 40 MHz of
radio spectrum from within the 1850
MHz to 1990 MHz band. It chose this
band based on tests of radio propagation
within buildings, asystem design based
on microcells of 100 meter (330 feet)
diameter, and considerations of low
power levels and small antennas.
Unfortunately, this frequency band
is already heavily used by point-topoint microwave systems. The typical
users include oil companies, railroads,
gas and electric utilities, and local
governments. The local government
users include public safety agencies—
local police departments, fire
departments and state police.
These point-to-point users are not
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going to sit back and allow the spectrum
to be taken from them. They have
already mobilized to fight off the
incursion
of
voice
personal
communications networks. Recall that
Millicom and others are testing the
feasibility of sharing the 1850 MHz to
1990 MHz band, overlaying voice PCNs
on the existing point-to-point users.
These are the same microwave users
that adecade ago lost the 12.2 GHz to
12.7 GHz band to the Direct Broadcast
Satellite service. Although they lost
that battle, they later got explicit
Congressional recognition of the special
communications needs of public safety
agencies.
The MMDS frequencies
Unlike the unused 18 GHz
frequencies found by Motorola, there
are no unused frequencies around 2
GHz to satisfy Apple's needs. Any band
Apple picks will likely involve a big
technical and political battle at the
FCC.
Rather than picking afight with the
oil companies, power utilities and public
safety agencies, here are some of Apple's
other options to fight for 2 GHz
spectrum: broadcasters (a bad idea);
telephone companies (also abad idea);
Federal Government agencies (not a
chance); ITFS (a fight with the Catholic
Church and local school systems will
lose); and MMDS (clearly the weakling
of the bunch).
The 2596 MHz to 2644 MHz MMDS
band is lightly used. Only a few cities
have MMDS systems in operation.
Although more cable programming is
now available to MMDS operators than
formerly, severe technical problems
still exist. These include adjacent
channel interference, seasonal path
blockage problems, and the inherent
difficulties of vestigial sideband AM
modulation at microwave frequencies.
But unlike the satellite bands at 4GHz
and 6 GHz, MMDS is stuck with AM
modulation because there isn't enough
spectrum at 2.6 GHz to support FM
modulation for MMDS.
Over the next few years it will
become clear that MMDS will not be
able to offer a multichannel video
service that can compete with cable
TV. Interest will shift to satellite
delivery, and to terrestrial delivery at
higher frequencies where there is more
unused spectrum. That will make the
MMDS spectrum aprime candidate to
be grabbed away for other uses. Ithink
Apple should have tried first. •

General Instrument Corporation

Some call it the way of the tam.
We're ready now.

Fiber optics. Foi years its been discussed
at the trade shows and written about in the.
journals. But when the time for talk came
to an end and the call went out for it to finally
become areality, you knew that Jerrold
would respond.
Designed, tested, and perfected at our
Applied Media Lab, Jerrold's breakthrough
Cableo ptics TM pmducts include the STARLITETm
AM-550AT Advanced Transmitter that contains
the first and only laser developed exclusively
for cable TV Complemented by our full line of
STARLITE Receiver products, Cableoptics is
serving fiber-to-the-feeder backbone and super
truck applications.
Jerrold has met the challenge. We can do
it for you, too. Our Cableoptics engineers can
provide asample design and analysis to demonstrate the efficiency of fiber optics in your
systems. To arrange an appointment,
call 1800 523-6678.
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,
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ing modulation efficiency, and reducing vulnerability to interference. Practical limits to this process may exist,
but are nowhere in sight.
Nevertheless, there is a growing
perception that the spectrum management process itself may be outmoded.
Frequency bands, once allocated, tend
to be set in concrete. Broadcasters have
no incentive to share their sacred
birthright, established in the 40-yearold Table of Allocations, with other
services that might take advantage of
underutilized or inactive channels. Land
mobile spectrum users must be grandfathered through a full depreciation
cycle before they can be required to
adopt more efficient technology.

You cannot play

Spectrum for sale?
Spectrum congestion is pandemic. It
is aconsequence of too many occupants,
unbalanced allocations, and inefficient
utilization. In 1945, the AM radio band
was considered to be congested with
about 1,500 stations in operation. 'lbday, there are over 5,000, and growing,
in virtually the same frequency band.
Nearly 40 percent of the technically
most useful portions of the electromagnetic spectrum below 1 GHz is allocated exclusively to audio and video
news and entertainment.
Spectrum congestion
After 40 years, almost athird of the
channels allocated for commercial TV
broadcasting, and half of those reserved for educational use, have not yet
been activated. Moreover, the TV channels that are activated carry only a
small fraction of the information content of which they are capable. The
systems now being developed for HDTV
clearly demonstrate the significant potential for packing many times more
information in each 6MHz channel.
Like the demand for ever-increasing
cable TV channel capacity, or the need
for greater traffic handling capability
on super-highways, the demand for
more spectrum space is unrelenting.
Technology continues to respond to
commercial needs by opening up higher
frequencies, splitting channels, increasBy Archer S. Taylor, Senior Vice
President, Engineering, MalarkeyTaylor Associates, Inc.

football, or the
commodity markets, or
manage the spectrum,
without ground rules
and referees.
President Bush's Council of Economic Advisers (CEA) recently endorsed auctions as a means for reallocating government frequencies that
may soon be released by Congress for
commercial users. "Without the force
of competition, spectrum bands are not
necessarily used in ways that generate
the greatest social value," CEA suggests. "When portions of the spectrum
previously reserved for government use
are made available to the private
sector, they should be auctioned off
without restrictions on resale."
It is not difficult to fault the traditional process of spectrum management. Some parts of the spectrum are
glutted, while others are largely vacant. The process is inherently inflexible, and its response to new technology
and commercial opportunities is sluggish, at best.
Alfred Sikes, chairman of the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC), recently told the House Telecom
Subcommittee that the bill reallocating some government frequencies to
commercial use should specify competitive bidding. He said that availability
of more spectrum is the key to growth,
not only of telecommunications, but of
the U.S. economy.
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Janice Obuchowski, assistant secretary of commerce and administrator of
the National Telecommunications and
Information Agency (NTIA), concurs.
In arecent issue of the IEEE Communications Magazine, she acknowledges
that we have "...the best and brightest
cadre of spectrum engineers in the
world." Yet, she says, we need "...market mechanisms that respond to the
growing shortage of spectrum."
An oversimplification
The argument is provocative. But,
like the concept of a "flat tax," the
concept of competitive bidding as a
panacea is grossly oversimplified.
Chairman Sikes, for example, advocates exempting public safety and related services from auctions. In deference to intense opposition, moreover,
he also proposes to exempt broadcasting from competitive bidding for frequency assignments. In fact, he concedes that his recommended exemptions would mean that only cellular
telephones would actually be auctioned.
Not surprisingly, an AT&T witness
suggests "private negotiations and
payments" instead of a public auction
open to all qualified applicants.
Moreover, Sikes called for mandatory technical and financial requirements for companies to qualify for
participation in auctions. Certainly,
spectrum management must deal seriously with matters affecting technical
interference, such as frequency
coordination, maximum effective
radiated power and antenna heights.
Experience with AM stereo painfully
demonstrates the impotence of market
forces to assure the emergence of
practical compatible technical standards. The lottery procedure has effectively clogged the MMDS pipeline with
speculative applications. Spectrum reservations for non-commercial educational or other public purposes, without
sunset provisions, has resulted in large
blocks of unused spectrum being withheld permanently from potentially profitable uses.
It may be possible to rely on market
forces in some way to encourage spectrum conservation within necessarily
rather narrow constraints. President
Bush has endorsed auctions to reallocate up to 30 MHz of spectrum that
might be made available under 20HR531. Details have not yet been revealed. Considering the practical realities, however, the results of such atest
seem likely to be mixed. •
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Starburst: Today's futureready cable TV architecture
STARBURST ARCHITECTURE
Cable TV System Bursts
BURST

LINK

STARBURST EXPRESS FEEDING
2,400 Home FTF Node

Master Headend
Fiber Supertrunk

Headend

Remote Headend
Fiber Backbone
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Backbone Node
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FTF Node
Express Feeder
Express Node

Tapped Feeder
Cluster Tap

Traditional Tap
Coax Drop
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Subscriber Splitter

Fiber-to-the-Feeder Trunk

Fiber
Coax

Coax Express

Figure 1

C

able television needs a new
growth platform. The coax treeand-branch architecture has
helped the industry attain remarkable
success, but its limits are clear. The
telephone industry's traditional
switched-star network has its own
limits, principally expense.
Meanwhile, increasing consumer demand for more and better broadband
communications services continues unabated. Communications public policies are shifting. Related technologies
promise major price/performance advances.
Programming/bandwidth expansion,
fiber optics, high definition television
By David E. Robinson, Director,
Cableoptics, Jerrold Communications

(HDTV),
compressed digital video, interactivity,
telephony and personal communications
networks (PCN) are among the advances
that cable TV operators must plan for
in plant construction decisions today.
The architecture answer is aflexible
hybrid system, which we call "Starburst." It looks like astar architecture,
but it has none of the cost burdens of
the telco switched-star system. Further, it has construction economies
similar to a tree-and-branch system,
but none of the growth barriers. A
fiber-coax hybrid, Starburst incorporates backbone, fiber-to-the-feeder
(FTF), redundancy and telephony interface features pioneered by leading
multiple system operators (MS0s).
In many respects, Starburst simply
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Feeder

Figure 2

summarizes the Broadband Communications Network (BCN) architecture
consensus that is now emerging among
cable TV operators throughout the
world. This article describes Starburst,
focusing on its future-ready and costefficiency benefits.
The star wins
The tree-and-branch architecture cost
economies are tough to beat for oneway delivery of popular broadband
video services. But the long cascade of
electronic amplifiers required to overcome the signal losses of the coaxial
cable and branching splits leads to
practical picture quality, bandwidth
and reliability barriers. The challenges
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STARBURST
750 MHz Line-Extender Spacing
Incremental Cost vs. 550 MHz Spacing
550 MHz

750 MHz

2,400

2,400

Homes/Cluster Tap B6

60

48

Cluster Taps
per FTF Nodes

40

50

Line Extenders
per FTF Node

55

70

Homes/FTF Node B4

Incremental Line
Extenders

15

X Average Price

$

=Cost Increment
per FTF Node

300

$ 4,500

Cost Increment
per Home Passed

$ 1.88

Typical U.K. STARBURST FTF System
Table 1

igc
are even greater

in the return
path. Going back
to the headend,
the many small
branches combine to form what
seems like a big
noise antenna to
many
system
engineers and
technicians.
Iblephone companies (telcos)
noticed
this
chink in cable
TV's growth platform. During the
mid 1980s, they
proposed
allencompassing,
all-digital fiberto-the-home
switched-star
broadband communication systems. By now,
many of these
proponents have
recognized the
prohibitive cost
burdens of such

systems. Effective with twisted copperpairs for universal real-time interactive
narrowband voice and data services,
double-star architectures are a poor
force-fit for popular broadband services.
Premiums of approximately 500 percent
relative to tree-and-branch alternatives
put such switched-star systems out of
consideration for now.
Backing away from engineering elegance in search of workable economics,
a number of telcos now are exploring
hybrid systems. Fiber-copper hybrids,
analog video and passive optical networks (PONs) are integral parts of
telco subscriber loop planning discussions. A bus network, similar to the
tree-and-branch, also has been discussed, but appears to be losing favor
to what is known as astar-PON.
Meanwhile, operators in the cable
TV industry have begun plant improvements with fiber optic trunks.
The process has accelerated in part
because amplitude modulation (AM)
fiber optic equipment has improved
more than 800 percent on a price/
performance basis during the last two
years. In part, looking at FTF trunks
in the U.K. for example, the acceleration is due to regulatory changes that
encourage telephony integration and
other interactive services of the future.
Regardless, the result is amodified star
architecture.
Cost-efficient bursts
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Today's emerging broadband communications network is characterized
by a series of star-points, or "bursts."
Figure 1 illustrates a series of eight
possible cable TV system bursts that
follow the originating burst (BO) of the
satellite link or broadcast tower. In
most systems, the actual number of
bursts will be smaller. The large number of possible bursts relative to a
traditional telco double-star architecture prevents the cost burdens associated with dedicated home-run lines.
All of the bursts allow cost-efficient
signal splitting in the forward transmission path. 'May, most of the bursts
also include signal amplification. None
need be burdened immediately with
switch costs, yet each burst provides a
point to possibly upgrade to switching
capabilities in the future.
The first cable TV system burst, Bi,
is the master headend. The supertrunk
links between B1 and B2, the remote
headends, already are in place in many
cable TV systems. However, some of
these links use microwave transmission, which is susceptible to atmos-
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pheric interference (rain fade) reliability problems and of limited two-way
communications value. Starburst uses
fiber optics for the B1-B2 link,
With today's excellent distributed
feedback (DFB) laser performance, AM
often is the most cost-effective transmission means. Using sub-octave channel-loading, carrier-to-noise (C/N) performance in the mid- to upper-50s (dB)
can be achieved with composite triple
beat (CTB) and composite second order
(CSO) distortions better than 70 dBc.
Costs for the terminal equipment are
less than $2,000 per channel, less than
half the cost of frequency modulation
(FM) or digital options. And with AM,
there is no need for additional RF
modulators at the remote headend. The
key is to get the transmission fiber
platform in place. Competitively, telcos
now routinely link their central offices
to their remote terminal switches with
fiber.
For those who have been convinced
that new FTF systems are the way to
go, discussion of the B2-B3 fiber optic
backbone trunking link might seem
moot. In many newbuild and total
rebuild construction cases, that will be
the case. But in certain upgrade cases,
where a significant portion of existing

cable and electronics can be saved, the
backbone architecture is being chosen
today. 'Ib the extent that existing plant
allows additional future bandwidth
upgrades, Starburst consideration might
still be worthwhile,
'lb provide for relatively efficient
forward evolution, Starburst requires
that backbone node (B3) locations be
chosen with future B4 FTF node and
B5 express node locations in mind.
Amplifier stations capable of optoelectronic upgrades will ease the transmission, as will housings and feeder cable
rated to 1GHz or more.
In today's fiber-to-the-feeder B2-B4
links, the B4 FTF optoelectronic node
is Starburst's heart. Optical splitting
at the B2 headend allows B2-B4 terminal equipment costs to average less
than $10,000. A 10-dB to 12-dB optical
loss budget allows link performance of
better than 50 dB C/N, and 61 dBc to
65 dBc CSO/CTB. In Starburst, 1,600
to 4,800 homes typically are served
from B4. This assures compatibility
with many telephony multiplexers. B4
node placement is optimized for express
feeding of subsequent B5 nodes, creating future service expansion subsections of 400- to 600-home neighborhoods (Figure 2).

For best efficiencies, the B4 FTF
node includes the optoelectronic receiver, a high output RF bridging
amplifier and four feeder cable launch
points. Provision should also be made
for a return-path laser module, status
monitoring module, redundancy
switches and a future four-way optical
splitter.
Optical amplifiers with better than
15 dBm output power have been demonstrated in laboratories. This is about
four times the typical output (8 dBm)
of today's best DFB lasers.
So, future placement of an optical
amplifier at the B2 headend and fourway optical splitter at the B4 node
should provide a simple means to
extend fiber to B5.
Starburst typically requires no more
than four RF electronic line extenders
in cascade. Figure 3 highlights the
results of a computer modeled hypothetical system build with 100 homes
per mile and 49 dB C/N, 53 dBc CTB
end-of-line performance. Ibtal system
construction material costs stop declining significantly at the four line extender cascade (to below $6,000 per mile).
Results from an actual system design
at 110 homes per mile density and
49:53 C/N:CTB performance are also
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highlighted in Figure 3.
Costs excluding labor bottomed out
at the four line extender cascade (to
$5,620 per mile for the forward path
and $6,180 for complete two-way transmission). Quadrapower® technology
was used for bridging amplifiers at the
B4 and B5 nodes. Line extenders use
power doubling technology.
In the United Kingdom (U.K.), Starburst systems include aB6 cluster-tap.
Also known as star-taps, the 24- to
64-way splitting network is co-located
with the final line-extender. Drops
typically can reach from 100 to 150
meters (325 to 500 feet).
Traditional four- and eight-way taps,
B7, have coax inputs and coax outputs
in today's Starburst systems. For futurereadiness, housings and cable are fully
qualified to 1GHz or more.
Cable TV's final burst is in or at the
subscriber's home, B8. Multiple TV
sets already are served well by cable
TV's broadcast AM video transmission
and the subscriber splitter. Subscriber
computers also are fed by the B8
splitter for data services, and stereo
systems are fed for new digital audio
entertainment services. In the U.K.,
duplex splitters already allow B8 to
also feed telephones.

Future ready
Starburst provides an excellent platform for future evolutionary growth.
Specific future-ready provisions include
the following:
• Bandwidth expandable. All cable and feeder electronics housings and
chassis are qualified for full channel
loading at 1GHz or more. Line extenders and optoelectronic nodes B3, B4
and B5 are easily expandable to accept
750 MHz modules expected to be commercially available in volume beginning in 1992. Future bandwidth expansion is expected to be further eased by
new hybrid AM/digital transmission
schemes (see compressed digital video
section below). Lasers, photodiode detectors and optical transmission fiber
all facilitate relatively easy expansion
to 1GHz + bandwidths.
Starburst avoids feedforward technology in the feeder plant. Taking
feedforward hybrids to 750 MHz appears impractical and is not expected.
If such devices do become available at
some time, they could be used to
provide additional performance improvements, if the increased powering
requirements can be economically tolerated.

Line extenders use power-doubled
or Quadrapower® technology and are
short-spaced by 2 dB to 3 dB relative
to standard 550 MHz applications.
With this layout, required line extender gains at 750 MHz are approximately 30 dB. The short-spacing cost
premium typically works out to between $1 and $2 per home. Table 1
illustrates such aU.K. case that worked
out to $1.88 extra per home.
lbday's system optical splitters are
located in the B1 or B2 headends,
rather than in the field. This allows
an option of more easily converting the
optical network in the future. Future
field-splitting and wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) expansion options negate any need for leaving
headend fibers dark.
• Optical amplifiers/1550 nm.
Based on laboratory performance of
erbium-doped fiber amplifiers operating at 1550 nm, B3, B4 and B5 node
location decisions incorporate projected
future plant upgrades. Using narrow
linewidth light sources, laboratory experiments have demonstrated that 1550
nm transmission over standard 1310
nm fiber can be accomplished with no
dispersion-related increase in noise or
CSO distortion.
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Other
experiments
have shown optical
amplifier
outputs of 15
dBm with no
measurable contribution
to
system distortion
and manageable
noise figures of 4
dB. B1 and B2
headend transmitter housings
provide expansion space for
optical amplifiers, as do B3 and
B4 nodes. Dualwindow (1310/
1550 nm) fiber
and
optical
passives are used
in current con-struction.
• HDTV.
Starburst provides the bandwid,th expansion
and system flexibility required to
handle
any
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HDTV transmission system currently
envisioned. The Starburst growth plan
assumes that HDTV technology will
prove-in first for premium services,
that simulcast will prevail near-term
and that all-digital HDTV transmission will become the norm (at least in
the U.S.). Therefore, provisions for
HDTV are similar to those for compressed digital video (below).
• Compressed digital video. Starburst is ready for expected AM/digital
video hybrid transmission schemes.
Based on a David Grubb III analysis
published in the NCTA '91 Technical
Papers, a 4 dB to 6 dB distortion
improvement factor is projected for
AM/digital systems with a 550/750
MHz split. The use of digital carriers
above 550 MHz also will ease high
frequency tap level requirements because the digital signals can tolerate
more noise. The same principles apply
above 750 MHz to 1GHz and perhaps
further.
Starburst's digital transmission upgradeability is based on digital-video
systems that are being optimally designed for cable TV. Such ensures cable
TV's full harnessing of this growth
opportunity as telco or satellite transmission standards will not be force-fit.
• Interactivity. The star architecture is a natural for two-way interactive communications and narrowcasting.
Switches can be added to a number of
different burst locations when business
reasons justify. The cost premium for
return-ready plant is very small. The
only significant investment is in the
extra fibers required to support return
signals. Activating the return path for
sub-split data transmission typically
costs $5 or less per home. Status
monitoring and path redundancy capabilities are also incorporated to assure
the reliability required for real-time
interactive services. For best evolutionary cost economies, these capabilities
are activated through optimal plug-in
modules.
• PCN/telephony. Starburst provisions for interactivity, mentioned above,
also apply to PCN/telephony service
integration. The relatively large number of burst locations provides plenty
of flexibility for future telephony service integration. Cell sizes have been
chosen to best integrate with available
telephony multiplexing equipment and
anticipated cable TV/PCN coverage
areas. Even if fiber-to-the-curb becomes economically feasible, Starburst
B6 and B7 nodes are well situated for
conversion to optoelectronics. Dark fibers often can be extended to B5, B6
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and/or B7 nodes today to facilitate
future telephony expansion. Starburst's
large bandwidth capacity provides ample room for ancillary telephony service
traffic.
Costeffective activation today
Ibtal two-way distribution system
material costs for a typical North
American Starburst fiber-to-the-feeder
system are compared to equivalent
fiber backbone construction costs in
Figure 4. The comparison assumes
aerial construction, 550 MHz activation, 100 homes per mile and 49:53
(dB) C/N:CTB end-of-line performance.
In this example, the Starburst FTF
system is 13 percent less expensive

1

Please rush me:

than a standard backbone system. Of
course, every actual system construction case is different. Detailed construction choices depend on a particular cable TV operation's existing plant
geography, subscriber density, marketing strategy, future expansion philosophy and budget. Starburst provides a
future-ready, cost-effective platform for
consideration in most of today's cable
TV construction opportunities. •
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Personal Communications
An opportunity for the cable industry?

p

ersonal Communications Networks (PCN) represent a major
opportunity for the cable industry as supporting service providers and
possibly as direct participants. PCN is
believed to have revenue potentials
well in excess of those to be enjoyed by
cellular services; and CATV systems,
with their existing infrastructures, are
well positioned to participate in this
developing area.
However, the PCN landscape is far
from simple, and there are still few
fixed navigation points as the service
develops at a very rapid pace. An
understanding of PCN's history and
issues is necessary to allow the cable
industry to appreciate and evaluate the
opportunities and choices for
participation which may be presented.
This article attempts to provide some
of the background necessary for this
appreciation.

exceed 10 percent to 15 percent.
The vision of PCN
The vision of PCN is that of a
wallet-sized radio handset, which will
allow the user to make or receive voice,
and possibly even data, telephone calls

between adjacent cells as the user
moves about is much different than
that of an automobile moving between
cells at speeds in excess .of 60 mph.
Because of differences in system design
requirements and lower power output
required, it is projected that the PCN
handset can be sold in high quantities

PCN's potential
In recent months, aflurry of experimental license applications has marked
the entry of the cable industry into one
of the newest, and potentially most
important, areas of telecommunications services development. It is one,
which while seeming far distant from
cable's main business, could prove to
be a major source of new revenues in
the future. This are is the area of
wireless personal communications services, usually called personal communications networks or PCN.
It is also an area of contention
between two major groups of current
switched telephony service providers:
the local exchange carriers and the
cellular service providers. And it is one
which might become aregulatory battlefield as various interests battle for
control.
That there is atremendous demand
for PCN services is well documented
by a number of market studies which
indicate that up to 40 percent of the
potential users asked would purchase
a PCN service. In contrast, cellular
service penetration is less than 2
percent today and not expected to ever
By Jim Rosenberg, San Francisco
Consulting Group

Figure 1

anywhere and'at any time. This is the
communication element related to the
C in PCN. It is the tetherless or
wireless access element.
Access to the service is supported by
acontinuous grid of radio base stations,
as in the current cellular service, but
with much smaller separations between adjacent cell centers. This arrangement of a large number of "microcells," with aradius ranging from a
few hundred feet to one mile, will allow
the user to move about freely with
uninterrupted service but will require
much lower transmitter powers and
thus permit the use of avery small and
inexpensive handset.
As the handset is intended for use
in the user's hand rather than mounted
in a vehicle, the problem of hand-off
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for less than $200 each.
Nehvorldng
A second element of the PCN vision
is the networking related to the N in
PCN. Integral to PCN, if it is to be
more than an public access cordless
telephone, are network capabilities. A
forerunner of the PCN concept is that
of the lblepoint or CT-2 service presently provided in the United Kingdom.
In Iblepoint, users' handsets substitute for payphones in that within
limited areas in public places the
Iblepoint unit can access the public
network on an originating-only basis.
In Telepoint no one can call into the
user's handset, service areas are restricted to high traffic areas like pubs
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structure for extending personal communications access and services across
different networks and technologies. It
is intended to encompass not only
wireless access as in PCN, cellular and
paging, but also fixed and cordless
access through the wireline based public network. Figure 1shows arepresentation of the UPT structure.
PCN, as described above, utilizes the
personal handset as the terminal device, gains system access via the microcell fabric, utilizes the personal communication network and at the handset
level takes advantage of terminal mobility management capabilities to provide for calling to the handset regardless of where it is located and to control
its service and privileges.
Finally, a personal mobility management function maps the individual
user, and the potential multiple numbers and individual feature sets associated with the user to the mobile
terminal or wireline address. A similar
structure is envisioned for cellular and
other wireless services that may make
use of macrocells, as in the case of
cellular services, or satellites like those
of INMARSAT for ships, planes and
vehicles, or even ground-based service
to aircraft, as in Airfone.
On the wireline side, there is no need
for terminal mobility management but
there is the common need for personal
mobility management. The local exchange carriers, particularly the RBOCs,
believe themselves well positioned to
provide this infrastructure and the
related services via the intelligent
networks they are developing. The
interexchange carriers, who are developing similar intelligent network capabilities, may be positioned to contest
this opportunity, particularly as they
are not bound by the restriction to
intra-LATA services placed upon the
RBOCs.
The significance of UPT is that it
provides acontext for not only PCN but
also more general personal communication capabilities which will not be
restricted to microcell access. If some
40 percent of the eligible population
will seriously consider buying a wireless PCN service, the overall demand
for UPT capabilities should be far
greater.
A brief history of PCN
While the concepts of PCN, UPT,
microcellular radio systems, and personal numbering have been under
discussion for many years, PCN as a
distinct and soon-to-be-realized service

has only emerged in the last two years,
principally as aresult of actions by the
British government.
The Department of Trade and
Industry, looking ahead to the United
Kingdom's next century telecommunications
needs,
the
desire
for
competitiveness and possibly even
dissatisfaction with competition in the
wireline network between British
Telecom and the newer Mercury
networks (and concern over the slowerthan-desired development of cellular
services), in early 1989 issued a
discussion paper called "Phones On
the Move" whose vision of PCN matched
that above.
After receiving a great number of
responses, DTI announced that it would
accept applications for licenses to build
and o'crate one or more PCNs to serve

Millicom's prototype personal
communications handset.
the U.K. Several applications were
received and three licenses were issued.
One was earmarked for BT's
competitor Mercury Communications
from the beginning and two others
were awarded, based on acomparative
analysis of the systems and plans
presented, to the Microtel (in which
Pacific Telesis is a participant) and
Unitel (in which USWest is a participant) consortia. Service via the three
PCN networks is expected to begin in
1992.
The British PCNs have adopted the
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GSM architecture developed by the
Groupe Speciale Mobile for the PanEuropean digital cellular system. The
choice of GSM for the architecture is
important as many of the functions
required for PCN are already specified
and under development.
Of equal importance is the U.K.'s
choice of a frequency band around 1.8
GHz for the handset-to-microcell base
station links. Within the U.K., this
band will become effectively free for
use as the Ministry of Defence shifts
elsewhere.
A version of the GSM specification
adapted for PCN operation and moved
from 900 MHz to the 1.8 GHz frequency
band, called DCS 1800, is moving
through the standards bodies in Europe
and will soon be formal.
Because of the involvement of U.S.
firms in the PCN license application
exercise in the U.K., and the tremendous growth experienced by cellular
services in the U.S., it is only natural
that there would soon be a move to
establish similar networks and standards in the U.S.
Millicom (which was granted the
first U.S. experimental license for PCN),
Lilbl, and others are attempting to do
just this. The spate of PCN applications,
now numbering at least 56, join the
more than 10 license applications for
Iblepoint/CT-2 trials. Those who have
applied and the status of their
applications is shown in Figure 2. The
recent presence of a number of
representatives of the cable industry
is significant.
In attempting to translate the British PCN experience to the U.S., it must
be noted that there are some significant differences in the situations:
• In the U.K., PCN basically arose
from a government-led initiative. In
the U.S., PCN is a private initiative
without formal government support
but fully governed by existing structures
and procedures.
• In the U.K., afree frequency band
was found and set aside for the purposes of PCN. In the U.S. there is
virtually no free frequency spectrum
and PCN must contest for whatever
spectrum becomes available with multiple competing uses.
• In the U.K., the government
decided at the beginning of the process
how licenses would be awarded, and at
least in the case of Mercury, who would
be an acceptable licensee. In the U.S.
there is no provision for PCN licensing
and the complex and touchy issues of
how to license and whom to license
must be determined in apublic arena.
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Cable Industry Applicants
Company

ApplIc
Date Contact Person

Market
Test Description

Cox Enterprises, Inc.

9/20/90

William L. Killen, Jr.

No

up to 15 microcell stations and 200
subscriber units using TOMA and CDMA

Cablevision

9/28/90

James A. Kofalt

Yes

200 microcell stations and 2000
subscriber units at Part 15 and 12 GHz
CARS frequencies

Cable USA, Inc.

11/2/90

No

Up to 10,000 subscriber units

Satcom, Inc.

11/5/90

Les Hilliard

No

Up to 5000 units using FNMA, CDMA.
TOMA, and FDMA

Pertel, Inc.

11/8/90

Michael J. Mahoney

Yes

Up to 100 microcell stations and
10,000 subscriber units using FNMA.
CDMA, TOMA, and FDMA

Continental Cablevision

11/19/90 William TSchleyer

Yes

Up to 100 microcell stations and 500
subscriber units using spread spectrum,
CMA, TOMA

Time Warner Cable Group

12/11/90

No

Up to 100 microcell stations and 500
subscriber units

Comcast Corp.

1/10/91

No

Up to 50 microcell stations and 500
subscriber units

Cable TV of East
Providence, Inc.

1/17/91

Glenn W. Winter

No

Up to 15 microcell stations and 100
subscriber units using spread spectrum
and other

Casco Cable Television

1/17/91

Glenn W. Winter

No

Up to 15 microcell stations and 100
subscriber units using spread spectrum
and other

York Cable Television

1/17/91

Glenn W. Winter

No

Up to 15 microcell stations and 100
subscriber units using spread spectrum
and other

Viacom International Inc.

1/29/91

Edward Schor

Yes

Up to 1000 microcell stations and
10,000 subscriber units using FHMA,
FDMA, TOMA, CDMA

Figure 4

• Also, in the U.S. a number of
entrepreneurial individuals and smaller
organizations are attempting to become
players.
Despite these differences, PCN is
making remarkable strides in the U.S.
and stands agood chance of becoming
areality within the next few years.
The present age of PCN in the U.S.
can probably be dated from the applications of Cellular 21 for CT-2 spectrum
in the 900 MHz band and Millicom for
full PCN spectrum in the 1.85 GHz to
1.99 GHz band. These attracted considerable attention from all members of
the telecommunications community as
well as interested parties outside of
telecommunications and led to the FCC
issuing a Notice of Inquiry in early
1990 (Docket 90-134, "Amendment of
the Commission's Rules to Establish
New Personal Communications Services," released June 28, 1990).
Rounds of comments and reply comments on the PCS inquiry have led to
a clarification of the issues, if not to
their solution and the feeling that the
FCC will take steps to act decisively
on the matter of PCN within the next
year.
At first glance, this may seem an
unduly long period before action is

taken, but if one thinks in terms of how
complex matters of this sort involving
the mediation of multiple conflicting
interests are resolved, the process is
actually quite rapid.
The regulatory situation
As PCN does not yet exist in the
U.S. it presents a number of potential
regulatory problems which will have
to be resolved rather quickly if service
is to develop and become widely available to the public within the next few
years. Most of these issues are interrelated and flow from technical issues.
A few key issues are: frequency
bands and interference; entry, competition and licensing; and federal vs. state
control.
The availability of adequate quantities of radio spectrum in a suitable
band or bands is the first of several key
issues which must be solved to allow
for successful PCN deployment. There
are currently no sizeable blocks of free
frequency spectrum available at usable
frequencies.
Consequently, the complex problems
of clearing frequencies of existing users
or setting some sharing mode must be
faced. Both represent substantial
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technical and political problems because
of the entrenched positions of existing
users and systems. These users are
already licensed to operate in the bands
and have made substantial investments
in equipment. Often the users are
government, public safety, or defense
organizations whose needs are
particularly sensitive.
The solution to the spectrum availability problem is being approached
from two directions. In the Congress
there are efforts led by Representative
John Dingell of Michigan to cause the
federal government to re-examine its
spectrum usage and relinquish 200
MHz of spectrum below 3 GHz for use
by new telecommunications technologies.
HDTV and others are potential competitors with PCN for this spectrum if
it is released and the process of making
it available could be quite lengthy
although it is believed that it could be
done. In the laboratories of many
organizations in the U.S. and elsewhere, technological approaches based
on spread spectrum modulation which
will allow an unprecedented degree of
non-interfering spectrum sharing are
being actively investigated.
Finally, there is an implicit solution
to the requirement for PCN spectrum
in the existing cellular spectrum allocations. Cellular carriers have the
option of using both their currently
active spectrum and that additional
spectrum allocated in recent years for
system expansion for PCN and PCNlike services. Whether cellular carriers
would choose to do so in the absence of
other PCN competition is an interesting question.
Access to spectrum
When spectrum, or adequate spectrum sharing, becomes available, the
next question to be faced is who should
be allowed to operate PCN services and
how their entry into the service should
be controlled. Using cellular services
as amodel, the FCC could allocate one
license to the local wireline carrier and
hold a lottery for the other license (or
licenses if it is determined that more
than two licenses should be offered).
In cellular this was done on the basis
of metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs)
initially and rural statistical areas
(RSAs) later. This lengthy and cumbersome approach was far from controversial and may have delayed the introduction of cellular services in some
areas.
Other options for determining who
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is licensed include comparative hearings
in which the technical, financial and
perhaps public interest value of various
proposals are weighed against one
another. Comparative hearings could
become particularly contentious because
of the difficulty of quantifying one
benefit against another.
An innovative and somewhat unconventional "open entry" approach, modeled on the way in which Airphone's
air-to-ground service was handled, has
been proposed by Digital Spread Spectrum Technologies, a subsidiary of
Cylink Corp.
DSST's proposal is based on acombination of technology and lack of regulation and assumes that spread spectrum
modulation will allow extensive sharing between fixed users and the new
PCNs in a band. The band is then
divided into both dedicated and shared
blocks in each area with existing fixed
links being blocked out to avoid interference. PCN carriers are assigned
dedicated blocks and allowed to access
shared blocks on a per call basis once
the traffic in their dedicated blocks
reaches acertain level.
The merits of this plan are that as
many as 14 carriers could be accommodated in abest case area and that the

lation is distributed, PCN providers
may be subject to filing both federal
and state tariffs.
In parallel to the PCS and other
matters, the FCC is considering the
recommendation that a"pioneer's preference" of some form be given to
technical and service innovators who
risk their capital to develop new services. While the extent of this preference, if adopted, might only be procedural, anticipation of it seems to be
driving a number of experimental license applicants to "stake out" their
territories by filing for licenses in a
number of markets they wish to serve.

market drives the spectrum required
by each carrier. DSST's proposal is of
interest in that beyond satisfying minimal technical and suitability requirements, there would be few impediments to becoming a PCN provider as
technical standards would be allowed
to evolve along with the services and
be market driven. This approach could
lead to very quick implementation of
PCN in the U.S.
A final question relating to federal
vs. state regulation goes to the heart
of the service to be provided by PCN.
In the U.K. model and throughout
Europe and elsewhere, PCN is envisioned as being developed on anational
basis with backbone trunking covering
the nation. In the U.S. it is not yet clear
as to whether PCN will become, as in
the RBOC and cellular views, an
alternative means of access to the local
central office or a parallel nationwide
network.
Because of intra- vs. inter-LATA and
intra- vs. inter-state questions, the
relative roles of federal, state, and
perhaps even local authority regulation of PCN are unclear. If PCN is seen
as purely a radio service, there are
precedents for solely federal licensing,
Regardless of how licensing and regu-

Technical issues
Figure 3 is a much simplified schematic of one architecture for a U.S.
PCN service. It consists of four equipment elements and four sets of links.
There are technical issues associated
with each element and each link.
The PCN handsets and the RF links
between the handsets and the microcell
base stations are issues of developing
new technologies. Others, like the links
between the microcell base stations
and the PCN, the SS7 or other signalling
network between the PCN switches
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and the terminal mobility management
database, and the database itself do not
require new technologies. However,
they do require the deployment of
existing technologies on a new scale
and in novel ways.
Finally, the links between the PCN
network and other networks can hardly
be novel if they are to be low cost and
cause the minimum of expense to the
other networks, but they do need to be
defined and configured to the satisfaction of operators of all networks.
From the point of view of the cable
industry, two technical issues are of
greater importance as they could have
direct impacts on CATV systems and
their development. These are the choices
for the RF links between the PCN
handsets and the microcell base stations; and the connector links between
the microcell base stations and the
PCN switch. Both will affect the financial viability of the PCN services as
they are key cost elements in the
system. If one or the other fails to meet
expectations, PCN will not prosper.
The spectrum shortage imposes severe constraints on the RF link to the
handsets. Even if free spectrum can be
found, the efficiency of these links
must be sufficient to support an éco-

nomic number of simultaneous conversations. In the presence of interference
this constraint becomes more severe,
'fraditional analog cellular services
are running up against this constraint
in certain heavy traffic areas like New
York and Los Angeles today and the
industry has recently adopted adigital
standard which should result in capacity gains of at least three times, if
implemented. Whether this will be
sufficient for cellular to continue its
exponential growth and achieve projected penetrations is still asomewhat
open question.
The approach championed by Millicorn and others for PCN is to go to an
entirely different type of modulation,
which in conjunction with the use of
microcells, appears to offer the possibility of tremendous gains in capacity
when measured in terms of conversations per unit of area. This is the
technique known as spread spectrum
or code division multiple access (CDMA).
In actuality, spread spectrum is a
modulation technique in which the
modulating signal is mixed with a
unique spreading signal and "spread"
across a wide frequency band rather
than concentrated into the narrowest
band possible, as is the goal of most

other modulation techniques.
One advantage of the widely spread
signal is that the signal power contamed in any part of the bandwidth is
very low and thus causes lesser interference to a more narrow band signal
receiver associated with a different
modulation scheme. The interference
caused to external systems by spread
spectrum signals is thus less and in
some instances may be undetectable
by these systems.
Another advantage of spread spectrum is that as each spreading signal
can be made unique it is possible to use
asingle frequency for multiple signals
and separate them at the receiver' by
using the spreading code of the desired
signal to pull it out of the other signals
received. In a spread spectrum system
far lower carrier-to-noise ratios (C/N)
can be accepted than in other systems.
By using carefully chosen spreading
codes, a form of multiple access is
achieved, hence the term CDMA.
Spread spectrum signals are also
believed to be more resistant to propagation-related problems like multipath and to be able to be used to provide
an improved form of "soft" handover
between microcells. One of the key
aims of the experimental licenses is to
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determine the reality of the claims for
spread spectrum in the real-world environment in which the PCN system will
operate.
Critical items to be determined include the code gain, or number of
simultaneous spread spectrum signals
which can be tolerated; interference
from spread spectrum systems to other
systems, including CATV distribution
systems; interference between spread
spectrum systems; and how well radio
signals propagate into and within buildings.
The other technical issue of particular importance to the cable industry is
how to join the many microcell base
stations to the PCN switch. A number
of techniques are available, ranging
from existing microwave transmission
systems in urban areas, as presently
provided by LOCATE in New York and
a number of other major cities across
the nation, to standard digital transmission circuits provided by the local
exchange carriers in most locations,
but at greatly varying costs, to the
nearly ubiquitous CATV plant running
through most urban, suburban and
rural areas.
Finally, there are future prospects
of atmospheric optical transmission
which are under investigation by several
manufacturers.
If the microcell base stations are
assumed to be distributed evenly in a
honeycomb-like grid across most suburban and rural areas and in some
three-dimensional manner in the urban
areas the magnitude of the connector
network required to join them all to the
PCN switches becomes apparent.
The connector circuits provided will
need to be high-quality, full duplex
digital circuits and of at least DS-1
capacity to each microcell. Depending
upon the architecture of the microcells
and how cells may be tandemed together
via the connector circuits, even DS-3
circuits to multiple points may be
required.
A technical issue particular to cable
is how to take maximum advantage of
CATV infrastructure to provide these
connecting circuits, as most existing
backbone cable plant is based on analog transmission over coaxial cable
bearers with closely spaced repeaters.
While the capability for additional
digital transmission over these systems
is inherently limited, trial systems for
digital transmission are certainly
possible and several license applications,
such as those of Casco Cable Iblevision
Inc. mention the testing of techniques
for the coupling of PCN signals using

coaxial cable as well as fiber optic
plant.
If a fiber optic transmission backbone is assumed able to provide both
analog video channel distribution from
headend to customers and multiple
duplex digital circuits along the route,
the situation becomes much more attractive to the CATV system operator.
Experiments using combined analog
and digital techniques over fiber have
been underway for a number of years.
In the French fiber optic wired city of
Biarritz, not only analog video for both
entertainment and duplex video teleconferencing but also duplex 64 kbit/s
digital telephony and data channels
run to thousands of homes.
In the U.S., research is underway as
to how best combine the signals;
wavelength division multiplexing where
a different laser frequency is used for
different
services,
sub-carrier
multiplexing, and even the use of
separate fibers are under study.
The recent experimental license application of Linkatel Communications
Inc., a Sn Diego company engaged in
building ametropolitan area fiber optic
alternative access, mentions the video
development activities of its sister,
Tacan Corp. Here, one organization
seems to be assembling the various
components required for an effective
answer to the PCN connection problem.
The potential goodness of fit between
CATV plant capabilities and placement and the need for connector circuits has not been lost on the cable
industry. Nor has the revenue potential represented by these circuits been
overlooked. In an era when bypass of
local exchange facilities is a serious
consideration, the provision of PCN
connection circuits could be the largest
bypass "plum" of all. Even participation as PCN providers is a possibility
for the cable industry. The number of
experimental license requests from cable companies in recent months is an
indicator of the importance of participation in PCN for the cable industry.
Players and trials
Figure 2shows the universe of PCN
and CT-2 experimental license applicants and the status of their application. Figure 4provides abit more detail
on the cable industry applicants applications and plans. These, and perhaps
several other cable-related trials, can
be expected to take place if the licenses
are granted. The number and distribution of those involved show the importance attached to PCN by major indus-
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try players.
At another level the cable industry
as awhole is becoming involved in PCN
via Cable Iblevison Laboratories. In
mid-January, CableLabs and Millicom
announced an agreement to cooperate
in the development of PCN systems for
the U.S. market. The agreement provides for the exchange of technical
information relating to the interfacing
of PCN to cable networks. This cooperation is significant as the development
of standard interfaces and techniques
would allow individual operators to
enter the PCN support business quickly
and efficiently.
Cable's potential role
The cable industry appears well
positioned technically to participate in
PCN in at least the role of microcell
base station to PCN switch connection
provider. Cable has the infrastructure,
the staffing, the rights of way, the
electrical power, the pole attachment
rights, the local presences, and the
many other elements which will be
required to be successful in this role.
However, a number of questions
remain to be answered about what the
exact role of the individual CATV
operators should or will be. At one
extreme the local operator can provide
digital connectivity on a "common
carrier" basis to two or more PCN
providers in autility role. At the other
extreme, the operator could become a
PCN provider in its own right and
provide microcells and even switched
services. Each extreme and all gradations in between have an individual
business case to be examined in light
of the circumstances of the particular
operator.
From a strategic viewpoint, the industry must examine carefully whether
or not it wishes on abroad scale, or any
scale whatsoever, to become involved
in the massive bypass of the local
exchange carrier at a time when the
local exchange carrier might wish to
move toward video distribution and
fiber to the home.
There is acertain irony that broadband distribution is place specific while
PCN is person specific, yet the two
could easily work together to form a
full alternative to the present local
exchange carrier distribution networks.
One conceivable scenario could have
two PCN providers, one wireline and
one CATV-based. Perhaps when PCN
reaches equilibrium by the end of the
decade this scenario will not seem as
extreme as it might today. •
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Personal communications
and CATV
Observations on the opportunities and challenges

ir

• Paging
• PBX & Centrex
• Residential telephony (e.g. wired
loops and cordless phones)
• Pay telephones
In spite of this array of established,
potential competitors, there are some
very bold predictions for the future of
PCS:
• A.D. Little states, based on their
focus group research, that 10 years

he PCN/S phenomenon is certainly
a fascinating one to observe, but
will it generate for those who
chose to participate in it amega-donar
loss or profit? The PCN/S bulls base
their optimistic enthusiasm on predictions of 60 million customers 10 years
after market introduction and tens of
billions in annual revenues. The bears
remember the costly lesson of videotex
and remain concerned over unproven
demand, undeveloped technology, unknown costs, uncertain competitive
reactions, and yet-to-be-determined significant government "help."
Will PCN/S go the way of videotex—
that is, be aseductive lure that encourages firms to invest millions to end up
gaining nothing--or is it truly the
future of telecommunications throughout the world?
This paper suggests some of the
market, business, technical and regulatory questions that need to be answered
before one can accurately state whether
PCN/S is to be abust or aboom.
(One point of clarification or definition: PCS are the services a customer
will receive over PCN, the equipment
deployed to provide those services.)
The PCS market
What are the PCS that PCN will
deliver?
Depending upon the individual, descriptions of PCS can range from quite
mundane ("it's nothing more than
cordless telephony") to better than
Dick Tracy ever imagined. For this
paper, let's assume that PCS has the
following key attributes:
• Digital
• Wireless
• Person-to-person voice communication service (i.e. its potential data
applications are not its primary niche)
• Uses small radio cells
If the above are its key attributes,
then PCS will have to be competitively
positioned against the following established telecommunications services:
• Cellular
By Thomas F Gillett, Media
Management Services

Will PCN/S go the
way of videotex,
or is it truly
the future of
telecommunications
throughout
the world?

will it be competitively positioned
against each existing service?
• What PCS features and benefits
will attract customers?
• Will PCS be sold on an added
value or a reduced price basis vs.
existing services?
• Will PCS capture the growth potential of existing services, create new
growth or replace existing services?
• What are the best PCS market
segments?
• If developing technologies and standards (such as TDMA, E-TDMA, CDMA
and GSM) make cellular more "personal," what will that do to PCS
demand?
• Why should PCS demand be so
much more phenomenal than what
cellular has experienced?
• What can be learned from cellular's experiences in the U.S. and CT2/
Iblepoint's experience to date in the
U.K. to help insure PCS success in the
U.S.?
• How much customer perceived
value is there in portability vs. full
mobility?
PCS as a business

after market introduction there will
be 60 million PCS users in America.
• Impulse
Telecommunication
Corp.'s study predicts PCS revenue of
$30 billion to $35 billion in the year
2010.
If there is to be a growing market
demand for telecommunications services of amore "personal" nature, than
it should not be ignored that each of
those existing services can be modified
to meet some (perhaps all) of that
"new" demand.
Therefore, from a PCS market perspective, the following are some of the
questions that need to be answered:
• What do residential and business
telecommunications customers buy now
and what do they want?
• Can customer needs be adequately
met via current or enhanced existing
services?
• What are the forecasts for existing
telecommunications services?
• If PCS is to enter the market, how
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Assuming that the answers to the
market questions indicate alegitimate
opportunity to provide a service that
customers will want to purchase, then
what is the best business construct to
provide that service? This question
cannot be answered independently of
the technical issues that will be mentioned later, but there are some overriding critical business challenges.
For example, if either the A.D. Little
market forecast or Impulse Iblecommunications Corp. study is accurate,
then 60 million PCS customers will
exist 10 years after market introduction and/or PCS revenues could be $30
billion to $35 billion in the year 2010.
Therefore, within 10 years, a national
communications network (with amindboggling database requirement) will
have to be built that rivals, and in
some ways exceeds, both the existing
telco and cellular networks. Few, if any
companies, have the ability independently to finance, plan and/or execute
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such ahuge capital effort.
(Maybe the telcos will switch from
their theme song of "Let's put $200
billion in the rate base for fiber, in
order to save America," to a"Let's put
$200 billion in the rate base for PCS,
in order to save America." A facetious
comment that might come true.)
Therefore, it seems to be critical that
anyone hoping to participate in PCS
will need to develop strategic alliances.
These alliances need to be assembled
in order to make certain that all of the
PCS provisioning challenges are met.
Those include:
• Financing
• Service sales and distribution
• Operations
• Construction
• Network connectivity
• Billing
• etc.
Further, those alliances will have to
make certain that all of the technical
pieces of PCN (see the next section) are
properly established and operated. It
seems likely that firms or industries
that may have viewed themselves as
competitors, might now need to become
cooperative partners in order that together the full PCS opportunity (whatever it might be) can be realized.
In probably all metropolitan areas,
the following firms are each deploying
telecommunications networks:
• Cable TV
• iblcos (LECs)
• IXCs
• Cellular
• Alternative access providers
• Private networks
Should each provide PCS, or are
there some logical and valuable alliances among them? An excellent way
to test the value of various alliance
partners is to trial them during the
running of the FCC experimental licenses.
In the midst of all of that, these are
some of the key PCS business questions
that need to be answered:
• Should cable TV plan to be a full
service provider of PCS (i.e own, operate and sell all aspects of PCS)?
• If not afull service provider, then
what is the best niche or niches (if any)
for cable TV to concentrate on?
• Does Cable's PCS participation
decision vary by geographic and/or
demographic market?
• What is the value to PCS provisioning of cable's established presence
in 60 percent of America's homes?
• Will cable's image help or hurt if
cable offers PCS?
At this point in the market develop-

ment of PCS, it appears that there is
one niche that is fundamental to all of
cable's PCS options—and that is transport. Especially and specifically the
building incrementally upon existing
cable systems in order to offer the
telecommunications link between the
PCN base stations and the network
intelligence/switching points (a transport service that could also be marketed to cellular companies).
No matter who is the eventual PCS
retail provider (whether it be cable or
others), cable should be aggressively
working now to explore the alternative
of establishing itself as the best choice,
throughout the nation, for PCN transport. 'fransport will either be the only
logical niche for cable to pursue and
establish as ahighly profitable service
that it sells to PCS (and cellular)
providers or transport will be the
building block to whatever level of PCS
participation cable will enjoy.
Transport for wireless providers can
be viewed in avery similar way to the
alternative access business (i.e. the
interconnection of discrete points,
whether they be base stations to
switches or business customers to POPS
(alternative access), is the transport
business.) Thus, perhaps a telecommunications business development route
for cable companies to consider is:
1) build an alternative access business
2) provide transport to cellular companies
3) provide transport to PCS providers; and
4) to be determined.
PCN technology
The technical delivery of PCS (i.e.
PCN) can be segmented into these
areas:
• Database
• Switching
• Transport (both from the switch
to base stations and the connectivity
between switching)
• Base stations (RF transmitters/
receivers)
• Handheld units
Each of those areas has its own
design, equipment engineering, traffic
engineering, network management, construction, deployment, maintenance,
operations, quality control and other
issues—none of which have been answered to date! (There may currently
be more technical uncertainty about
PCN than ISDN, HDTV and videotex
combined.) Being involved with answering such questions has historically
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been a very expensive proposition.
There is every reason to expect that the
PCN learning curve will also be a
costly one.
In the morass of so many technical
unknowns, cable TV must be careful
not to attempt independently to have
to foot the bill to develop the answers
to all of them. Because transport (as
pointed out above) is the most obvious
niche for cable to concentrate on now,
then that should be the area where
cable places its current technical attention so that it might take the "high
ground" as the expert in that area.
As cable evaluates its overall role in
the technical development of PCN
(whether via FCC experimental licenses or other research efforts), it
should remain focused on the transport
niche. Good research/experimentation
work done even at this early stage of
PCN development can build apositive,
long-term, credible reputation for cble's
transport ability.
Cable needs not only to answer as
quickly as possible, but also show other
players (and the government) that it
is the source to rely on to answer the
following transport questions:
• What will be the two-way PCS
traffic requirements between the PCS
switch and residential and/or business
(wireless) PBX base stations?
• What will be the voice transport
standard (64Kbps, 32Kbps ADPCM,
or ???)?
• What is the relationship and dependence between the physical transport
scheme and the RF (base station to
handset) one?
• Can cable TV's existing coax treeand-branch networks be cost-effectively
modified to provide the network reliability and quality required?
• What network monitoring and
management techniques are going to
be needed to operate aPCS network?
• What network architecture and
topology is best suited to PCN?
• How much will cable's PCN transport cost (and how does that compare
to other competitive transport alternatives)?
• What additional fiber (cable and
electronics) equipment is needed to
support PCN?
• What will be the transmission and
traffic quality standards for PCN?
• What is the maximum coax amplifier cascade that can be used and still
maintain voice quality standards?
Cable, via the use of its experimental
licenses and other developmental work,
must be able to show that it has the
capability not only to answer those

I
.

ONE
POWERFUL
SOLUTION.

ALPHA: THE ONE S
CABLE TELEVISION
nCable Television, ahost ofpower problems conspires to keep you from delivering the entertainment,
news and information your customers pay for Because there are so many different power problems,
Alpha Technologies has created an exceptional variety of innovative power solutions. All these
solutions are aimed at one objective: providing you with the clean, reliable power you need
to serve your subscribers full time, all the time.

The Headend.
=
=

A Your subscribers' signal
starts at the headend, but
that's also where power problems start. Uninterruptible
Power Sources (UPS) in the
headend can ensure that microwave and VHF/UHF
equipment continue to receive programming even during an outage. Alpha's fully
line-conditioned UPS products protect valuable signal
processing equipment
against the spikes, surges,
and noise that degrade signal
quality. UPS protection also
saves the time and effort
needed to completely

reprogram or re-enter
data when sensitive
memory-based systems
like computers and
character generators
suffer power loss.
Receivers, modulators,
commercial insertion
equipment and video
tape racks also need
protection, isolation
and back-up.
Even if your headend uses
aback-up generator, Alpha's
"no break" UPS provides the
vital link that bridges the
critical time between power
failure and generator stabilization. This can be many
minutes in most cases: more
than enough time to lose data
and to damage costly frontend components.
After your generator is
up and running, Alpha's
full line conditioning also
continues to protect against
any generator-induced line
spikes, electrical noise,
and the sags and surges of
generator instability.

A The ability to deliver the
level of service demanded by
your subscribers is increasingly dependent on high-tech
office and business equipment. Telephone installations from small key systems
to large PBX's require
backup by Alpha UPS and
stand-by power systems.
Advanced customer service
capabilities like Voice Mail
and Automated Attendant
may require 24 or 48 volt
DC power.
Alpha's DC power products from its Argus Division
include DC UPS and afull
line of rectifier/charger
packages for 24VDC and
48VDC systems.
With Alpha power products backing up your office

computers, you not only protect your cash flow, but your
office efficiency. When computer systems are linked
through data communications facilities to corporate
offices, other system locations, or remote sites, backup becomes acritical issue.
Your ability to manage your
pay-per-view offerings, your
telemarketing campaigns and
your maintenance programs
depends on reliable computers: computers with power
back-up from Alpha. And
power protection pays off:
revenues from loss of a
single pay-per-view event
due to power problems
would pay for all the UPS's
your office requires. Alpha's
broad range of UPS power
protection products, from
200VA through 151(VA not
only protect your revenue
stream against interruption,
but improve customer relations: remember, outages
translate directly into
angry subscribers!
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V The Alpha name is synonymous with pole-mounted
standby power for signal
distribution. Apioneer in
standby power innovation,
Alpha's contributions to the
industry over a15-year
history include universal
status monitoring, automatic
performance monitoring,
and ahost of innovations in
power conversion technology. Recent developments
include the advanced "XP''
Series of standby products
featuring an innovative
hand-held data logger to
automate system preventive
maintenance procedures.

Trunk &
Distribution.

11111111
Advanced standby capabilities like the APM-8 Logic
package, incorporating the
latest in battery charging and

temperature compensation,
may be added as upgrades to
Alpha's earlier products, allowing Alpha standby users
to keep pace with current advances at minimum cost This
approach to design assures a
maximum return on your
Alpha investment.
Alpha also provides awide
range of other power products designed to ensure reliable cable signal delivery.
Non-standby power products
for loads from 4through 18
Amps provide lightning suppression, output time delay
and full line conditioning in
either pole- or ground-mounting configurations. Signal
distribution into apartment
complexes is similarly supported by rack-mounting or
wall-mounting versions of the
non-standby units.
Alpha's powerful Amp Clamp
devices protect
the entire signal
distribution system by preventing damage due
to lightning
strikes, power
surges created
by power company switching,
and system sheath currents.
Amp Clamps may be housed in power inserters, taps,
couplers, amplifiers, and
fiber nodes.

Fiber &
ei Interdiction.

A Flexible, modular and
reliable power sources are
needed for the new 1
,1
1
and Interdiction technologies. Alpha's new APX

Series is auniversal
non-standby system
designed to meet the
needs of these new
devices. Its flexibility
allows use of asingle
power module in a
range of applications.
Surge suppression, time
delay, load indicators and
field-replaceable modular
components are featured in
pole-mount, pedestal, wall,
and shelf-mounting versions.

Microwave & Cellular.
V Alpha's power solutions
extend to the DC needs of
microwave and cellular communications equipment with
its Argus Division. Available

in 24- and 48-volt DC versions, Argus rectifiers use
advanced switch-mode
technology to provide more
power in smaller packages
and are now widely used
throughout the telephony,
cellular and
microwave
worlds.

ALPHA
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ONE
POWERFUL
COMPANY.
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Alpha Technologies has become an international leader in
power systems by building areputation for reliability and innovation. Technical and product innovations have been oriented
toward one simple goal: improving cable system service levels
by providing clean, reliable and efficient power.
Over 400 people are now employed in state-of-the-art
manufacturing plants in Burnaby, British Columbia and
Bellingham, Washington.

Ir
ALPHA

TECHNOLOGIES

We're here to back you up.TM

3767 Alpha Way Bellingham, WA 98226
(206) 6472360 Fax: (206) 671 4936

5700 SIdley Street Burnaby. B.C. V5J 5E5
(604) 430-1476 Fax: (604) 430-8908
Pnntea

USA

FORUM
questions, but also the potential to be
the "carrier" of choice for PCN transport for anyone who needs it.
Meanwhile, as cable focuses on becoming the source for answering the
PCN transport issues, it can (and
should) continue to learn about the
total PCS picture from its participation
in appropriate alliances, the operation
of its own FCC experiments, funded
research and continued observation of
the national and international efforts
to answer the rest of the PCN/S puzzle.

of cable distribution networks.
Before joining CableLabs, Gillett was
director of advanced operations testing
for GTE, where he was responsible for
the conception, planning and execution
of the fiber optics/video test bed project
in Cerritos, Calif. Prior to that, Gillett
held a number of titles with GTE with
a variety of responsibilities related to
marketing, business planning and
network engineering. He also has 10
years of experience with the Bell System.

Gillett

has

a masters degree in
management and a
bachelors
in
management engineering. He was
named
1988
Fiberoptics Man of
the
Year
by
Fiberoptics Marketing Intelligence
newsletter for his
work in Cerritos.
Thomas Gillett

Regulatory and legislative issues
While cable, and other industries,
are trying to quantify the legitimate
PCN technical capabilities and PCS
market demand, regulators (particularly the FCC) are moving ahead to
answer regulatory concerns. Cable is
challenged with trying to develop a
regulatory strategy, while technical
and market issues are still to be
answered.
While the many important national
regulatory issues about PCS are
weighed, cable needs to remain concerned that it is not prematurely
offered participation in PCS as a quid
pro quo to further telco entry into cable.
It is impossible to evaluate such an
offer prior to an accurate development
of the market value of PCS. For
example, if PCS eventually falls victim
to the technical advances, new marketing strategies and competitive pressures from cellular, then being given
the PCS telephony opportunity (for the
price of telco entry) has no long term
value for cable. In short, it seems
appropriate to work in the regulatory
scene to keep any "entry" decisions in
abeyance as facts are developed.
Therefore, it is absolutely critical
that as quickly as possible facts be
developed from the PCN/S experiments
and other developmental work so that
the value of these and alternative
strategies for cable can be accurately
judged. Cable's regulatory negotiators
need educated opinions supported by
quantified study and experimentation
developed soon. •
About the author
Prior tojoining MMR, Thomas Gillett
was vice president of business
development and technology transfer
for Cable Television Laboratories Inc.,
where he was responsible for the business
analysis and planning of the operational,
functional and technical performance

Shhh ...
,

Don't Look At Our Price
Sure you can get afully equipped Telsta A-28 for only
$27,995.00* complete. But that shouldn't be your only
reason for buying aTelsta.
After all, Telsta built its reputation on outstanding
quality .... that's why more Telsta's are on the road
toe today than any other aerial lift. Quality you can see,
•
• and quality you can't see. Like sealed permanently
e\
e
lubricated roller bearings, baked on paint that
•• goes on before assembly so there are no hidden
ioe spots to rust out and plating instead of painting
e\ on high wear surfaces.
\•

e

Its the little quality touches that add up to lower
• operating cost, long-time productivity and a
a
dk unit that still looks good in your fleet after
•
\years of service.
Call us and we'll show you how little it takes
to move into Telsta quality.

TELSTA
A LIFT
ABOVE THE REST
General Cable Company
P.O. Box 666,5600 West 88th Ave.
Westminster, Colorado 80030
Phone: 303/427-3700
Facilities in: Westminster, CO
Hayward, CA
Pomono, CA
Frederick, MD
Lithonia, GA
Ft. Wayne, IN
A Unit of Penn Central Industries
*Prices slightly higher in Califomia. Prices good for 1991 chassisonly. A Iprices FOB Telsta plant e\,lud ing taxes and regi,tralion.
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Pocket deployment
of interdiction

W

ith over 17 months of field
installation behind, surviving
the elements of weather and
power companies, interdiction continues
to prove its reliability and functionality.
And as the "does it work?" question is
put to rest, more attention is being
focused on the operational implication
of deploying interdiction within a
system. This article examines one of
the many "partial" deployment
strategies designed to maximize the
operational benefits of interdiction.
The uncompromising consumer
friendliness and the unmatched
flexibility offered by interdiction make
its revenue generating potential
boundless, limited only by our
marketing community's creativity.
By Mike Hayashi, Director ofMarketing,
Sub Systems Div., Scientific-Atlanta

headend, technically permeating
different signal security schemes to be
mixed within the existing system. For
interdiction, pocket deployment permits
non-scrambled signal delivery to the
designated area while the rest of the
system continues with traditional
scrambling based signal security. Fiberto-the-serving area (FSA) offers aperfect
technical and marketing fit allowing a
narrower segment to be defined and
targeted. Regardless of the approach,
clear signal delivery is key for
interdiction, given the technology jams
channels not authorized as compared
to descrambling a scrambled channel
in the case of addressable converter
systems.

Unrestricted marketing to the entire
consumer base within any given system
clearly makes atotal system rollout the
desirable deployment strategy.
However, with limited capital
availability, we are forced to become
more prudent in our objective of
maximizing our return on investment.
Relative to interdiction, the key question
is: Can the technology be partially
deployed allowing a gradual rollout?
And if so, how and what are the
economic drivers?
Pocket deployment
One proposed partial deployment
option is to introduce interdiction to a
small geographic segment within a
system. In "pocket" deployment, an
area of a system is isolated by means
of a separate cable run from the

Churn management
In order to determine what or where

Churn Variables vs. Pay-to-Basic Ratio
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the pocket should be, we must first
review interdiction's key operational
benefit--churn management. The effects
of churn ripple through every aspect of
acable system's operation.
Truck rolls occur for both connects
and disconnects. A 30 percent annual
churn translates to visiting 60 percent
of your subscriber base every year.
Addressable converters promised to
reduce truck rolls associated to spin
(switching) on subscription pay
channels; however, with spin amounting
to less than three percent annually
after discounting activities associated
to new connects and full disconnects,
the original expectations were never
really fulfilled.
Converter maintenance costs are still
a major part of the operating cost,
despite significant improvements in
product reliability. The primary culprit
is once again related to churn. Although
every effort is made to retrieve the
addressable converter, losses due to
port handling, vandalism and theft add
up to two percent to three percent
annually of the installed base. One
cycle is still not complete even after
converter retrieval. Every disconnect
triggers screening and refurbishment
of the converter for the next new
subscriber. Refurbishment cost is
estimated to be in the neighborhood of
$2 to $4 per unit.
Set-tops will not be completely
eliminated with interdiction. Although
the cumulative number of cable ready
televisions are estimated to be over 80
million, there are over 170 million
televisions still in use. Older sets have
migrated to the den, children's rooms,
etc. One fundamental operational
difference is the choice the operator has
with interdiction whether to continue
to be in or out of the set-top maintenance
business—a choice not available with
earlier technology.
Reliability from a consumer
perspective is measured in terms of a)
"Do Ihave a picture?" and b) "Is the
picture good?" Numerous operator
research studies indicate that over 30
percent of the subscriber maintenance
calls are related to the drop cable. With
frequent connects and disconnects, our
ability to maintain consistent high
quality remains anever ending training
and auditing challenge.
As discussed earlier, the ripple effect
of churn is evident here. Failures are
hard to plan for and consequently cost
apremium to fix. With the addressable
tap port connect and disconnect
capabilities offered by most interdiction
systems, hardening of the drop cable

Economic Model: Operational Cost Module
Basic Assumptions
Homes passed
Penetration
Subscriber
Annual growth
Addressable converter penetration
Basic gross margin per sub-month

1000
60%
600
0%
50%
$16.00
Addressable Set-Top

Interdiction System

System Average' MDU-High Chum System Average MDU-High Chum
Churn Variables

1

Annual churn ratio
Total new connects
-Outside the home
-Inside the home
Total disconnects
-Outside the home
-Inside the home
Cost of truck roll
-Outside the home
-Inside the home
-Transaction costs

30%
180
90
90
180
90
90
$10.00
$20.00
$1.00

Total
Converter Maintenance
Refurbishment cost/set top
-Incidence of refurbishment
-Total refurbishment cost
Annual set top loss
-Set top losses
-Set top replacement cost

Operating Cost Total
Per subscriber per year

45%
270
135
135
270
135
135

30%
180

45%
270
0

o

45
180

40.5 (1)

0

0

o

$0
$900
$360

$0
$810
$540

$5,760

$8,640

$1,260

$1,3$0

180
$450
2%
6
$660

270
$675
5%
15
$1,650

0

o (2)

$0
0%

o

$0
0%
0

$0

$0

$1,110

$2,325

$0

$0

2%
6

2%
6

2%
12

2%
12

$180

$180

$0
$180
6%
36
$540

$30
$15

$15

270

o

$2,700
$5,400
$540

12%
72
$1,080

12%
72
$1,080

$0
$180
6%
36
$540

$1,260

$1,260

$540

$540

$2,016
0%

$2,016
0%

$1,109
95%

$1,109
65%

$0

$1,053

$721

2%
$2,304

0%
$0

$0

$14,349
$23.92

$2,853
$4.76

$2,611
4.35

$0.14

Total
Basic Theft
Basic theft ratio
Lost cash flow

4

$1,800
$3,600
$360

$110

Total
Powering
Kilowatt-Hour cost
Powering cost
Percent paid by the operator

3

$2.50

Total
Reliability
Annual Failure Rate
-Incidence of failure
Cost of truck roll for repair
-Requires appointment
-No appointment
Drop cable failures
-Incidence of failure
-Drop repair cost

2

$0

2%
$2,304
$10,254
$17.09

0%

(3)

Note:
(1) Consumer education and lack of in home cable wiring will require some percentage of truck roll for new installs. The /rude'
assumes 50% for system wide and 30% for Moll's.
(2) Interdiction will require basic set tops for older sets, particularly 2nd sets. However, the ceierator now has the freedom to
divorce from being in the set top business.
(3) Not all thieves are expected to become paying customers.

Table 2
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Eagle's new outdoor addressable Trap system is
available, nowt After conducting our own intensive
lab and field tests for over eighteen months, we discovered this system offers so many benefits to cable
systems and cable subscribers that the only way you
can possibly appreciate them is to allow you to field
test one in your own system.
That's why we've decided to make this offer. For a
limited trial period, We will install an Eagle Outdoor
Addressable Trap Test System in your cablesystem at
no cost or obligation to you!
If you currently use atrap system or you're looking
to replace your converter/descramblers don't miss
this opportunity to try the most "user friendly" addressable system ever developed for the cable industry!

•No need to erter home for audits
•IBM PC or compatible computer control
•Compatible with billing systems
•Optional Impulse Pay per View unit allow,
subscriber to order premium programming without
calling cable system
•Auto-dialer trcnsmits customer usage back to
system using sore and forward techniques
•Pre-authorize customers for limited amounts of
pre-paid programming
•Parental control of premium channels or all service

A "short list" of Outdoor Addressable Trap System
features includes:
•4or 8tiers of negative, positive or multichannel
addressable filters; 256 combinations selectable
•Consumer friendly with VCRs, cable ready TVs and
remote controlled TVs
•Controls signal delivery to multiple TVs from one
trap switch
•Allows you to use your present negative or
positive traps
•All service cisconnect capability; over 80dB
isolation
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INTERDICTION
now becomes permanent.
Theft of service is typically associated
to pirate boxes; however, basic theft
accounts for over two percent of the
subscriber base. How many "coffee
shop" disconnects take place every day?
One solution offered today would be to
scramble every channel but with the
sensitivity to consumer friendliness at
an all time high, it is not a viable
alternative. So we tolerate basic theft.
Interdiction offers uncompromising
security to all levels of service, basic
and premiums.
Interdiction technology is clearly
positioned as an effective tool to manage
the cost associated with churn. The
pocket deployment target should thus
be the high-churn segments within a
system. Our next step is to understand
the dynamics of churn,
Chum dynamics
What causes churn? The biggest
factor is not poor marketing, bad
customer service or hatred of converters,
but mobility. People simply move. Fifty
to 60 percent of churn can be attributed
to the mobility ratio. Churn cannot be
eliminated. As basic penetration
increases, all things considered equal,

churn volume will continue to rise.
The second largest contributor to
churn is the "special" new subscriber
acquisition campaigns. Consumers
today are more value conscious. As we
inch closer to the most elastic price
points for basic cable rates, retention
of newly acquired subscribers becomes
more difficult once the campaign is
over.

(MDUs). Likewise, systems which
actively promote subscription pays
repeat their benefits through higher
pay-to-basic; however, they pay more
to support churn activity. While MDUs
permit geographic segmentation, pay
specific segmentation requires a more
subscriber-specific deployment strategy.

Pocket deployment criteria

The next logical question relative to
deploying into the MDU segment is the
question of product mix. Unfortunately,
the world is not neatly cut up into areas
with only MDUs or only residentials.
There will always be a certain mix.
Naturally, a product line which can
support both MDUs and residentials
must be aprerequisite.
Within an MDU, there are several
variations relative to size, unit count
and powering methods. We can quickly
establish powering must be outside the
home given the anticipated high churn.
Therefore the product must either be
plant powered and/or have the capability
to extract power from other indoor
sources.
The vast variety of MDU types
present the greatest degree of challenge
in defining a single product to fit all

Figure 1is agraphical representation
of churn, spin, mobility ratio, residential
types, penetration and pay-to-basic
statistics compiled from quarterly
CTAM databases'. Although the data
is only a "snapshot" quarter, it helps
demonstrate the relative cause and
effect between mobility and churn as
well as pay availability and churn.
Some of the noteworthy trends are:
• Mobility drives churn.
• The higher the MDU/renter ratio,
the higher the churn.
• The higher the pay-to-basic, the
higher the churn,
Choosing high churn as our initial
interdiction target, we can safely
conclude interdiction will be most
effective in multiple dwelling units

Defining an MDU product

LINDSAY SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

50 Mary Street W. Lindsay, Ontario, Canada K9V4S7
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INTERDICTION
types. A quick survey of operators
indicated the following MDU facts:
• Garden
house
apartments
encompass 80 percent of the MDU
market. Typical port count is six to 12
ports; typical location is outdoors (90
percent.)
• High rise MDUs represent 20
percent of the MDU market, with 100
percent indoor powering, 50 percent
home run wiring by floor (typically
eight to 16 ports) and 50 percent
central signal distribution (typical port
count 80 or higher.)
For 90 percent of the MDU market,
a combination of four-port and eightport interdiction devices with either
cable or 110 VAC powering offers the
best fit. It is the remaining 10 percent,
the central signal distribution, that
requires the greatest degree of challenge
and creativity given the typical physical
space constraint.
Developing an economic model
The components of most economic
models include revenue expectations,
cost of goods (programming, in our
case), operating costs and required
investment. For the scope of "pocket"
deployment, it would be most

C

appropriate to concentrate on the
operating cost now that we have
established churn to be the most
significant variable in our formula of
operating cost.
Table 2 is the operating cost model
which compares all the elements of
churn discussed earlier within a
hypothetical system. Columns one and
two compare the net effect of higher
churn within a50 percent addressable
penetrated system and columns three
and four make the same comparison,
using interdiction.
The average system churn is assumed
at the current national average of 30
percent. And if we further assume
residential churn is about 23 to 24
percent, in a 70 percent residential/30
percent MDU system, churn within the
MDU segment is a staggering 45
percent. With these initial assumptions,
we see that there is an approximately
40 percent increase in operating expense
as a result of the 15 percent higher
churn and three percent higher set-top
losses in an MDU setting. Contrasting
the addressable converter system to
an interdiction system, we find a 72
percent decrease in operating expenses
system-wide. The gap further widens
to an 82 percent decrease when

comparing the hypothetical MDU high
churn environments. The most
significant factor is the difference of
the direct costs of churn management.
Although economic models are only as
good as the assumptions made, it is
curious to note here that interdiction
may actually cost less to operate in an
MDU environment than single family
homes due to two factors reflected in
the model:
• More apartments are prewired
and the residents tend to be more
"cable-ready."
• Although the model assumes cable
powering of interdiction, units can still
receive power from the. MDU/
apartments.
As interdiction technology evolves,
more creative deployment strategies
are certain to emerge. Pocket
development is one such example. And
with FSA technology, it is now aviable
deployment option, allowing us to
economically tap the previously hostile
multi-dwelling markets. All this,
without even discussing revenue
opportunities! •
Reference
iCTAM database, 1990, first quarter.
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Number One in Off-Premises
Addressable Systems
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Lectro's
Newest Addition...

UNI-MAX
Designed
for the

Future
Modularity in a Common Ferro Standby Power Unit
UNI -MAX, the newest addition to the Lectro family has everything you always wanted
in a common ferro standby power unit -and more. It's 91% efficiency and unique
design save you money and reduce heat. That helps extend battery life, saving you
even more. And Lectro's exclusive "Cool Core" heat sinking technique ensures the
coolest running transformer available.
Like all Lectro standby power units, UNI -MAX is modular with totally enclosed
electronics. Modules are easily removed without tools providing safe and easy
servicing without losing power. A full range of plug in options is available.
Call 1-800-551-3790 to learn more about UNI -MAX. Another dependable product
from Lectro, aleader in power supplies for the cable industry since 1972.

Lectro
Lectro Products, Inc./420 Athena Drive

1-800-551-3790

Athens, Georgia 30601 USA
Tel:(404)543-1904/Fax:(404)548-5493
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BATTERY TE

Battery life test

M

any times you hear cable
systems complain about the
premature failure of their
standby power supply (SBPS) batteries
and when investigated, the cause can't

and Cable Iblevision Laboratories, a
first step has been taken in an attempt
to improve our understanding of SBPS
batteries. We have contracted a company named Shelly-Raion to carry out

CATV industry.
Every week for a total of 10 weeks,
each battery was discharged (20 amp
rate) for three consecutive hours and
then charged for the remainder of the
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really be discovered. These failures
could be due to defective batteries, or
the incompatibility of battery and power
supply with respect to charging and
venting during hot temperatures. In
any case, MSOs are spending a lot of
money on battery replacement each
year and the CATV industry needs
some definitive answers on batteries
in standby powering applications.
In ajoint effort with United Artists
By Jim Haag, Evaluation Engineer,
United Artists Cable Corp.

a controlled battery test plan formulated by United Artists, CableLabs and
battery manufacturers.
Test description
This testing we call the "Battery
Life lbst," was formulated to measure
the performance of batteries exposed
to hot temperatures over a 10-week
period. The three different battery
technologies chosen for this test represent a large percentage of all battery
technologies presently utilized by the
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week at the 45 degree C (115 degrees
F) temperature level. The charge current was monitored on each battery for
charge acceptance and to determine the
possibility of thermal run-away. After
every discharge, once a week, each
battery was weighed for loss of electrolyte and during the entire 10-week
period there was no additional electrolyte added to any of the batteries under
test.
1. Charge rate: On-demand float
charging with atapered current (8 -0.0
amps) and constant voltage rate of 41.0

DEPTHOF RESOURCES.

Only Sumitomo designs, builds, installs and supports
eve
gyou need for video fiber optics.
As aresult, you don't get arunaround:

we offer engineering services and turnkey construction:
single-source responsibility for your

questions get answered, problems solved,
Sumitomo makes a
full range offiber optic cables.
Choosefrom matched clad or depressed
cladfiber in either loose tube or LitePipecable construction.

project, from initial design to turn-up.

deadlines met, network goals achieved. uWe

Then there's training programs,

design, manufacture, install and support everything

ongoing support, maintenance/

optical you need for video transmission. Including afull line of optical
Sumitomo digita
equipment is cost competitive with
FM. Get up to 24 video channels on a
singlefiber without compression or
wave-division multiplexing.

VSB-AM and digital video transmission equipment, matched clad
VAD -type fiber pioneered by Sumitomo. Loose tube and

Sumitomo. uHardware, though, is only half the story. Using
111.116111111111

We manufacture afull line of multimode and single mode cable assemblies
in standard or custom lengths.

repair with loaners—whatever you need. Whatever
you want, all or any part Including peace of mind—

one reason we've been aleader in fiber optics and

economical LitePipeTM optical cables. Fully automated fusion
splicers. Plus optical connectors and patch cords, all made by

We do it all, including
engineering and construction-entire turnkey
newbuilds and rebuilds,
plus ongoing maintenance,
repair and support.

Our compact, lightweight
T-35 fusion splicer is fully
automated. You get
advancedfeatures because
we pioneeredfusion splicing.

cable television for nearly 20 years. um Call us at
(800) 358-7378. Discover the optic21 advantage
anyone can see, but only Sumitomo can deliver.

our own in-house resources and expertise,

We think you have abigfuture wit hflber optics,
so we invested $100 million in our North Carolina
research and manufacturing headquarters facility.

Our new, economical VSB-AM strand mount optical
receiverfrees you to createfiber-to-feeder andfiberto-line-extender architectures.
I

Sumitomo VSB-AM video transmitters and receivers rack, strand and pole mount-give you unmatched
network designflexibility Every unit meets uniformly
high performance specs.
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VIDEO TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT

CONNECTION SYSTEMS

OUTSIDE PLANT

ANALOG
Choose from our full line of rack,
strand and pole mount equipment.
Optical transmitters and repeaters
are available with 4or 6mw lasers
at 1310 nm, rack or strand mount.
The rack housing accommodates up
to 2transmitter or receiver units
within 2mounting spaces. One
strand-mount trunk station provides
30 dBm Voutput and accommodates up to 4receivers or 2transmitters or 2receivers and 1transmitter
with an A/B switch plus status
monitoring. Our secondary-node
receiver provides 48 dBm Vfor fiber
to the feeder architectures.

FUSION SPLICERS
Sum itomo pioneered fusion
splicing which produces
economical, high-quality splices.
Advanced features include highspeed imaging in two directions,
self-diagnostic arc test and highaccuracy splice loss estimation, plus
easy-to-use tools for fast stripping
and cleaving. Sumitomo Type 35 is
an industry standard, and our Type
51 splices up to 12 fibers at once.
Our splice sleeves provide optimum
protection.

FIBER OPTICAL CABLES
We manufacture cable with your
choice of matched clad or depressed
clad fiber. We offer loose-tube cable
in fiber counts of 4to 216, plus our
new, economical Lite-Piperm cable in
counts of 2to 24. Reel length: up to
12 km. Sumitomo pioneered vapor
axial deposition (VAD), the
matched clad fiber-making process
that set the record for low loss. We
offer optical cable sheath construction from all dielectric to double
armoured suitable for all installations (lashed aerial, duct and direct
buried) and environments.

DIGITAL
Simple to maintain, our equipment
consumes far less space and power
than FM — and requires fewer optical fibers. Sumitomo systems transmit, without compression, NTSC,
PAL and BTSC baseband video/
audio signals at 2.4 GBs, 24 channels on asingle fiber; 1.2 GBs, 12
channels; or 400 Mbs, 4channels.
Up to 72 channels fit in asingle
6-foot rack. Channel capacity can
be doubled via Wave Division Multiplexing. Transmission distance:
up to 80 km without aregtnerator.
Express and drop regenerators
available. Systems meet RS250C
medium haul specifications.

CONNECTORS
We make afull line of optical
mukimode and single mode cable
assemblies with connectors such as
Biconic, ST, FC, D4, mini-BNC and
SC. We provide custom lengths and
can make Super PC Polish connectors, even FDDI.
DEPTH OF RESOURCES
We're part of $6-billion Sumitomo
Electric Industries, Ltd. Group.
Our $100-million, 350,000 sq. ft.
manufacturing complex in Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina
employs more than 350 people
dedicated to meeting all your optical
network needs.

CONSTRUCTION
& ENGINEERING
We provide any level of service
including entire turnkey newbuild
or rebuilds. Our in-house experts
work closely with your people to
evaluate design alternatives, select
methods of construction, perform
installation, and do turn-up, testing
fusion splicing repair and maintenance. We offer single-source
responsibility, assuring your project
gets done right.
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YOUR LIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM

78 Alexander Driveu Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 o(800) 358-7378 or (919) 541-8100 Fax (919) 541-8265
Member of the Sumitomo Electric Imhistries, Ltd. Group
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Witty Starts Here.

Build Better Networks.
Expand OnThe Strand.

LASER ISOLATOR BOOSTS
PERFORMANCE, STABILITY
ECONOMICAL RECEIVER OPENS DOOR
TO - FIBER TO FEEDER" ARCHITECTURE

Not everyone's optical transmitter has an
isolator; areflection-cancelling device
which helps optimize laser performance.

Fiber in, RF out. Use this cost-effective
unit as asecondary node outputting
48 dBmV directly to feeder lines. "Fiber
to feeder" eliminates trunk amplifiers,
dramatically reducing active cascades.
The result: better picture quality, reduced
maintenance and improved service to
•subscribers. Status monitoring available.

MODULAR RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER
OFFERS DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
Elv Erz

TOUGH STEEL COVERS PROTECT
EVEN THE SUBSYSTEMS

Our philosophy: everything matters. Such as
steel housings for added rack-unit durability. The
assemblies have acarefully finished look about
them, inside and out. It reflects good workmanship:
the care and thought we put into every detail.

BRIDGER AMP

OPTICAL RECEIVER
(50-550 MHz)

30/60 VAC
POWER SUPPLY

SPLICE TRAY

OPTICAL RECEIVER
(50-660 MHz)

PLUG-IN FILTER

DFB LASER TRANSMITTER
(50-550 IVIFIz OR 5-30 MHz)
A/B SWITCH

Gain new freedom for today's design and
tomorrow's expansion. Unit offers fiberin, fiber-out, and local RF drops. Unit can
be used with conventional fiber backbone
as amini-headend in "fiber to feeder"
architectures, or repeated extended reach
to remote hubs.

SURFACE-MOUNT ELECTRONICS
ADD NETWORK RELIABILITY

--`"`

Look for neat, orderly packaging: no jumpers, no
jury-rigs, no confusion. Our advanced surfacemount electronics, all on one board, are measurably more reliable than conventional wiring and
mounting. All of which minimizes downtime,
simplifies network management.
LED'S SHOW LASER POWER
AT A GLANCE

Time is money. Don't waste it monitoring laser
power. Indicator lights automatically show
optimum laser power output — your quick
reference to laser performance.
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EXTERNAL
TEST PORTS

3 TRAY
SPLICE TRAY
CENTER
30/61? VAc
POWER SUPPLY
MODULAR ACCOMMODATION:
4 RECEIVERS, 2 TRANSMITTERS
OR 2 RECEIVERS AND 1 TRANSMITTER

STATUS MONITORING
(3 TYPES)

Fiber Backbone

*

Conventional fiber backbone reduces active
cascades as compared with coaxial trunk
system. This improves picture quality and
service reliability while extending system
range. Sumitomo full bandwidth transmission and plug-in filters provide flexible
split-channel loading. A/B switch provides
system redundancy.

SPECIFICATIONS — SUMINET 5850 SERIES II
RACK UNIT
Transmitter

HEADEND _0 OPTICAL FIBER

Receiver

e
>

FIBER NODE
TRUNK AMP

>

Fiber To The Feeder

Optical coupler, and economical Sumitomo
receiver serving as asecondary node,
provide unprecedented network design
freedom. Fiber-to-feeder architecture
further reduces active cascades and
reduces maintenance by eliminating
RF trunk amplifiers.

*HEADEND n OPTICAL FIBER
_30

Receiver
Forward

Transmitter
Return

OPTICAL COUPLER

FIBER NODE
DISTRIBUTOR AMP

>

LINE EXTENDER

Receiver
Return

Fiber To The Line Extender

*HEADEND

OPTICAL REPEATER
FIBER NODE
>

LINE EXTENDER

IN
50-550 MHz
25±5 dBmV
75 ohms
14 dB Min
F-Female

OUT
Source .... DFB-LD
Wavelength. L310 nm
Isolator. ... Yes
Avg Power .4mW
Ou ut. ... •ril (5 m)

OUT
Bandwidth
50-550 MHz
Level
30 ±5dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss
14 dB Min
Connector . F-Female

IN
Detector ...PIN-PD
Wavelength 1310 nm
Performance SEE GRAPH
Input
Pigtail (5m)

Bandwidth
Level
Impedence ..
Return Inss .
Connector

STRAND UNIT
Transmitter
Forward

>

OPTICAL

Sumitomo strand-mount optical repeater
and secondary-node receiver eliminate
need for trunk and distribution amplifiers.
Resulting fiber-to-line-extender architecture
minimizes active devices between headend
and subscriber. Advanced design also
minimizes maintenance, and allows
expansion without backbone redesign
or rework.

COAX RF

VSB-AM Optical
Transmitters
And Receivers
Single Transmitter/Receiver
Design Performance vs. Attenuation

OPTICAL

IN
Bandwidth .. 50-550 MHz
Level
30 ±5dBmV
Irnpedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss
14 dB Min
Connector .. Standard 5/8 x24

OUT
Source ....DFB-LD
Wavelength. 1310 nm
Isolator ....Yes
Avg Power .4niW
Ou ut. ... •ril (2 m)

OUT
Bandwidth
50-550 MHz
Level
30 ±5dBmV
1mpedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss
14 dB Min
Connector .. Standard 5/
8x24

IN
Detector ...PIN-PD
Wavelength 1310 nm
Performance SEE GRAPH
Input
Pigtail (2 m)

IN
Bandwidth ..5-30 MHz
Level
25±5 dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss . 14 dB Min
Connector
Standard '',-, x24

OUT
Soul Le ... DI -B-LD or IT
Wavelength. 1310 nm
Isolator ....Yes
Avg Power .4mW
Output
Pigtail (2 m)

OUT
Bandwidth
.5-30 MHz
Level
25±5 dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss
14 dB Min
Connector .. Standard 5/
ax 24

IN
Detector ...PIN-PD
Wavelength 1310 nm
Performance SEE GRAPH
Input
Pigtail (2 m)

-65 dB Composite Triple Beat
-60 dB 2nd Order Products
-65 dB Cross Modulation Products

58
57
56

NOTE: Rack Mount Chassis Accommodates Two Units — Either
Transmitters or Receivers or one of each.

LINE EXTENDER

1110

COAX RF

55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48
C/N
(dB)
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55

65

7.5

8.5

95

105

11.5

Optical Loss (dB)

NOTE: Strand Housing accommodations: Up to 4receivers, one transmitter (Forward or Return) and two receivers or two transmitters, an A/B switch plus status monitoring Also, it can be
configured as arepeater with one receiver and transmitter.
SECONDARY NODE
Receiver
Forward
(FTLE)

OPTICAL FIBER

OUT
Bandwidth .. 50-550 MHz
Level
46/43 dBmV
1mpedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss
14 dB Min
Connector .. Standard 5/
8x24

IN
Detector ...PIN-PD
Wavelength 1310 nm
Performance SFF GRAPH*
Input
Pigtail (2 m)

GENERAL

RACK UNIT

STRAND UNIT

Power

110/220 VAC 50/60 Hz
30 W/RCVR6OW/XMTR
0° Cto 40° C
Max 85% RH
EIA 19" Rack Mount
39/to" Hie (2 RU)
25 lbs Max
—

30/60 VAC 50/60 Hz
30 W/RCVR6OW/XMTR
—20° Cto 50°C
Max 100% RH
18 3
/"Lx 8" H x7" D
4

Operating Temperature
Operating Humidity
Dimensions
Weight
Splice Ctr

25 lbs Max
3Tray (12 Fibers)

Specifications are subject to change without notice

1> SUMITOMO ELECTRIC
Fiber Optics Corp.

YOUR LIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM

78 Alexander Drive Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
(800)358-7378 or (919) 541-8100 Fax (919) 541-8297
Member of the Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. Group
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BATEERY TESTING
VDC for three battery sets or 13.67
VDC per battery was used throughout
the entire test period.
2. Discharge rate: A 20-ampere
resistive load was applied to each
battery for a period of three hours or
until the 10.5 VDC level was achieved.
3. Internal cell inspection: At the
end of the 10-week test period, each
battery was opened and inspected for
corrosion on both positive and negative
plates. Also, electrolyte level and the
plate thickness of each cell was measured.
Test samples
A quantity of six of each battery was
randomly selected by United Artists
from each battery manufacturer. Each
type of battery chosen for this test has
approximately the same capacity, or
Ampere-hour rating. The battery's manufacturers will not be identified, but
here is abrief description of each of the
three types of batteries as designated:
Battery A: (Samples 1 through 6)
Excess Water (mobile)/Electrolyte, Lead
Calcium Plates, Sealed, 68 AH rating
(20 amp load).
Battery B: (Samples 7 through 12)
Gelled (immobile)/Electrolyte, Lead Calcium Plates, Sealed, 65 AH rating (20
amp load).
Battery C: (Samples 13 through 18)
Absorbed AGM (immobile), Electrolyte, Lead Calcium Plates, Sealed, 65
AH (20 amp load).
Test facility
A description of the test facility is
shown in Figure 1.
1. Environmental chamber. Sixfoot by six-foot by seven-foot room
capable of handling temperatures from
70 degrees F to 130 degrees F (future
capability of 30 degrees F to 130
degrees F).
2. Current shunt. 25 amp/50 my
shunt for monitoring both charge and
discharge current levels.
3. Relay -load. 30 amp, SPST relay
for switching in load bank.
4. Load bank 0.5-ohm, 200-watt
resistors.
5. Relay -charge. 10-amp DPDT
relay for switching in charger.
6. Charger. 60 VDC/35 A charger
will feed three batteries in parallel (3
x13.67 VDC).
7. Relay control. Relay switch box.
8. Current/voltage multiplex
board. PC interface for multiplexing
battery voltage and current during
charge and discharge cycling.

GAIN MORE
S
IDE REACH AND
BETTER L
INE
ACCESS WITH
THE NEW

TEL-29F4

Boom-tip-mounted bucket puts your
operator two feet closer to that hard-to-reach
splice. And it provides line access from 3sides of the bucket,
eliminating expensive rotators.
Positive hydraulic bucket leveling gives asolid, stable work platform,
leading to increased productivity and greater worker satisfaction.
A"cat-track" carrier system for
control, air and hydraulic lines means
less maintenance, more "up-time."
The VERSALIFT TEL-29EA can
be mounted on any 10,500 dual rear
wheel chassis with 60" C.A. and can
be tailored to meet any aerial work
requirement.
See your VERSALIFT Distributor
for complete specifications, pricing
and ademonstration!
It's TIME to
check out VERSALIFT!

TEL-

29EA

TIME
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

P.O. Box 20368 Waco, Texas 76702-0368
(817) 776-0900 TELEX (910) 894-5218 FAX (817)776-7531
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CHARGE ACCEPTANCE -CURRENT
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compared to other technologies tested.
Remember, all of the batteries tested
are sealed and additional electrolyte
cannot be added. Loss of electrolyte or
drying of plate material will most
certainly result in loss of capacity
D. Internal cell inspection. At the
end of the testing, each battery was
opened and inspected for corrosion on
the plates and the thickness measurement of both the positive and negative
plates. Battery A showed signs of
corrosion on the positive plates and
formulation in the bottom of the battery case. Batteries B and C did not
show any signs of corrosion. The plate
thicknesses of each battery type can
be found in Figure 6.
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BATTERY A

Conclusion

CHARGING TIME (HOURS)
BATTERY B
BATTERY C

The 10-week test period did not
allow for the opportunity to compare
the loss of capacity of each battery.
This loss of capacity or discharge time
would certainly drop over an extended

2272A

CYCLE 1
CYCLE 10

Figure 2

9. Digital scale. Measure battery
weight loss.
10. Personal computer -interface
card. Epson PC (Equity It) and strawberry tree data acquisition software.
(Note: Not shown here is the lab area
used to open each battery for inspection.)
Test results
A. Charge acceptance. We monitored the current and voltage acceptance during recharge of each battery
to determine thermal runaway and
recharge time. Throughout the testing
we did not encounter a single failure
due to thermal runaway. In Figures 2
and 3, you can see acomparison of cycle
1to cycle 10 current and voltage charge
acceptance. It is interesting to see the
time required to reach the 100 percent
charge state at 13.67 VDC (41.0 VDC
in a string) and the charge current
required to maintain the battery at the
100 percent level.
B. Discharge rate. Because we only
exposed the batteries to a short 10week period, the comparison of batteries in cycle 1to loss of capacity at the
end of the test period (cycle 10) was not
afactor.
C. Weight loss. Figure 5 shows a
comparison of each battery with the
loss of electrolyte and reflection on
battery weight loss. The Battery A
Group (1 through 6) is awater electrolyte type battery and as shown has the
most dramatic change in weight loss
74 Communications Engineering and Design April 1991
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3200 Sencore Drive,'S'ric eux Falls, South Dakota 57107

Only The FS74A Allows You To See The Picture, Hear The Audio, Plus Measure
The Critical Levels, Ratios, Hum And Noise In Just Seconds...
If you're like most companies, your present field strength
meter will allow you to check signal levels only, but many

3

Use the FS74A Channelizer Sr. to actually view the
video onthe exclusive built-in monitor. The FS74A

troubles in cable systems just don't affect the signal level!

passes afull 4MHz of video so you will see the beat, ingress,

So how can you ensure your customers are receiving the

or ghosting problems on the video monitor. You simply step

absolute best signal? Sencore recommends the following

through your sstem while viewing the monitor.

1, 2, 3Go-No-Go testing!

1

Sencore's New FS74A Channelizer Sr. allows you
to measure signals all the way from the headend to

the subscriber's tap, automatically and without any interpretations. Simply connect the signal and digitally tune

Plus, you get:
• FCC, HRC, and ICC
cable shifting.
• Exclusive integrated

through the channels in your system. You'll quickly read the

AC and DC voltage

video and audio levels of each and every channel from 5to

measurements

890 MHz.

through the RF or

2

With the FS74A, hum and S/N tests are simple and
error free. Simply tune to any RF channel, switch the

DVM inputs.
• Portable — battery
operation.

function selector to either HUM or S/N and read the

meter. There is no faster or more accurate method.
(patented)

Ask for your FREE technical

For More Information Give Us A Call At 1-800-SENCORE!
(736-2673)

brochure!
ext. 527
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CAPACITY/DISCHARGE TIME (AVG)

270-

DISCHARGE TIME (MINUTES)

life test period (greater than 10 weeks).
However, we can see the weight loss
caused by venting of electrolyte is a
sure cause for loss of capacity and
shortened battery life. When enough
of the plate surface area is exposed, in
the absence of electrolyte, the corrosion
process will increase.
Secondly, charge acceptance of each
battery is very important with respect
to how the cells should be charged.
With the end-of-charge or 100 percent
level, it is important to understand the
amount of current required to maintain
the 100 percent level. Another area of
importance will be the time it takes to
charge up to the maximum voltage
(13.67 VDC) provided by the charger.
Lastly, in the final inspection of the
batteries at the end of the life test, we
found corrosion and varied thicknesses
of positive and negative plates. The
only corrosion was found on the positive plates and the bottom of the case
in the Battery A group (1 through 6).
This corrosion could have come as a
result of electrolyte loss and/or charging technique or even high temperature. The plate thickness measurements served as aguideline in monitoring production tolerances and comparing the thickness to longer battery life.
Recommendation: The performance
and durability displayed by the batteries in groups B and C (immobile
electrolyte) throughout the test period
are worthy of acceptance. Iwould only
recommend batteries from Group A
(mobile electrolyte) to users who are
not in hot geographical areas and who
closely monitor the charge rate of the
associated power supplies.
The "Battery Life lbst," as presented here in this abbreviated 10week period, has been agood place for
us to start with abetter understanding
of SBPS batteries. There is certainly
room for the industry and MSOs to
perform more testing and learn more
about battery technology. The test
facility Shelly-R.agon has put together
to perform these tests should serve as
areference for the CATV industry. We
can continue to test these and other
batteries so that we can be cost effective with the marriage of batteries with
standby power supplies. •
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It begins
with
innovation...
it takes
knowledge
and
perseverance
-then you
have the
solution.

Synchronous introduces the AMLT1550 DFB Laser Transmitter, with
proven technology and proven
reliability.

The 2or 4mW Transmitter has a
microprocessor controlled monitoring
system and meets the industry
requirements for 40 or 80 channels of
AM transmission.

Bold Innovators of
Applied Fiber Optics
For more information, please call 408-943-0222.

Synchronous

Communications Inc.

1885 Lundy Avenue, Suite 102
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ransmission test
HBO t

F

or the past 15 years, Home Box
Office has been conducting a
monthly 5:30 a.m. signal test on
every satellite transponder it uses to
distribute pay television programming.
The HBO transmission test has two
purposes. The first is to provide on-line
test signals to cable headends for
verification of receiving stations'
operating parameters. The second is to
allow for evaluation and adjustment of
equipment
used
to
originate
programming at HBO's uplink in
Hauppauge, N.Y.
Transmission tests used to occur
much more frequently that they do
today. Television stations would start
and end the day with the classic
Indian-head test pattern and use it to
keep equipment within allowed
tolerances. Only recently have
transmitters
and
transmission
equipment become stable enough to
provide 24-hour per day performance
without constant attention.
As important as stability and proper
performance of equipment are, more is
now required. In addition to comparing
satellite-delivered signals to over-theair and locally generated programming, many cable subscribers are now
able to make comparisons to alternate
technologies that provide high quality
signals independent of cable. SuperVHS VCRs and videodisc players, which
have a higher video bandwidth, no
transmission path and do not require
signal modulation and demodulation,
provide excellent pictures to amonitor.
Direct view large screen televisions
(27-inch to 35-inch diagonal) led last
year's television market growth. Noise,
distortion and NTSC artifacts that
were not observed on smaller receivers
are often objectionable on larger sets.

The HBO transmission test provides
a way to perform on-line testing that
would be difficult or impossible to
achieve any other way. The test is
divided into four sections: satellite,
audio, video and descrambler opera-

Maintaining quality

Satellite

This increased awareness of video
and audio quality can result in a rise
in service calls. With a commitment
by the cable industry to provide ahigh
level of service to subscribers, identifying and correcting potential problems
before they become objectionable can
help maintain customer satisfaction.
For these reasons, the delivery of
high-quality video and audio is more
important than ever before.

The satellite segment of the test
allows for accurate measurement of the
downlink carrier-to-noise ratio. A
decrease in C/N reduces the baseband
video and audio signal-to-noise ratios,
so it is important to maintain a high
C/N ratio. There are several ways to
calculate received C/N, including
measuring with a power meter, using
a spectrum analyzer, reading the level
from a calibrated receiver C/N meter
or estimating the signal-to-noise ratio
and converting that to a carrier-to-

By John Vartanian, Home Box Office

noise ratio.
The most accurate way of measuring
C/N is to measure both the carrier
power and the noise power with a
power meter and calculate the ratio in
dB. Noise in this context is defined as

TESTING ADVISORY
00:00:00--00:02:00 (2 minutes)
Two minutes countdown, with testing advisory shown on the screen

SATELLITE TVRO CARRIER -TO -NOISE TEST
Carrier Off
00:02:00--00:05:00 (3 minutes)
00:08:00--00:11:00 (3 minutes)

Carrier On (no modulation)*
00:05:00--00:08:00 (3 minutes)
00:11:00--00:14:00 (3 minutes)

"During this time, even though the program content is removed, the "dispersal signal" is still
present. This trianguler waveform, 30 Hz modulation, is necessary to desperse the signal,
thus keeping the power flux density emitted by the satellite within the levels specified by the
FCC Rules and Regulations.
Figure 1

AUDIO TESTS (Video =Colorbars)
00:14:00--00:15:00
00:15:00--00:16:00
00:16:00--00:17:00
00:17:00--00 :18:00
00:18:00--00:19:00
00:19:00--00:20:00
00:20 :00--00:21:00
00:21:00--00:22:00
00:22:00--00:23:00
00:23:00--00:29:00
00:29:00--00:35:00
00:35:00--00:37:00
00:37:00--00:39:00

(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(6
(6
(2
(2

minute)
minute)
minute)
minute)
minute)
minute)
minute)
minute)
minute)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)

1kHz at 0dBm
Insertion Gain/Loss
1kHz at (-10 dBm ref)Frequency Response
20 Hz (-10 dBm)
Frequency Response
50 Hz (-10 dBm)
Frequency Response
100 Hz (-10 dBm)
Frequency Response
4kHz (-10 dBm)
Frequency Response
8kHz (-10 dBm)
Frequency Response
12 kHz (-10 dBm)
Frequency Response
15 kHz (-10 dBm)
Frequency Response
1kHz (+10 dBm)
Distortion
Terminated input
S/N Measurement
1kHz at 0dBm
Crosstalk
1kHz at 0dBm
Phase Tests
Figure 2

tion.
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the sum of all noise and interference
sources, including thermal, solar, ground
and atmospheric noise, as well as
adjacent satellites, cross polarization
and terrestrial interference.
If C/N is measured with active
programming, it is not possible to
accurately measure the noise, since
energy from the carrier masks the
noise. One way of getting a close
approximation of the noise is to move
the TVRO away from satellites or the
sun until the signal level is at a
minimum. This measurement technique would result in the disruption of
programming normally received from
the dish and is a method that is only

When the task is as critical as

Airborne CLI Testing...
Make Your Choice As Simple As 1, 2, 3...

1. Simply the most advanced technology: The 'Rogers System".
2. Simply the most useful reports: 4color on detailed franchise map.
3. Simply the most experience: 100,000 cable miles flown in 1990.
And all of it with never a missed deadline or additional fee. Ever!
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So why fool around with unknown quantities? Simply call or write
Barbara Kent for your free brochure today. It will simplify your life.
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TRANSMISSION TESTING
Video Measurements
Parameter

Signal

Insertion Gain

Bar

Sync Amplitude
Burst Amplitude

Sync
Burst

Line-Time Waveform
Distortion

Bar

Short-Time Waveform
Distortion

2T
Bar Edge

Chroma-Luminance

Chroma

Gain Inequality

Pulse

Chroma-Luminance
Delay Inequality

Chroma
Pulse

Differential Gain

Staircase

Differential Phase

Staircase

Gain/Frequency
Distortion

Multiburst

Chroma Nonlinear
Gain Distortion

3-Level
Chroma

Chroma Nonlinear
Phase Distortion

3-Level
Chroma

Chroma-Luminance
Intermodulation

3-Level
Chroma

Field-Time Waveform
Distortion

Square
Wave

Signal-to-Random"Grass"
Noise Ratio (weighted) Estimate

Figure 3

practical when installing a new satellite antenna.
The monthly transmission test allows for an on-line test of C/N by
temporarily removing the satellite transponder carrier, leaving only noise and
interference from various sources (see
Figure 1). Not only does this allow for
easy measurement of noise, but any
adjacent satellite interference can be
immediately seen on a spectrum analyzer.

After the carrier has been removed
for three minutes, it is reinserted and
modulated with only the FCC required
20 Hz triangular waveform dispersal
signal. The power meter reading taken
here would be a sum of the power and
all undesired noise and interference.
The formula C/N (dB) = 10 log

should be received from each of the
three audio outputs. Audio levels should
be adjusted at the rear of the descrambler to maintain unity gain.
The next series of audio tones allow
for measurement of the audio frequency response. Eight audio signals
of constant amplitude and varying

FULL-FIELD VIDEO TESTS (Audio = 1 kHz at 0 dBm)
00:39:00--00:42:00 (3 minutes) Square Wave (window)
00:42:00--00:45:00 (3 minutes) Composite
00:45:00--00:48:00 (3 minutes) Combination
00:48:00--00:51:00 (3 minutes) Modulated Stairstep
Figure 4

((C +N) —N)/N results in the receive
site carrier-to-noise ratio.
To make accurate C/N measurements with a power meter, several
precautions must be taken. First, the
receiver must be operating in the
linear portion of the manual gain
control mode. This assures that the
receiver's amplification stages do not
change the relative values of the carrierto-noise ratio.
The power meter's bandwidth must
be wide enough and its sensitivity high
enough to accurately measure the noise.
Measurements are made at the receiver's
final IF stage, so the power meter's

frequencies are transmitted. An amplitude vs. frequency plot of the received
audio signals shows the audio frequency
response.
Harmonic distortion, which is caused
by nonlinearities in the transmission
system, is the next audio parameter
used. The audio peaks in active programming occur about 8 dB to 12 dB
higher than what is indicated on a
standard VU meter. To test this region
between the peaks indicated by the
VU meter and the true program peak
excursions, a 10-dB "headroom" is
allowed. An audio distortion analyzer
is used to measure distortion levels of

DESCRAMBLER TESTS
00:51:00--00:53:00 (2 minutes) Tone &Colorbars
(unscrambled)
00:53:00--00:55:00 (2 minutes) Tone & Colorbars
(scrambled)

Descrambler
Transparency
Spare Testing

Figure 5

input frequency must be matched to
the receiver's IF. In addition, the input
impedance of most power meters is 50
ohms, so it must be matched to the
receiver's 75 ohm IF output impedance.
Audio tests
On-line audio measurements with
active programming are virtually
impossible to make, so a significant
portion of the transmission test is
dedicated to audio evaluation. Tones
of several frequencies and levels (see
Figure 2) are transmitted to allow for
measurements of various audio
parameters. Most audio measurements
can be made with an audio RMS
voltmeter or an oscilloscope, using the
monaural, left and right outputs of the
descrambler as audio sources.
The first audio test measures insertion gain. A 1 kHz tone at zero dBm
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a 1-kHz tone transmitted at 10 dB
above normal set-up level.
For the next test, the audio sent from
the uplink is terminated, allowing for
audio signal-to-noise ratio measurements. The voltage level with the
1-kHz, zero-dB tone is compared to the
terminated audio voltage level when
only noise is present. Audio signal-tonoise ratio is calculated with the formula S/N (dB) =20 log (Vref Vnoise).
This test is similar to the carrier-tonoise test performed in the satellite
section.
Crosstalk, or the isolation between
the left and right stereo channels, is
then evaluated. This test is only relevant to cable systems delivering stereo
audio to subscribers. A 1-kHz, zero
dBm tone is inserted on one audio
channel while the other is terminated.
This test measures the amount of audio
leaking from the channel with the test

TRANSMISSION TESTING
signal to the other channel.
The final audio test measures phase
shift between the two audio channels.
Severe phase differences between stereo channels may cause undesirable
cancellations in the reproduced sound,
resulting in alack of realism of fidelity.
This test is especially important for
the delivery of stereo matrix systems
such as BTSC and surround sound. A
dual trace oscilloscope is handy for
measuring phase shift.

completed, turn on the primary descrambler.
Throughout the transmission test,
all descramblers are temporarily authorized, which allows for easy testing of
spare descramblers. Once the transmission test is completed, only the descramblers originally authorized will
remain authorized.
The monthly transmission test is
scheduled to last approximately 90
minutes. The final 30 minutes is left

for various uplink testing that changes
on amonthly basis.
Conclusion
The HBO Transmission Test Manual
explains in detail how the various
measurements are performed, the equipment required and the parameters'
acceptable limits. A manual can be
obtained by calling the HBO Scrambling Hotline at 212-512-5666.

Video
Most video parameters can be
measured using a good waveform
monitor or oscilloscope and the Vertical
Interval Test Signal (VITS) that is
present during all programming. Online measurements during active programming can easily be made, so the
portion of the transmission test that is
devoted to video is limited. This is not
to lessen the importance of high quality
video, only to recognize the value of
VITS.
Figure 3shows the video parameters
to be measured and the test signals
required. All of these parameters can
be measured during the transmissioin
test or at other times with VITS.
The final video parameter, signal-torandom noise ratio, can be measured
in several ways, including the grass
estimate or with noise insertion on an
unused line in the vertical blanking
interval.
There are some picture defects that
cannot be measured with active video
present. Field time distortions and
some kinds of modulation problems can
only be accurately measured by using
test signals designed to analyze them.
For this reason, various full field video
test signals are sent during the video
portion of the transmission test. These
are listed in Figure 4.
Descrambier operation
The final scheduled portion of the
transmission test examines the
switching capability of primary and
spare descramblers (see Figure 5).
In the first part of the descrambler
test, an unscrambled color bar test
signal and 1-kHz, zero-dBm audio tone
on the 6.8 MHz aural subcarrier are
sent. The descrambler will switch to
the bypass mode and audio and video
from the satellite receiver will be
routed to the descrambler output. Audio
and video levels should be set at the
satellite receiver, if necessary. When
tests of the spare descrambler are

COMPARE.
Silver plated
center post

3600compress
on cable

Bright tin plating
Center post
fully visible during
installation
100% brass
components

Some people believe there's no difference between one connector and
another. After all, they do look pretty much the same.
We would like you to compare our QF
connector with other connectors. See for yourself
Performance if they offer these features: return loss of 35 db
that improves (at channel 2), pull strength of 40 lb. +RFI
shielding of -100 db (even after 12 months
with time.
of service.)
Some connectors have all metal construction, but what kind of metals?
The QF System is all precision brass components with bright tin plating
plus afeature no other connector offers. ..asilver plated center post for
maximum contact.
To help you compare connectors, call for more hnormation.
a7.0.11.11:11.
10111
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nNiCt.

ENTERPRISES, INC.
East Coast

I

West Coast

714-586-3196
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800-241-1232
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Interactive TV
gets a jump start

I

quite adequate to make discoveries as
f the average consumer was old
enough and remembered the 1920s,
to whether the economics and the user
he might chuckle at a question
interest, the utility, is there. It's avery
asked back then: "What is television
good step in the right direction."
and why do Iwant it?" lb those having
grown up with, or born into, an age An Interactive service
where television is a household commodity, the idea of not having aTV set
The proposal referred to is the Comseems ludicrous. But the concept of mission's proposed establishment of an
television, like any new venture, had
interactive video data service (IVDS)
to be explored, defined and, finally,
allocating 500 kHz in the 218 MHz to
accepted before it
could take its place
among the tried
and familiar.
lb those struggling to inform and
gain
consumer
acceptance
of
interactive television, the path is
similar to that
taken by such
giants
as
television, copiers
and
fascimile
machines. Once
the initial doubt
has been replaced,
once the consumer
has the chance to
interact, and once
the red tape has
been cleared, many
feel interactivity
will also become
part of everyday
life.
Unfortunately, the concept of interactivity has traveled down a much
rougher road. Earlier failures of 1980s
'A half amegahertz
developments such as videotex and
teletext attached a negative connotais adequate
tion to the much-touted "interactivity."
It was not until recently that action
to make discoveries
by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), in response to apetition
as to whether
filed by TV Answer Inc., turned the
tables and inspired new hope for an
the utility
industry that feels it has aviable, and
worthwhile, product.
is there.'
"At least (the proposal) will provide
the spectrum," says Lewis Martinez,
president of Radio Telecom and Tech218.5 MHz band. The allocation, which
nology (RTT), a California-based comwould be split into two 250-kHz segpany that proposes to work on adjacent,
ments, would allow viewers to respond
vacant television channels without into queries associated with television
terference. "A half a megahertz is
programming, as well as ordering of
84 Communications Engineering and Design April 1991

products and downloading of educational and other information. Licensing would be done locally on a firstcome, first-served basis, with a lottery
being held in areas where competition
became afactor.
The proposal came after a long
interplay between TV Answer Inc. and
the broadcast community, with the
FCC acting as amediator. The point of
contention during the several-year
timeframe
concerned
interference with
Channel 13, which
operates at 216
MHz.
However,
both the National
Association
of
Broadcasters
(NAB) and the
Association for
Maximum Service
Television (MSTV)
believe their concerns are now
being met.
"MSTV
has
been very active
in
actually
assessing
the
technical ramifications of the
proposal relating
to interference
with channel 13,"
says Victor Tawil,
vice president of MSTV. "They (TV
Answer) agreed to the technical
parameters we discussed. So in essence,
we don't have any concern with TV
Answer's technical presentation to the
commission to protect the service.
"I will have to caveat that," adds
Tawill. "The (service) is not out yet.
Most of our discussion has been with
TV Answer and how we would like a
service like this to operate in a spectrum adjacent to the broadcast spectrum. We have not seen what the item
is yet, so we wouldn't be able to tell you
how good it is until we see it."
Bu TV Answer is aware of broadcasters' concerns and is committed to being
a non-interfering service. "We have
to recognize," says Rich Miller, vice
president of communications for TV
Answer, "and we've asked the broad-

Panasonic® just erased the last
advantage videotape had
over videodiscs.

Presenting the LQ-4000,
the first remitable optical
disc recorder/player.
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You've never worked this
.You've never worked this easy.
Because you've never had atool with the speed and
flexibility of Panasonic's new LQ-4000 rewritable.
It makes post-production and commercial insertion
editing with tape seem like slo-mo.
Forget tape shuttling. Forget degraded picture
quality. Panasonic gives you unparalleled speed and
outstanding clarity.
You can access any frame or section of the disc in
an average of 0.7 seconds. And play selections at up to
10 times the normal speed (up to 300 frames/second).
You still write to or from all your familiar formats,
like S-VHS, Analog ROB, Dubbing and Composite.
And the LQ-4000 uses standard RS 232/422 and I/O
Interfaces. Best of all, the picture is always near-broadcast
quality (420 lines in Hi-Res mode), whether you're
rewriting to disc for the first time—or the millionth.
The Panasonic® IQ-4O00 Rewritable Optical
Disc Recorder.
Tape has met its master.
For further information on the IQ-4000 or playeronly units, call toll-free 1-800-742-8086.
Peripherals, Computers, Printers,
Copiers, Typewriters &Facsimiles
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Wright on Wegener.
Timely problem solvers.
"When we first began to feed CNN
internationally, we discovered that
we were required to blackout
portions of
broadcast. We
needed asolution fast. Wegener
designed and manufactured a
blackout control system for us
within amonth. It worked
great. And it's still on line
today."
inventive.
"We have three different cable
networks reaching over forty
million homes on Wegener's
Network Control System at TBS.
Wegener's innovations have made
the system an industry standard."
Dependable.
"I don't think they could put out ahad
product — just aren't the kind of people.
Iguess that's one reason we've worked
together for over eight years."
Quality and performance driven.
"I've visited Wegener's production facility.
What most impressed me was the absence of
production lines. Everyone works in their own
stations at their own pace. It's all part of their
new TQC (Total Quality Commitment) and JIT
(Just in Time Manufacturing) policies. From what
lcould see, the policies are more than just managerial lip-service. Every one in the plant seemed
enthusiastic about them."
"When Ithink of Wegener, Ithink of people; bright,
dedicated, professionals; who take pride in their
work; whose company takes pride in them. You've
probably guessed by now, Ithink Wegener
Communications is apretty sharp operation."

Gene Wright
VP Engineering
Turner
Broadcasting
Systems

UV
(404) 623 0096

casters to recognize, that this is a
system designed to benefit them. So it
'would be suicidal on our part to cause
'them interference problems when in
fact they are one of the primary
beneficiaries of the system."
Lynn Claudy, director of advanced
engineering and technology for the
NAB, doesn't see a problem. "It's our
understanding," says Claudy, "that
the FCC has taken interference concerns into account. When they release
the notice of proposed rulemaking,
those details of how the interference

WEGENER
COMMUNICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY PARK/JOHNS CREÍ h
11350 TECHNOLOGY CIRCLE
DULUTH, GEORGIA 30136
Tr IIX 61 U)34

FAX (404) 623 0698

question is being dealt with will be set
forth."
Yet, the actual means of implementation are not seen as the real issue
here. "Once we get beyond that," says
Claudy, "we're all very excited about
it. Interactive video has been talked
about for the past 15 years, mostly with
cable services because their pipeline
has inherently a two-way nature. The
broadcast medium hasn't really had a
way to capitalize on interactive video
except through phone lines, which is
ultimately an awkward and unappeal-
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ing medium for interaction. So maybe
something will come of this."
Not for everyone
Hoping something does come out of
this is the wish of many of the interactive companies trying to get their foot
in the consumer's door. However, for
many of the familiar names, Minitel,
Interactive Network, Interactive Systems, Videoway and ACTV, the proposal doesn't directly impact the technology each company is using to deliver
interactivity.
"(The proposal) could affect an easier method on the backend," says Craig
Kelley, director of marketing for Interactive Network. "There's not many of
us doing true two-way but to get the
information out of the house, this
ruling could have an affect on making
it much more cost effective to do that."
"I think it helps," says Leonard
Shaier, president of ACTV Domestic,
"in that what we've been saying for a
long time is certainly coming to fruition—people want to have interactivity
and people want to interact. Anything
that gets people out there to realize
that consumers want to interact, that
they want to be free to make choices,
certainly helps, whether it's going to
have a real significant impact on any
particular technology."
Opening doors
But for other companies that needed
the spectrum, the proposal is the key
to adoor. And for the broadcasters, "it
opens the possibility of an auxilliary
revenue stream," says Claudy, "for the
broadcaster to at least get some piece
of the action in an interactive service,
depending on what it is. And it's a
value added service, it would add to the
quality and the product that the broadcaster is able to supply."
"One of the primary benefits to
broadcasters," says Miller, "is they
now have a two-way means of communication that they can tie to their video
and audio."
RT1"s Martinez agrees that the proposed allocation has opened doors "except for the amount of spectrum—half
amegahertz—is relatively small," says
Martinez. "It's quite adequate for
initial applications but if any significant volume or user interest begins to
develop it would be saturated rather
quickly."
Martinez's company instead proposes,
and has filed apetition with the FCC,
to operate on vacant television chan-

nels, not simply 218 MHz to 218.5
MHz. In business and operational for
the past five years, RTT currently has
a license in the Los Angeles area for
channel 67. Its T-Net, which coordinates signals to occur only in the
horizontal and vertical blanking interval, allows a subscriber to sit with a
remote control device and push buttons. The communication is sent from
the subscriber out to an antenna to the
studio location or some other central
location.
"We're promoting the notion of
real-time interactive, in conjunction
with a local data base, if that's desirable," says Martinez. "And that's the
unique aspect of T-Net. The return

'A lot of (cable) money
has been spent, yet
public acceptance of two way services has been
extremely slow.'

tance of two way services has been
extremely slow," says NAB's Claudy.
"I don't think anyone is convinced
that the mass market of interactive
video may develop, it may not....I hope
that the right application is found and
we're able to use it."
"We really don't have aposition one
way or another," says 'Pawil. "I think
people in the marketplace will decide
whether that technology is desired by
the public or not."

BTSC Encoder Update
BTSC Encoder performance and reliability.
"A few years ago, we selected Wegener's BTSC encoder over eight other manufacturers' encoders because we believed they offered the best performance. We've
now had over 160 of Wegener's BTSC encoders on-line for the past three years, and
Ican't recall us having much trouble with any of them. We had no idea that encoders could be as reliable as Wegener's have been."
Dependable support.
"We also had no idea that Wegener's support service would be so dependable.
Years after installation, they still meet our support needs. That kind of support is
invaluable when training new headend technicians who are still learning proper
headend proced ures.'
Audio AGC performance.
"Recently, we installed anumber of audio AGC boards
on channels that are switched between multiple
"
1,
sources and /or carry local commercial
':Le 14 •
insertions. They've performed excer
.
tionally well. And they've reduce(
*.b
customer complaints about varying
*gilt
audio levels to virtually zero."

path is a single, vital ingredient that
we contribute."
So for RTT, the FCC proposal is a
first step. "We're happy to see the
commission take some moves now, first
recognizing the importance of interactive television, and making some provision for spectrum for its use," says
Martinez. "(Spectrum) which we could
very well employ and which we believe,
have the significant advantage that
we're not interfering."
TV Answer's Miller sees the proposal
in much the same light. "Our reading
on this," says Miller, "is that the FCC
wants to see an industry developed in
fairly short order and from our perspective, that is exactly what needs to
happen. The broadcast industry has to
see this as a viable industry from the
beginning—participate in abig way in
the very beginning. And Ithink that's
the message from the FCC."

"Over the years, I'd say Wegener
has been building more than
fine products; they've been
building areputation."
Al Kuolas
Regional VP Engineering
Continental Cablevision the nation's third largest
MSO.
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What about cable?
And the benefit to cable? Well, that
remains to be seen. Although many
view the proposal as astep in the right
direction, there is still the question of
the consumer and the need or want for
interactivity. "In the cable side, there's
been a lot of money spent and a lot of
experiments tried and yet public accep-

But for those who have worked to get
spectrum, the question at this point
isn't of public acceptance. Instead, the
allocation is seen as amove in the right
direction: abeginning. "It is arecognition," says Miller, "on the part of the
commission that interactive television
has now reached a level of maturity
where it could be a major benefit to
both the broadcast industry and the
consumer." •
—Kathy Berlin
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COMMERCIAL INSERTION

Improving comm ercial
insertion opera lions

I

n the past few years, the cable
industry has seen local advertising
revenue increase from 1percent of
cable corporations' total revenue to
what is now an average of about 6
percent, with some entities reporting
as much as 10 percent of revenue
generated by local ad sales. It is
rational to expect that corporate pressure to increase this contribution will
continue and will increase many-fold
should re-regulation occur.
With re-regulation, advertising is
expected to be one of afew entities that
can help produce the kind of growth
that stockholders expect. Of course, at
the same time, operators will be expected to reduce costs.
'lb achieve these goals, operators
will need to put into place a sound
strategy that will result in improving
today's product offering.
By Gil Moreira, Vice President,
ARVIS Corp.

Plenty of improvement

The commercial insertion industry
has progressed considerably from its
early days (the early 1980s). In ashort
time span, manufacturers have brought
full random access of individual spots,
deck sharing across networks, two-way
communication between trafficking and
insertion equipment, on-line diagnostics, self-diagnostics, same day makegoods, SMPTE time code control of
decks, automated off-hour polling, offhour automated recording of commercials, simplified tape preparation methods, compiling, switching improvements
and many more features.
Currently, the innovators of commercial insertion system design are
preparing products with features that
will provide operators with the tools to
give them the competitive edge. Meanwhile, there are measures operators
can take today, with their existing
equipment, to improve their systems.
These measures address:

• The reduction of downtime and
increasing maintenance costs because
of mechanical failure.
• The reduction of the potential for
human error.
• Maintaining a consistent highquality on-air look.
• Meeting the need for accurate and
timely information.
Reduction of downtime

The mechanical failure of equipment
not only increases maintenance costs
but also leads to unhappy customers,
lost revenue and lost inventory. A vast
majority of failures are eventually
traced to tape decks and/or videotape.
To alleviate some problems, the
following actions can be taken today:
• Mandate that apreventive maintenance schedule for decks be initiated
and adhered to.
• Assure that fresh, high-quality
tape is used.
• Have a video-experienced engi-
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COMMERCIAL INSERTION CALLBOOK
The following companies have paid
afee to have their listing appear in the
Commercial Insertion Callbook.
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Ad Systems Inc.
(801) 263-1661
FAX
(801) 266-8813
6170 S. 380 West
Suite 150
Murray, UT 84107-6988
PERSONNEL: Bob Hall, President; Dave
Allen, Vice President Sales; Boyd N. Hales,
Vice President Engineering; Mark R. Young,
Western Sales Manager
DESCRIPTION: Ad Systems manufactures
and markets acomplete line of local ad
insertion equipment. Key products include:
Ad Lieutenant (ADL-100), low cost, four
channel, one VCR system with logging and
remote capability; Ad Commander IV-R
(AC-400R), four channel, break random
access system with logging and remote
capability; Automated Break Compilers
(ABC), units which reduce labor up to 60

VIDEO I
NFORMATION SYSTEMS
ARVIS Corp., Inc.
(617) 890-5850
WATS
(800) 272-7847
FAX
(617) 890-7857
300 Second Ave.
Waltham, MA 02154
PERSONNEL: Dominic D'Allessandro,
President & CEO; Gilbert Moreira, Vice
President & CFO; 'fracey Smith, Sales;
Peter Moran, Sales
DESCRIPTION: ARVIS manufactures
automated advertising insertion, playback
and photo classified equipment. The ARVIS'
product line combines artificial intelligence
with laser, video, computer and electronic
technology to provide awide range of
commercial insertion capabilities. ARVIS
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(619) 445-2691
Channelmatic, Inc
(800) 766-7171
WATS
(619) 445-3293
FAX
821 Tavern Rd.
Alpine, CA 91901
PERSONNEL: Mike Watson, VP of Sales;
Um Walsh, VP of Business Development
DESCRIPTION: From satellite-delivered
interconnects to single channel ROS,
Channelmatic is the unquestioned leader
in ad insertion and CATV automation with
more than 5000 channels on-line every day.
Our new spot reel compiling/editing system
improves labor and cost efficiency, and
makes tape library management asnap.
Over 200 automation products for program
playback, A/V switching, distribution and
control, custom time/tone switching, and
more!

COMMERCIAL INSERTION
neer on staff and clearly designate an individual as having
responsibility for the operation of the equipment.
• Ensure that the equipment is protected from potential
lightning and electrical damage.
• Consider keeping a "hot spare" at your central office.
A hot spare would entail keeping a spare controller actively
working off-line in a central location. In this case, a spare
controller, in perfect working order, is ready to be switched
with any controller that becomes inoperable.
• 13 reduce downtime and shipping costs, a set of
replacement parts should be kept at acentral location.
Recently, commercial insertion equipment manufacturers
have introduced systems utilizing optical disc technology.
The optical disc features fewer moving parts and has avideo
head that never comes in contact with its media. It is
therefore expected that maintenance costs and downtime
related to mechanical failure will be dramatically reduced.
Because vendors have already designed and implemented
software which can share decks among multiple networks,
the incremental cost of adding, mixing or fully switching to
optical disc will be less than first expected. Because of the
players' high speeds, perhaps fewer optical players will be
needed than tape decks to perform the same functions. And
with the advent of the erasable disc recorder and player, the
overall cost of media (platters) can be substantially lower
than costs for tape because of the predicted lack of
degradation of video quality, even after tens of thousands of
erasures.
In addition to the reduced downtime expected of videodisc
players, the eventual introduction of tandem controllers will
further reduce system downtime. Tandem controller philosophy
incorporates one controller backing up aprimary controller
to automatically replace the primary controller should it fail.
In an environment where one controller controls multiple
networks, this approach can prove cost-effective. Software
with greater diagnostic capability and remote alert systems
that alert personnel to ocurring problems will also emerge
over time.
Reducing human error
Human error and video deck failures are the two major
causes of revenue loss due to system failure. To reduce the
potential for human error, follow these guidelines:
• Both the trafficking and technical personnel should be
well qualified and experienced in their field.
• The traffic operator should have computer and traffic
experience. Avoid the oft-repeated error of hiring the most
promotion-worthy person in the office or assigning trafficking
as an additional task to someone on the office staff.
• Attention to detail and constant checking and rechecking
are essential requirements to assure asuccessful operation.
• Take advantage of any training seminars offered by
vendors.
The industry is improving its automated diagnostic
capabilities. Methods of reducing man/machine interface are
available and more is to come. Loading of video over satellite
feeds, communication of operating data by telephone lines
and the advent of products like the optical disc will contribute
to reducing the instance of human error, which causes loss
of revenue.
The near future will bring systems with increased error
checking capabilities and many manual entry functions will
be automated through the use of more sophisticated software
programs.
Continued on page 108

How to build
ad sales
WHILE

CUTTING COSTS
AUTOMATICALLY
Channelmatic gives you the confidence you need
to build local ad sales, knowing you have the
only fully-integrated, automatic ad insertion
system to back you up...a cost-effective system
that'll make your insertion business much more
profitable.
And what's important, all of our equipment is
modular so we can custom design the system you
need to optimize your investment...a system that
can match your plans for long term growth.
Call, FAX or write for your free copy of our
AD INSERTION DESIGN GUIDE.
821 Tavern Road, Alpine, California 91901
PHONE: (800) 766-7171 •FAX: (619) 445-3293

AD INSERTION EQUIPMENT
From satellite-delivered interconnects
to single channel ROS...the system of
choice, from the unquestioned leader
with more than 5000 channels on-line
every day.

till urn otti
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TAPE COMPILING/EDITING
Exclusive -Vibase system puts control
back where it belongs —with your
Traffic Manager...saves time, labor
and tape.. eliminates the possibility of
scheduling errors. Simply the best.
PROGRAM PLAYBACK
Automatic videocassette changer
randomly accesses up to fifteen
3/4" cassettes. full seven-day
schedule programming of up to 100
events per day for your Access
Channels and PPV...more than five
years of proven performance.

AN SWITCHING
DISTRIBUTION and
CONTROL
Reliable high performance modules
give you the ultimate in audio and
video switching, distribution and
control automation.. from the leader
in CAN automation systems.
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FIBER WAVELENGTHS

Word sto the wi se on
fibe rwavelen gths
I

n just a matter of months, video
transmission at the 1550 nanometer (nm) operating wavelength has
become one of the year's hottest cable
television technology issues.
%de magazines have devoted considerable editorial space to "1550"
coverage. The wavelength debate dominated the Society of Cable Iblevision
Engineer's Fiber-Optic Conference held
earlier this year. And, at least one MS0
already has committed to 1550 nm for
aseries of upgrades.
Several equipment suppliers also
have followed suit, and are actively
investigating how to harness 1550 nm
technology. Many industry observers
speculate that the 1550 operating window represents the "wave (length) of
the future" for cable TV.
But if that prediction is accurate,
what's to become of the 1310 nm
operating region, the industry's de
facto transmission wavelength? Will
1310 nm go the way of the Edsel, the
great woolly Mastodon and the fivecent cup of coffee?
Certainly not. In fact, it's far more
likely that 1550 nm technology represents the latest stage in cable's optical
fiber evolution, the emergence of another operating option, rather than a
rejection of an existing transmission
format.
Simply stated, the 1310 nm operating protocol, currently utilized in virtually all fiber-based cable TV networks,
should remain the industry's "wavelength of choice" well into the future.
At the same time, cable TV engineers owe it to themselves and their
subscribers to investigate the 1550 nm
format now. Once some fundamental
obstacles are overcome, this technology
promises tangible benefits for a range
of cable TV applications.
1310: Here to stay
The 1550 nm operating window, over
the long term, is likely to complement,
not compete with, 1310 nm technology.
The 1550 nm wavelength can enhance,
not obsolete, a cable system's fiber
By Douglas E. Wolfe, Senior Applications
Engineer, Telecommunications Products
Division, Corning Inc.

investment.
Moreover, there's no need to delay
the installation of optical fiber until
the industry embraces a "preferred"
wavelength. Cable TV engineers will
not compromise their systems for tomorrow's applications if they install
optical fiber at 1310 nm today.
Currently, the 1310 nm amplitude
modulated (AM) system over standard
single-mode fiber offers excellent performance at a competitive price. So,
ultimately, the choice between 1550
nm and 1310 nm will come down to a
design decision by the cable TV engineer, who can best determine the
operating wavelength that fits the
needs of his or her system.
This article will examine why 1550
nm transmission has sparked the interest of cable TV engineers and will
review the limiting factors and likely
applications for this technology. We'll
also investigate methods of "future
proofing" a cable TV system with
optical fiber.
Why 1550?
lbday's AM fiber systems, operating
at 1310 nm, provide typical optical
power budgets of 7to 12 decibels (dB).
This corresponds to amaximum system
length of approximately 25 to 30 kilometers (km). Assuming equivalent
power output from 1310 nm and 1550
nm lasers, by operating at 1550 nm,
cable systems can take advantage of
standard fiber's lower attenuation rate,
(the reduction in signal strength over
the length of a fiber) to extend link
distances to 40 to 50 km. In addition,
the commercialization of 1550 nm optical amplifiers could enable more receivers to be shared by acommon laser
transmitter.
Single-mode fiber's low attenuation
rate at 1550 nm can enable cable
operators to extend their systems while
eliminating downstream active components. The anticipated result: an improvement in signal reliability and a
reduction in system costs. Yet, certain
challenges must be overcome before
widespread adoption of the 1550 nm
transmission method can be discussed.
Currently, if cable TV operators
wish to upgrade to 1550 nm over
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installed standard single-mode fiber,
the signal quality of an AM system
degrades unacceptably after only afew
kilometers. Why? The problem is dispersion, a key optical performance
parameter for single-mode fiber.
The effects of dispersion are used
commonly in digital transmission to
determine the maximum data rate or
information-carrying capacity ofasinglemode fiber link. It refers to the spreading of each pulse of light as it travels
along a fiber. As the pulse of light
travels along the fiber, it spreads due
to the different wavelengths that make
up the pulse traveling at different
speeds. Eventually, the pulses can
overlap one another and become unrecognizable, thus limiting the received
data rate.
In analog transmission, the effect is
slightly different. Dispersion causes a
slightly distorted analog waveform to
become significantly distorted more
rapidly. This is due to different wavelengths of light traveling at different
speeds within the waveform. In AM
systems, this distortion shows up as
second order harmonics (or "beats")
and is commonly referred to as composite second order (CSO) distortion.
On standard single-mode fiber, dispersion values are much higher at 1550
nm than at 1310 nm, and will result
in areduction in picture quality more
rapidly. lbsts conducted by Corning
and several other suppliers conclude
that unacceptable CSO levels occur
after afew kilometers when operating
at 1550 nm over standard single-mode
fiber. Contributing to the severe signal
degradation is the relatively poor
performance of 1550 nm AM lasers
available today when compared to their
1310 nm laser counterparts.
Design options at 1550 nm
When 1550-nm AM systems do become more commercially and technically viable, equipment manufacturers
likely will rely on electrical compensation to offset performance degradation
due to dispersion.
Another alternative may involve the
use of multiple fibers to distribute
video channels in away that minimizes
any distortions caused by their int,erac-

FIBER WAVELENGTHS
tions. This technique transmits channels by octave and virtually can eliminate CSO distortions.
Both options would enable cable
operators to upgrade to 1550 nm AM
systems on their existing single-mode
fibers. In the future, single-mode dispersion-shifted (DS) optical fiber may
be appropriate for 1550 nm AM applications requiring long fiber runs. Dispersion-shifted fiber is designed to
minimize the dispersion at 1550 nm
and take advantage of the lower attenuation rate at that window. This
may allow greater AM transmission
capacity over longer distances than
conventional single-mode fiber.
Optical amplifiers also hold much
promise for 1550 nm operation. The
first generation units may be available
for system testing within the next few
months, but widespread commercial
distribution is likely to be 12 to 18
months away.
1550 nm applications
Two 1550 nm AM applications typically are appropriate for cable television. First, it's likely that the initial
use of the 1550 nm operating window
will be for trunking applications, requiring longer fiber runs that cannot
be achieved using current 1310 nm
systems. Under these circumstances,
it may be advisable to install singlemode dispersion-shifted fiber to counter
the effects of dispersion at 1550 nm.
As discussed, electrical compensation also could allow for successful
operation at 1550 nm over standard
single-mode optical fiber. Another alternative could be to design channel
loading per fiber by octave, thus eliminating the CSO distortions that are
accentuated by dispersion.
The second 1550 nm AM system
application would rely on the optical
amplifiers to reduce overall system
costs. In this situation, optical amplifiers would generate high output power
levels, allowing for optical branching,
which shares the laser output among
several optical receivers.
In fact, if 1550 nm AM systems
incorporating amplifiers are installed
at a system's headend, then electrical
compensation could be used at the
receivers to minimize CSO distortions.
Along with reducing total system cost,
this approach would bring fiber, with
its attendant system reliability and
picture quality benefits, closer to the
home.
Deploying 1550 nm AM systems and
optical amplifiers as an extension to

existing 1310 nm systems, in an optical
branching architecture, may result in
acceptable dispersion levels, since the
maximum fiber lengths would average
less than two kilometers. Lower performance requirements at the home
also may contribute to use of standard
single-mode fiber at 1550 nm.
The future...and 1550
The search for acost-effective method
to push a video signal deeper into the
communications network is the driving
force behind cable TV's continued deployment of optical fiber. That's why
the industry is examining 1550 nm
transmission so closely. Any technology that can maximize fiber's benefits
while reducing overall system costs is
worthy of scrutiny.
But for all its performance potential,
the 1550 nm wavelength seems likely
to remain aniche transmission method,
with specific operating advantages in
certain environments.
The 1310 nm window continues to
be cable's proven transmission protocol. And, as 1310 nm laser output
increases due to technology advancements, power budgets and corresponding maximum distance capabilities will

increase as well.
When 1550 nm AM technology does
become commercially available, several types of electrical compensation
will allow for the rapid upgrade of the
existing fiber network. Wavelength
division multiplexing also offers the
prospect of using 1310 nm and 1550
nm lasers over the same fiber, literally
doubling capacity.
In the meantime, cable operators
may elect to install asmall percentage
of single-mode dispersion-shifted fiber,
in the appropriate portions of the cable
plant, along with their standard singlemode fiber to provide a1310 nm system
with the potential to upgrade to 1550 run.
So, if you're a cable operator about
to commit to a fiber-based system,
congratulations. You're making awise
investment in technology that will bear
dividends today and well into the
future. And, if you're a cable operator
who's already made the move to fiber,
don't worry. Your current operating
wavelength will continue to deliver the
excellent performance you've come to
expect.
Cable television's commitment to
fiber will be rewarded, no matter what
operating window the industry chooses
to look through.

Your Switching
Solution.
Hands Down.
In today's fast changing world of cable
programming you need the right
equipment to stay ahead of the game.
Monroe Electronics is ready with what
you need: Series 3000 program timers,
switcher panels and cue tone receivers.
Series 3000 gives you more value for
the money, hands down!
• Full capability for control systems
monitoring
• Automated and unattended
headend switching control

hl

• Total control through timed signals,
network cue tones, and Touch Tones
at your remote location
• Pricing that makes it the best buy on
the market today
• Highest quality, most reliable system
available
That's just aquick look at why Monroe
Electronics is the leader in the cue tone
signaling marketplace. And has been
since 1978. For more information on the
right solution to your switching problem,
call us today.

MONROE ELECTRONICS, INC.

E >It takes the leader to solve the problems.
100 Housel Avenue, Lyndonville, NY 14098 •716-765-2254 •FAX 716-765-9330 •Telex 75-6662
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SCRAMBLING

Vide °Cipher pe lans
roll-ou tof 'smart cards'
Encryption technolo gy remains strong in f
ace of competition

F

aced with an historically hostile
CATV clientele and arash of new
competitors, General Instrument's
VideoCipher Division is taking bold
new steps to develop and implement
new scrambling schemes designed to
wipe-out the widespread piracy problem
it has faced since it was introduced six
years ago.
VIdeoCipher II-Plus
Already, roll-out of consumer
VideoCipher II-Plus descramblers is
underway, with more than 400,000
units already shipped, according to
Michael Meltzer, VideoCipher's vice
president of sales and marketing.
Authorizations
of
consumer
descramblers processed by the DBS
center at VideoCipher's San Diego
headquarters are running at about
25,000 to 30,000 per month, Meltzer
adds.
The VC II-Plus is a new encryption
technology that makes it much more
difficult and expensive for pirates to
alter descramblers (or "clone" them—
a process that results in unauthorized
reception of satellite programming).
Estimates vary, but industry observers
have said that anywhere from 75
percent to 90 percent of the older
generation VC II devices have been
illegally altered. The result has been
rampant piracy, an issue which has
raised the ire of satellite programmers.
Since its introduction more than a
year ago, programmers have been
transmitting their signals in VC IIPlus as well as the standard VC II
formats. Plans now call for programmers
to eventually switch feeds to VC II-Plus
only, and shut down VC II
transmissions, something expected to
occur within the next 12 months.
VideoCipher has already announced
plans to institute aprogram to upgrade
new buyers of VC II-Plus decoders, in
the event "most cable/satellite TV
programmers switch to a higher level
of VideoCipher II-Plus technology"
The Consumer Security Protection
Program will protect buyers for three
years from date of purchase. However,
VideoCipher and the programmers have

to agree on who will foot the bill to
upgrade legitimate VC II backyard
customers with new descramblers.
Meltzer recently said agreement on
that issue is expected soon.
Movement toward VC II-Plus only
transmission can't be far off, judging
from two recent announcements. Jerrold
Communications (also a division of
General Instrument) and Wegener
Communications have both "agreed
in principle" to become licensees. The

CIPHERCg
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VideoCipher's new Cipher Card
two companies will manufacture anew
line of low-profile (1 3/4-inch)
commercial VC II-Plus descramblers.
Both companies expect to have units
available by this summer.
Cable operators can use the new unit
to upgrade to VC II-Plus, as well as
save valuable headend rack space. The
previous VC II commercial descramblers
caused consternation within the CATV
technical community because of its
large size (it was taller than five
inches) and reliability problems.
(Later versions of the commercial
descramblers will allow the units to
interface with remotely tunable
receivers to handle ESPN, and other,
switch-and-retune functions related to
sports blackouts.)
`Renewable securily'
Although VideoCipher officials say
VC II-Plus has not yet been
compromised, they refuse to stand still
waiting for the day when widespread
piracy again takes hold. Executives
have publicly stated that they learned
a valuable lesson from pirates in that
nothing is secure forever. "The question
no longer is `if' but 'when' will piracy
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occur," said J. Lawrence Dunham, who
until last month was president of the
VideoCipher Division. "Because of
piracy it is only reasonable to expect
that programmers will eventually
demand...new
generations
of
VideoCipher II-Plus technology."
Satellite programmers and cable
operators will perhaps wonder "What
took 'em so long" but VideoCipher
engineers are presently finalizing the
design of VC II-Plus RS (for renewable
security), which uses "smart cards" to
authorize home descramblers.
After taking along, hard look at the
piracy issue, VideoCipher officials
settled on the smart card approach
because it was the only way to truly
control security. "We could assume the
only places that security exists was in
the smart card and the uplink site,"
said aVideoCipher engineer.
The concept of smart cards isn't new,
and it's an idea many cable engineers
(among others) have had for years.
Legitimate backyard dish owners will
use the plastic card, approxiately the
same size as acredit card, (see rendering)
by placing it into a slot located in the
back of new VC II-Plus descrambler.
Without the card, which VideoCipher
has dubbed CipherCard, the descrambler
will be useless.
And if the new encryption technology
is ever cost-effectively defeated,
VideoCipher can simply deauthorize
the old cards and issue new ones in the
span of a few weeks and at a cost
considerably lower than rolling out a
new line of descramblers.
With the advent of DigiCipher (a
digital video compression scheme) and
other all-digital methods of video
delivery, the question of how consumers,
programmers and cable operators
upgrade from VC II-Plus to a digital
means of encryption and descrambling
has emerged. But VideoCipher officials
have foreseen the question and propose
a solution: a VC II-Plus/DigiCipher
integrated receiver/descrambler,
planned for a1992 introduction.
Meltzer admits a straight upgrade
from VC II-Plus to DigiCipher "isn't
prudent" because of the size of the
C-band market. However, if a popular

Rainbow Satellite has deve ope a feed for receiving Gl,
F3, C4 and Cl utilizing retrofits manufactured by the
following companies:
• Rainbow Satellite
mee-fgroir.
• Microdyne Corp.

•

Scientific Atlanta

PO Box 490395 •Leesburg, FL 34749-0395
Attention: Brian Wilkes

To Get Ready, Call (904) 326-8030
Reader Service Number 44

pay-per-view

or other programming
Olympics?) is sent via
digital transmission, it could help spur
the introduction of such adescrambler,
Meltzer believes.
In spite of all VideoCipher's
improvements, many have wondered if
it will be enough to keep the somè 58
programming
services
on
as
VideoCipher customers. If not, will
some other scrambling scheme take
over? Cable-TV seems firmly entrenched
in VideoCipher technology, but will a
DBS service utilizing some other
technology ever get off the ground?
Public indications so far suggest that
at least one programmer—Home Box
Office—is
still
committed
to
VideoCipher technology. Robert Caird,
president of HBO Satellite Services
and chairman of the Satellite
Broadcasting and Communications
Association, told SBCA attendees last
January that efforts were underway to
switch from VC II to VC II-Plus as the
first step toward "cleaning the
environment." He then added that the
second step provision of "recoverable
security" in the event VC II-Plus is
compromised.
In fact, most satellite industry
veterans admit that VideoCipher will
event (the 1992

continue to have a lock on the C-band
market. But the picture is much more
murky on the Ku-band side of the coin.
However, with the recent problems
DBS services like SkyPix and SkyCable
have had raising the capital necessary
to launch (or staying organized), the
issue could simply be moot.
Primestar, the consortium of cable
operators that launched a low-power
Ku-band DBS service, opted to use
B-MAC instead of VideoCipher. And
TVN Entertainment, the proposed 10channel C-band PPV service, initially
chose D-Code, an encryption standard
developed by Leitch and Uniden.
However, TVN eventually rescinded
its decision (leaving Uniden with
thousands of useless decoders) and
embraced VC II-Plus in response to
concerns over multiple encryption
technologies. The result has been
virtually no loss of marketshare for
VideoCipher because nine of the 10
Primestar services are available via
VC II.
What seems clear is that VideoCipher
is taking the necessary steps to remain
the encryption technology of choice for
cable and other satellite programmers
for many years to come. •
—Roger Brown

Th ewas atime when you had t
ces in apartment boxes—small, medium and large. Then, MOORE
introdeed tte.conc-ept of cust
DU enclosures.
Here is how it works: Refer to MOORE's extensive product menu and select the box design, box size and lock.
Then, choose the hardware rack and knockout configuration. Finally, select color and other accessories. When you
complete our checklist, you have designed an MDU enclosure which is ideally suited to the needs of your system.
At one time, you had three choices in MDU enclosures. Today you have just one—Moore Diversified Products, Inc.
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Scrambling hotlines
AMC/Bravo

(516) 354-0145

Arts & Entertainment .(203) 965-6557
CNN/Headline/TNT ..(404) 827-3644
CBN/Family Channel .(804) 420-9015
Discovery Channel. ..(301) 986-0444
The Disney Channel ..(818) 842-2877
ESPN

(203) 585-2264

FNN

(800) 366-4046

HBO/Cinemax

(212) 512-5666

Lifetime

(718) 706-3629

Playboy (until 6 p.m.) .(213) 652-7197
(nights and weekends) .(805) 266-2837
Showtime/Movie Channel/
Nickelodeon/MTV/Viewers Choice/
VH-1/Hat
(516) 435-4961
TNN

(203) 965-6200

USA Network

(212) 408-9180

Weather Channel ...(800) 554-7354
WGN

(800) 331-4806

WTBS

(303) 740-7550

Moore Diversified Products, Inc.
1441 Sunshine Lane, Lexington, KY 40505
(606) 299-6288
Outside Kentucky 1-800-521-6731
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Wavetek offers the clearest
choices in signal level meters.
From the smallest to the largest CATV
system, Wavetek has acomplete family
of field strength meters.
Beginning with MICRO SAM,
Wavetek provides an easy to use
installer meter with the versatility
of auto-ranging and programmable
channel plans. SAM JR is aproven
field strength meter combining
full amplitude and frequency
range.
For more advanced trouble
shooting, SAM 1000 ventures one step
further with quick keyboard tuning and
improved measurement accuracy.
Complete system maintenance
becomes asnap with the SAM 2000,
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Wavetek's trunk and headend meter.
The SAM 2000 incorporates automated
test functions that simplify system
measurements.
The premier FIBER SAM rounds out
the complete SAM line with all the simplicity of the SAM 2000 and incorporates an optical power meter.
For all their sophistication and effectiveness, Wavetek's SAM signal level
meters are remarkably easy to use, so
your technicians can spend more time
testing.
Digital technology provides precise
tuning at the push of abutton, accurate amplitude measurement throughout the frequency range, and long

service life through the use of electronic
attenuators rather than conventional
mechanical types.
Also, Wavetek signal analysis
meters (SAM'S) are built tough to
take bouncing around in atruck or
swinging from apole—in any
weather!
Give your subscribers the best
cable performance by using the best
signal analysis meters. To see how
Wavetek offers more in "SAM" technology,contact your nearest representative
or distributor for ademonstration.

800-622-5515
W AVTEK®

Cable and corrosion

S

these characteristics (kink or dent the
ystem reliability and picture
outer conductor) or even worse, create
quality are two of the most impor
a situation that will create a change
tant services to the subscriber in
that takes place over time.
today's systems. In the early days of
Corrosion is an
CATV, if an operator could provide
Corrosion and its causes
several channels to the home he was a
example of aproblem
hero; today he's asked to provide 99.999
Corrosion is an example of aproblem
percent reliability—and good pictures—
that can appear
that can appear over time. Soon after
all at the cost of afew video rentals.
the system is cut in, balanced, etc. the
To achieve these goals, an operator
over time.
engineer may think his problems are
must install the outside plant in away
solved. But, if moisture got into the
to assure the signals put on the cable
cable prior to connectorization,
are of the highest quality
his problems may have just
with the greatest reliability.
Dielectric
begun to grow.
Most cable manufacturers
To see what could happen
today offer the best cable
is moisture gets in, review the
designs with the highest
basic formula for attenuation
quality standards ever.
at RF frequencies (Formula
However, improper instal1). Above afew kilohertz, the
lation, connectorization or poor
RF electrical signal is
environmental protection can
conducted on the outer surface
negate this quality and create
of the inner conductor and the
headaches for the system
Center
inner surface of the outer
engineer.
This
article
Conductor
Outer
Conductor
Jacket
conductor. This phenomenom
addresses some of the issues
is called "skin effect."
that degrade plant quality
Figure 1
The outer surface of
and reliability.
the inner conductor on
Formula 1
all CATV coaxial cables
Coax components
is, of course, copper. The
(K' (Pi f) A.5/di) +
Attenuation =
cost
of copper
is
As is widely known,
(K' (Po f) ^.5/Do) +
considerably higher
coaxial cable is made
than aluminum and
(K" fD e/Log (Do/di)))
up of three principal
since the signals only
parts, namely the center
Formula 2
travel on a thin layer
conductor, the dielectric
Characteristic
Impedance = (138 x(Log (Do/di))
of the inner conductor,
material and the outer
it is more cost effective
conductor. Each of these
(e) A5
to have a copper-clad
components has a fixed
center conductor, as
relationship in size and
compared to asolid one.
placement to maintain
Where:
Figure 2 illustrates
the
characteristic
di = diameter of the inner conductor in inches
the relative contribution
impedence fixed at 75
ohms
and
the
Do = inside diameter of the outer conductor in inches of the loss of each of the
three compoents to the
attenuation consistent
e = the dielectric constant of the plastic (1N 2))
total attenuation as a
throughout the cable
D =dissipation factor of the plastic (0.00013)
function of frequency.
length. A cutaway of a
Note that as the
typical coax cable is
f = frequency in MHz
frequency increases, the
shown in Figure 1.
Pi = resistivity of the inner conductor (1.724)
attenuation of the center
Cable manufacturers
conductor continues to
publish the physical
Po = resistivity of the outer conductor (2.824)
represent the largest condimensions
of the
K' = 0.00439
tribution to the total:
various components in
roughly 65 percent to
their catalogs. The atK" = 1.5047
70 percent.
tenuation and charTable 1
If water or moisture
acteristic impedence
vapor is allowed to
parameters are defined
contact either or both of the conductors,
istics are guaranteed to be within the
by the formulas shown in Table 1.
corrosion (copper oxidation of the inner
specification listed by the manufacWhen the coaxial cable is manufacconductor and aluminum oxides on the
tured, these dimensions and characterturer. However, during the installation
outer conductor) immediately begins
of the outside plant, it is possible for
By Paul Wilson, Comm/Scope Inc.
to form on the surfaces and, therefore,
the installer to immediately change
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resistivity begins to increase. The copper
oxide will have a dark bluish to black
coloring and the aluminum oxide will
have a white powdery appearance. It
will appear first in spots, but in an
advanced stage, could color the entire

Attenuation Components
P3-500 Type Cable
Loss of Each Component
2.0

"

1.5

The skin effect' occurs

1.0

when the RF electrical
signal is conducted on

0.5

o

the outer surface of the

300

inner conductor and the
inner surface of the

350

400
450
500
Frequency (MHz)

• Dielectric Si Outer Conductor

outer conductor.

550

600

Inner Conductor

Figure 2

conductor surface.
A growing problem
Typically, the center conductor is the
main problem area in the beginning.

At first, the corrosion may be a small
factor in the attenuation of the span.
However, if the ingress path continues
to allow oxygen and moisture to reach
the conductors, the corrosion continues
to migrate throughout the span.
Looking specifically at the inner
conductor, as the corrosion grows, the

Why do technicians prefer
RISER-BOND INTRUMENTS
TDR'S?

The answer is SIMPLE!

resistivity of the inner conductor continues to increase and the attenuation
begins to increase. This increase starts
to show up in the higher frequencies
and signal levels in amplifiers may
begin to roll off. Subscribers may find
that higher-level signals have degraded
pictures (increased noise) because the

SEE
ARMS
TODAY

See the industry standard in automated video
insertion systems. Whatever your size, your needs
and your budget, there's an ARVIS system to give
you more for your money. Call today. You'll see
ARVIS. You'll see the light.
Model 1210 $4395

Model 2901B+

$845

TIME DOMAIN RELECTOMETER

Cable Fault Locator
-RISER-BOND
INSTRUMENTS

"High Tech Simplicity"

5101 North 57th St.
Lincoln, NE 68507
800/ 688-8377

Reader Service Number 47

1-800-272-7847

ARVIS

The Right Spot At The Right Time
300 Second Ave., Waltham, MA 02154
1-800-272-7847 •In MA, (617) 890-5850
Reader Service Number 48
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amplifier's AGC or AFT circuits are
trying to compensate for the tilt change
caused by the decreased high-frequency
signal levels at the input of the next
amplifier. This will, in effect, create a
degradation of the carrier-to-noise out
of the amplifier. If the corrosion gets
bad enough, the high-end signals will
continue to get worse until the office
switchboard starts to light up.
In troubleshooting this problem, an
operator may try to use aTDR to see if
there is a discontinuity in the span.
Depending on the degree of the corrosion, the problem may, or may not, be
detected.
However, corrosion will probably
show up at the connection if that is the
moisture ingress point. There have
been cases, however, where a cable
span had a hole shot in it, providing
moisture ingression at mid-span. In
either case, frequency roll-off was
present and should be an operator's
primary test area.
Preventing the problem
Unfortunately, the only solution to
this problem is to replace the cable
span. The corrosion cannot be removed
or compensated for. So the question

becomes, "How can moisture ingress
be prevented?"
The manufacturer tries to help in
several ways. All cable shipped has the
end caps installed at the factory. Most
manufacturers pack with each cable

is

arule, operators
should have

installation crews
constantly on the

lookout for cable ends
left unsealed.
reel (or make available through customer service) additional end caps for
the cable. As the cable is placed in the
field, these end caps should be used at
each point where the cable is cut and
splicing is to take place at alater date.
Another way the manufacturer tries

Survival Training

lb

•i
•

0

0

to help is by providing a sealing
material around the inner conductor
at the factory. This material can take
the form of achemical coating or or an
extruded compound. As a connector is
installed, this material is removed to
insure agood electrical contact within
the connector. It is very important to
put the cable connectors on properly.
Connectors normally have two or more
"0"-rings for moisture protection. If
the connector is improperly installed,
these 0-rings may not seal and moisture may come in through the back of
the connector. Some systems use the
heat shrink at the connector cable
interface. This will also improve the
odds if installed properly. If the heat
shrink is not sealed all around the
cable, this too could provide amoisture
path.
The effects of corrosion on your cable
system can vary from being annoying
to being catastrophic. The best solution
is to prevent the problem. As a rule,
operators should have installation crews
and technicians constantly on the lookout for cable ends left unsealed. As the
cable is placed on the poles, as amplifiers/
taps are being installed (or even in the
reel yard), all cable ends should be
protected from moisture ingress. •
lb $?:

Reno

Our industry must prepare for its future by
building skilled workforces.
The ATC
National Training Center offers training
services through a variety of methods,
including technical manuals, off-the-shelf
and custom courses, and interactive video
disc training courses.
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Following is alist of
SCTE technical seminars
with contact name. If known,
location and seminar topic
are listed.
April 4Upper Valley
Meeting Group
"Construction techniques"
presented by Ron Goff of
Henkels and McCoy
(tentative). 'lb be held at
the Holiday Inn, White
River Junction, Vermont.
Contact Matt Alldredge,
(802) 885-9317.
April 7-8 Razorback
Chapter To be held in
conjunction with the L'Ark
Show in Little Rock,
Arkansas. Contact Jim
Dickerson, (501) 777-4684.
April 9Central Illinois
Chapter "Headend
maintenance." Contact John
Heck, (309) 353-8777.
April 9Chattahoochee
Chapter BCT/E
examinations to be
administered. Contact John
Williamson, Jr., (404) 3765259.
April 10 Great Plains
Chapter BCT/E

The following training
courses have been
announced by the National
Cable Television Institute
(NCTI):
April 9Fundamentals
of Supervision Seminar for
CATV Personnel, San
Francisco, Calif.
April 10-11 OSHA
Compliance Seminar for
CATV Operators, San
Francisco, Calif.
May 7Fundamentals of
Supervision Seminar for
CATV Personnel, Boston,
Mass.
May 8-9 OSHA Compliance
Seminar for CATV
Operators, Boston, Mass.
For more information on
NCTI's new training
seminars, contact Michael
J. Wais at (303) 761-8554,
or fax inquiries to (303)
761-8556.

examinations to be
administered. Contact
Jennifer Hays, (402) 3336484.
April 10 North Country
Chapter "Terminal
devices." To be held at the
Sheraton Midway, St. Paul,
Minn. Contact Rich
Henkemeyer.
April 10-11 Dakota
Territories Chapter "CARS
band microwave systems"
with Randy Karr of
ChannelMaster.
Consecutive sessions to be
held at the Radisson Inn,
Bismark, North Dakota and
April 11 at the Ramkota
Inn in Pierre, North Dakota.
Contact Kent Binkerd, (605)
339-3339.
April 13 Boulder Dam
Meeting Group Contact
Brian Nebeker, (702) 3848084.
April 14 Old Dominion
Chapter BCT/E testing, all
categories, and installer
examinitions to be
administered. 'lb be held
in conjunction with the
Virginia CTA show in

SIECOR

Trade Shows

Williamsburg, Va. Contact
Margaret Davison-Harvey,
(703) 248-3400.
April 16 Florida Chapter,
Central Meeting Area
Lakeland, Fla. Contact
Keith Kreager, (407) 8447227 or Pat Skerry, (904)
735-1571.
April 16 Greater Chicago
Chapter BCT/E
examinations to be
administered. Contact Bill
Whicher, (708) 438-4423.
April 17 Golden Gate
Chapter "CLI Update."
Contact Mark Harrigan,
(415) 785-6077.
April 17 North Central
Texas Chapter "Back to
Basics" with Richard Covell
of lbxscan. Contact Terry
Blackwell, (214) 578-7573.
April 20 Rocky Mountain
Chapter "Distribution
systems and distortions,"
with Richard Covell of
lbxscan. Other ATC
Training Center speakers
also slated. 'Ib be held at
the ATC Training Center.
Contact Radiene Watson,
(303) 790-7330.
Siecor Corp. will sponsor
afour-day, hands-on fiber
optic training program
designed for craftsmen and
contractors who install,
splice and test fiber optic
cable. Following are the
dates for the program
"Fiber Optic Installation,
Splicing, Maintenance and
Restoration for Cable TV
Applications."
April 16-19
May 20-23
For info call (800) 6349064.
National Show
March 24-27 New Orleans,
La. Contact NCTA, (202)
775-3669. SCTE Cable-Tec
Expo June 13-16 Reno, Nev.
Contact SCTE, (215) 3636888.
Cabletelevision
Advertising Bureau (CAB)
Show New York City April
7-9 Contact CAB, (212) 7517770 Ext. 29.
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CABLE POLL

Th
CABLE

POLL
OegeiegennMien33%44

Promote programming
Promote technology
Fight telco entry
MIMI Promote local cable
NM Other
DVNa
Do you favor or oppose anational image
campaign conducted by the cable industry?

seinieieneememesee

What should be the main mission of an image campaign?

Two «
20% —Years.
30%—

Beyond
5years
Dk

1O% N
Year -

Do you believe telcos will eventually be given permission
to operate cable systems in their own service areas?
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Do you believe they will receive permission within...

CABLE PO

Whither cable's image
A move by the NCTA to establish a
national image campaign to promote
cable television would receive
overwhelming support among general
managers, especially if the offensive
focused on cable at the local level.
According to thé most recent edition
of Cable Poll, conducted just last month,
83 percent of 400 GMs polled said they
strongly favor the creation of a
nationwide promotional effort.
Backing was strong in all segments,
but mid-sized operations—those with
between 10,000 and 50,000 subscribers—
were the most avid supporters. By
contrast, operators in the West were
least likely to ratify an educational
effort.
Managers were vocal about where
the campaign should concentrate. More
than 63 percent said they believed
strategies should center around local
efforts; only 20 percent said cable
programming should receive the
spotlight. This relatively low total
probably reflects the notion that
National Cable Month already provides
programmers with national attention.
The remainder divided up their
responses saying strategies should
revolve around promoting technology
or fighting possible cable entry by the
telephone companies.
The endorsement of plans to boost
cable's image mirrors two key concerns.
First, many GMs say they believe cable
will likely be subject to new federal
rate regulation in the near future.
Secondly, a majority also say they
believe telephone companies will get
the green light to operate cable
systems in their own service areas. The
figures:
• Regulation: Three out of every
four system executives say it is either
very or somewhat likely that the U.S.
Congress will re-regulate basic rates
in the near future.
• Iblco entry: More than half say
telephone companies will receive the
go-ahead from the courts to compete
with cable. Almost 20 percent think the
green light will be given with the next
24 months.
A cable-orchestrated public relations
offensive wins approval from GMs for
another key reason, directly related to
the telco question. More than athird37 percent—say that telephone
companies enjoy abetter image among
consumers than does the cable industry.
Only 21 percent give the nod to the

cable industry, while 34 percent think
cable's national image is no better or
no worse than the telcos'.
Even
if
system
executives
demonstrate concern about consumer
and legislative perceptions of cable,
they are far less worried about how
well industry trade groups perform as
they represent cable before federal
lawmakers.

Indeed, 85 percent of the Cable Poll
sample said groups such as NCTA and
CATA rate grades of either excellent
or good when it comes to telling cable's
story to congressional representatives.
Of those who are less enamored of
these organizations' strategies in
Washington, most-31 percent—felt the
trade groups weren't aggressive enough.
Another 15 percent said they believed
national groups were too parochial,
while the remainder had a number of
other, undisclosed, reasons. •

How likely is it that a bill will be passed by
the US Congress that reregulates the cable
industry at the local level?
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
Somewhat

How would you rate cable's national image as compared
to the Telco's?
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10°/0
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IN THE NEWS

No questi on, fiber has 'arrived'
If anyone needed conformation that
fiber optic technology has "arrived"
for cable-television use he need not go
any further than the 1991 Optical
Fiber Conference in San Diego. While
the confab, sponsored by the Optical
Society of America, IEEE's Lasers and
Electro-Optics Society and IEEE's
Communications Society, remains
largely a highly scientific discussion
of breakthroughs at the component
level, several CATV engineers were
highly vocal about fiber's use in system
applications.
Leading the charge were Jim Chiddix
and Walt Ciciora from American
Iblevision and Communications as well
as Alex Best of Cox Cable. Vendors like
Synchronous
Communications,
American Lightwave Systems, Corning
Inc., Jerrold Communications and
Scientific-Atlanta were also on hand
to hear (and in some cases present) the
latest
about
1550
nm
video
transmission, fiber amplifiers and
coherent transmission schemes, to
mention just a few of the subjects
covered.
Conference organizers purposely
attempted to steer the conference in a
more system-oriented direction and
invited CATV and telco voices to help
component engineers understand the
needs of those industries. Through
Chiddix, Ciciora and Best, listeners
were given a picture of CATV fiber
deployment today as well as future
plans. In fact, the cable industry
presented a clear, understandable
evolutionary migration path toward a
hybrid fiber/coax delivery mechanism
capable of transmitting voice, digital
pay-per-view and HDTV and just about
anything else anyone wanted to throw
at it.
Chiddix opened the conference by
outlining his six-stage evolution toward
a high-speed, high-capacity, two-way
delivery network offering a mix of
analog and digital services that
combines fiber's virtually unlimited
bandwidth with video compression to
provide perhaps 1,000 channels of video.
The scenario calls for evolution from
today's upgrade of coaxial-based trunks
to fiber as operators move to 550 MHz
capacity to switched-star architectures
driven by new demands for voice and
data provision. Stage 3 of Chiddix's
vision calls for increased office and

operational automation, including an
in the midst of rebuilds that employ
fiber in their foundations. For the
electronic program guide. Stage 4takes
benefit of the largely non-CATV
cable systems to 1 GHz bandwidth,
vastly increasing the number of audience, Best explained the cost/
channels available for PPV and HDTV.
benefit tradeoffs associated with fiber.
The next stage moves cable operators
In addition, Best noted that "The
ultimate fiber deployment scheme
into near-video-on-demand, made
possible by channel capacity leaps via
appears to be fiber to the feeder" and
digital compression. The final stage
explained what Cox was planning for
adds media storage capability, switches
its Spokane, Wash. system. Essentially,
and fiber into the neighborhood. By
that system will end up with astar-bus
then, cable networks deliver a full
topology that provides ahighly reliable,
complement of video, data, voice and
headend quality signal to every home.
And with the system segmented into
information in an interactive
2,000-home areas, the ability to
environment.
implement aPCN seems to be inherent,
Chiddix's presentation was virtually
a replication of one he delivered in
Best said.
The final piece of the puzzle was
early January at the SCTE's Fiber
placed when Ciciora reiterated fiber's
Optics '91 in Orlando. However,
economic benefits for cable operators
Chiddix's slides were updated to show
microcells—the foundation of the
and the quality benefits fiber provides
emerging
wireless
personal
to the subscribers. Speaking during a
communications networks—located near nighttime panel session on "Video
the fiber termination points.
opportunities in fiber optics," Ciciora
Chiddix was careful to point out that
amplified Chiddix's earlier comments
this migration path takes advantage
regarding CATV's evolution toward
of
emerging
technology only
when it makes
economic sense—
and provides a
method of payback
as
enhanced
services strike a
chord
with
subscribers. While
Chiddix
was
unsure of when the
various stages of
evolution would
take place, he
closed his speech
by predicting that
Corning's new miniature 1x8 achromatic coupler
CATV would have
installed "several hundred thousand"
digital switched networks.
fiber links by the end of the decade,
Product announcements
consisting of perhaps 2 million fiber
miles.
Corning, Inc. has announced what
it calls the "market's smallest lx8
Alex Best drove home Chiddix's
point when he led atutorial session on
coupler," less than one-hundredth the
"Fiber Optics and Cable TV." An
size of conventional products. The new
size makes it an "ideal fit" for passive
audience consisting of several hundred
optical network local loop architectures.
component
manufacturers
and
equipment vendors heard Best explain
However, company officials say, the
coupler is also suited for cable television
the basics of CATV and how the rules
distribution. The device is 56
are changing with the advent of fiber
millimeters long and equipped with
optics.
pigtails of fiber with a 250-micron
Best illustrated the benefits of allacrylate coating. The coupler's small
fiber trunking via the Cox San Diego
and Ocala, Florida systems—which are
Continued on page 106
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Shouldn't the cable your business
is riding on be just as strong?

AT&T"s fiber optic cable ollèrs the
ruggedness and reliability needed
for your aerial cable TV installations.

4,5 lc Aa

The cable you're installing now may
seem great today, but how's it going
to hold up against tomorrow's heat?
And the ever present gnawing by
nature's pests? Install AT&T's fiber
optic cable and you won't have to
worry
That's because all AT&T fiber optic
cable is designed to withstand harsh
temperatures, rodents, lightning, and
ahost of other environmental stresses.
like alook at our DŒ family of
lightguide cable. Available in multiple sheath designs, each is made with
ahigh-density polyethylene jacket to
resist abrasions—making it easy to
pull and inexpensive to install, too.
The LXE also allows for easy end-

prep and midsheath entry Rip cords
lie beneath the jacket and armor, to
allow for entry without damaging the
fibers.
AT&T's fiber has the smallest mode
field diameter of any standard single
mode fiber available. Light stays
more tightly confined to the fiber
core, providing outstanding transmission performance—at both 1310
and 1550 nm.
And our D-LUXTM 100 coating offers
excellent stripability, static fatigue
performance, and aging characteristics, for superb splicing capabilities.
You'll find, too, that all our fiber
optic cable is backed by the design
expertise and technology of AT&T

Bell Laboratories.
For more on cable that's at its best
when the elements are at their worst,
call AT&T at 1800 344-0223,
ext. 223.
©1990 AT&T

^•-•••••1111.

`11111•11,

AT&T

Network Systems
Reader Service Number 51
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IN THE NEWS

Fiber market continues to soar
Corning Inc. officials were all smiles
at its 10th annual media briefing, held
at the Optical Fiber Conference in San
Diego.
The smiles were appropriate,
considering the news Corning brought

need, Corning and other manufacturers
have increased their manufacturing
capacities. Corning itself has increased
capacity twice in 18 months, each
resulting in a50 percent increase in
supply capability.

North American Cabled Fiber
(volume by application segment)

the growth leader, closing out 1990
with a60 percent growth in fiber
consumption over 1989 numbers,
according to Corning figures. Despite
the late-year slowdown, fiber sales
were driven by threatened competition
from DBS and others; possible reregulation; and fiber's reduced
maintenance costs.
In 1991, Corning executives forecast
continued growth for the North
American market, ballooning by
perhaps another 25 percent (for atotal

Long Haul 12%

The CATV segment
was the growth leader,

Local Telco 61%
Other 7%
Cable TV 5%
Submarine 3%
Gov't/Military 4%
Datacom 6%

Bypass 2%

closing out
1990 with a60 percent
growth in fiber
consumption.

1990
3.0 Million Kilometers
Source: Corning Inc.

with it. 1990 was nothing short of an
"extraordinary year"with cabled fiber
growth driven primarily by unexpected
growth in industry and technology,
Corning executives said.
Worldwide, the market for optical
fiber has doubled since 1988 (from 3.5
million kilometers to roughly 7million
kilometers sold in 1990). To meet the

In North America, the appetite for
fiber grew 20 percent, with growth
coming in all market segments
identified by Corning. The largest
segment, local telephone companies,
accounted for more than 60 percent of
fiber sales and was driven by telcos
installing fiber in their feeder networks.
But the CATV market segment was

of more than 3.5 kilometers). Also, the
growth is projected to continue into
1992 "and beyond," said the Corning
officials.
Growth in the CATV market
specifically, is forecast to outpace all
other segments, doubling in size by
1994 (to 155,000 kilometers). At that
time, CATV could account for as much
as 10 percent of the entire North
American fiber market.
—Roger Brown

POWER and PRECISION
• Perfect For:
-Headends
-MDU's
-LAN's
-Contractors
-Jumpers
-Manufacturers

• Cutters for all
types of connectors and cable
•Over 15,000 strips
• Replacement
blades available
• Portable and shop
drivers available

Œtlin Coastel Cable Tools

,)k

4855 Executive Drive
Liverpool, New York 13088

Minimum 1000 RPM
Drill or our
Battery Driver

Please call for our brochure or visit us at NCTA booth # 1164 • Phone 315-451-7614
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Actual screens from the LANguardTM system
depict topology and sweep analysis displays.

..With
guard
Status Monitoring
Using LANguardTM can mean the difference between facing irate
subscribers due to prolonged service down time and having satisfied
customers enjoying quality reception with minimal interruptions.
LANguard'sTM ability to spot trouble before it becomes aproblem is
cue to its many soph;sticated, yet easy-to-use features including:
J Support For All Amplifiers and Power Supplies
J Auto Sweep and Spectrum Analysis
J Agile Frequency Monitoring
Ability To Monitor Multiple Systems Simultaneously
plus much more.. all without interrupting your signal.
With regulation on the horizon, you realize the importance of service
excellence...and you can see the savings potential that comes with
knowing exactly where breakdowns occur. More importantly, you
have the peace of mind knowing that you can catch problems before
they occur as LANguardTM watches each of your signals in relationship to the specifications you define.

1)

LANguardTM status monitoring has aproven track record with many
large corporations that depend on their network's integrity (downtime
can literally cost them thousands of dollars per minute).

AM is vendor independent, providing components
for virtually every CA TV configuration.

Reader Service Number 56

If you would like this kind of quality assurance for your CATV
system, call us at (215) 536-1354 today. A FREE demo diskette is
available that shows you, first hand, how powerful and how simple
LANguardTM is to use for status monitoring excellence today...
tomorrow.. and for many years to come.

t

AM Communications, Inc.
1900 AM Drive
P.O. Box 9004. Quakertown, PA 18951-9004
Phone: (215) 536-1354 Fax: (215) 536-1475

IN THE NEWS
size makes it fit easily into a splice
tray, and is about the size of a
mechanical splice. Specifically, the small
size of the coupler facilitates its use in
crowded fiber-to-the-subscriber (FTTS)
pedestals, enclosures and other tight
areas.
As far as performance, the new lx8
coupler performs with "low and level
losses" within the entire range of
single-mode operating wavelengths (850
nm, 1310 nm and 1550 nm). Power
splitting between ports of the achromatic
couplers remains stable over each of
the three passbands, so that extra
power is not required to compensate of
inconsistent output. For more
information on the new coupler, contact
Corning at (607) 974-9000, or fax
inquiries to (607) 974-7522.
The Exeltech Corp. of Fort Worth,
'Nam has announced the introduction
of its new SI-250 Power Inverter. The
most significant feature of the SI-250
is that it supplies a true sine output,
as opposed to quasi-sine wave output,
explained Exeltech president Gary
Chemelewski. The unit has a peak
current capability of six amps, which
gives it the ability to power non-linear,
electronic or highly reactive loads—
such as electric motors, computers and

'

Exeltech Corp.'s SI 250 power inverter
test equipment. The SI-250 also features
sophisticated protection circuitry as
well as precise line and load regulation,
which makes it "immune" to damage
by overloads, short circuits, overtemperature or input polarity reversal,
company officials attest. Compact in
size, the SI-250 is 3.5 inches by 4.5
inches by 9 inches and weighs 3.5
pounds. For more information, contact
Exeltech at (817) 488-1444.
Hughes Aircraft Company has
received FCC approval for the latest
addition to the Hughes Aircraft
Company's family of AML solid state
broadband transmitters, the HIBT118. Utilizing high-power FET
amplifiers and unique microwave
circuitry, the new Hughes transmitter

is a highpower ver11111 :
sion of the
previously
released
IBBT-116. It
comes close
to equaling a
______
single output
of a traditional channelize highpower AML
unit, company officials
say, but at a
considerably
lower cost
and reduced
power consumption.
Traditional
.
local distribution and
clustering
services can Hughes' HIB T-118
be provided
by the new broadband transmitter,
located in aheadend, without toweringmounting any amplifiers or other active
devices. The transmitter includes a
pilot tone for system phase-locking and
Y4 15
•
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IN THE NEWS
atransmit monitor for monitoring and
maintenance.
Also, the HIBT's +62 dBm thirdorder intercept point allows its output
to exceed by five dB the performance
of the IBBT-116, a performance equal
to that of a 200-watt system. The
inherent flexibility associated with the

broadband 1-to-80 channel system,
coupled with increased power, provides
for supertrunking applications in excess
of 20 miles. For more information on
the HIBT, contact Hughes at (213)
517-6233.
New from Britain-based J.P. Micro
Services is an infrared remote control

tester, the RXT-2. The unit is designed
for use by bench and field engineers,
and detects infrared beams, tests
continuity and includes aself-test mode
to check the state of its internal
batteries.
In the infrared mode, the instrument
detects static and modulated beams. Its

Industry faces

the international market.
At AT&T, Jay
W. Carter was
named network
cable systems VP
for copper
apparatus and
electronic wire and
cable business
units. Carter will
be located at
AT&T's Omaha
Jay W. Carter
manufacturing
facility. Previously, Carter was AT&T's
regional VP for the central region.
David Fibush of Tektronix has
been appointed
SMPTE (Society of
Motion Picture and
Television
Engineers)
western region
governor after
having been
involved in the
organization since
1978. Meanwhile,
David Fibush
Dave Walters,
district sales manager for Tektronix,
was also appointed as SMPTE's southern
region governor. Walters has been an
SMPTE member since 1976.
Boulder-based Cable Television
Laboratories (CableLabs) has
promoted two staffers and added two

new employees. Stephen Dukes has
been promoted to director of advanced
network development. His
responsibilities include working on the
study of personal communications
networks (PCN) and designing the next
generation of cable network
architectures. Sharon Gurley has
advanced to CableLab's administrative
assistant to corporate service from her
previous role as executive secretary
Craig M. Chamberlain has been
named electrical engineer and is slated
to work on advanced television projects.
Formerly with E-Systems, Chamberlain
has extensive electronics experience
and holds abachelor of science degree
in electrical engineering from the
University of South Florida. Lastly,
Michael Sandgathe has been named
senior electronics technician and will
be working with the CableLabs headend
and its laboratory facilities. Sangathe
most recently worked with Scripps
Howard Cable in Longmont, where he
was chief technician.
General Instrument Corporation's
VideoCipher Division has announced
the appointment of James L. Faust to
the role of VP, international and special
programs. Faust will direct and continue
the development for the VideoCipher
line for international markets, with a
major focus on DigiCipher system
introduction abroad.

Claude Olier has been named VPEuropean operations for ScientificAtlanta. Olier will be responsible for
the strategy,
organization and
growth of
Scientific-Atlanta
products. He will
also be responsible
for the company's
European
subsidiaries in the
United Kingdom,
Italy,
Spain,
Claude Olier
France and the
Netherlands. Before joining ScientificAtlanta, Olier spent 13 years with
Dynatech Corporation, again involved
in European activities.
Sachs Communicationshas
announced three promotions. Denverbased Radiene Watson has been
promoted to sales manager, and will
be actively responsible for bringing
product awareness and sales support
to Sachs-qualified distributors. Also in
Denver, John Schonewill was named
director of marketing and sales. Sam
Wells was named national technical
director for Canada and the U.S., and
will oversee the application and training
of the company's hardware system in
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IN THE NEWS
sensor is placed roughly two inches in
front of the emitter of the remote
control unit, which is then operated.
Modulated infrared produces aclicking
or chirping sound on the RXT-2's
speaker, and also causes a lightemitting diode (LED) to flash. Steady
infrared causes the LED to light
continuously. For more information on
the RXT-2, contact JP Micro Services
at Unit 5, Church Ward Estate, Barrs
Court Road, Hereford, England, HR11EN or phone (international) at 44-432356353.
Fiber announcements
Photon Kinetics has introduced its

Photon Kinetics, Inc.'s 4000C
HiRes OTDR
new Model 2400-CTG Fiber Coating
Geometry Option. The optional module
performs transverse-view coating
geometry measurements when used
with Photon Kinetics Model 2400 Fiber
Geometry System.
With the
Model
2400-CTG,
manufacturers of optical fiber can
measure the diameter and concentricity
of both the fiber and two coating layers,
and then display the results in less
than one minute.
Also new from Photon Kinetics is the
Model 2500 Fiber Analysis System.
The unit performs automated,
repeatable measurements of single and
multimode fiber parameters. Singlemode tests include spectral attenuation,
numerical aperture and core diameter.
Pulse bandwidth and differential mode
delay options are also available. All
measurements are performed in
accordance with EIA and CCITT
standards to ensure industry-wide
compatibility.
Lastly, Photon Kinetics has
announced availability of its Model
4000C HiRes OTDR. The Model 4000C
incorporates Photon Kinetic's patented
electronic masking capability with
automatic mask placement for "greater
ease and reliability in the installation
and verification of optical fiber links,"
company officials attest. A family of
plug-in optical modules are also

available for use with the 4000C,
including a dual wavelength 428SC,
which has afour meter dead zone and
a20 meter attenuation dead zone. The
new OTDR also includes a loss table,
which enables cable television users to
automatically locate features in afiber,
measure splice loss and cumulative
loss, and compile this information in a
table.
For more information on any of these
three new products, contact Photon
Kinetics at (503) 644-1960, or fax
inquiries to (503) 641-5614.
New from Plastic lbchniques, Inc.
is the 9TB aerial lift box, with both
tool box and brackets constructed of
lightweight, durable polypropylene.
Designed to fit in avariety of aerial lift
buckets, the lift box offers five inches
of storage space under a lift out tray.
A draw-bolt type latch secures tools.
The box is designed to hold 20 pounds
of tools. For more information, call
(603) 645-6800, or fax inquiries to (603)
623-0918.
Two new products are available from
Sachs Communications. The first,
the SC51 meter panel connector, is
designed to provide ameans of bonding
the sheath of the cable television drop
cable to the metallic frame of ameter
panel when alternative NEC bonding
is inaccessible.
The SC51 allows afixed and positive
mechanical contact without interfering
with the opening of the meter panel
front cover.
Applications include underground
installations where the number six
copper wire is inaccessible or the conduit
is PVC, aerial installations where
utility companies will not permit
bonding to the mast or riser and
wherever alternate NEC bonding is
inaccessible or cold water pipe has PVC
in the system.
Also new from Sachs is the SC053
aluminum cable tie, designed to support
coaxial drop cables on strand, in the
pedestal, in the lock box or along the
wall in single family units and MDU
applications.
The tie is manufactured of malleable
aluminum, fire retardant, and can be
used over, thus reducing the costly
cutting and reinstallation plastic ties.
The tie will not kink or crush the cable,
eliminating the chance for sheath or
dielectric damage, company officials
say, and is available in seven inch
(SC053-1) and ten inch (SC053-2) sizes.
For more information, contact Sachs
at (800) 829-SACHS, or fax inquiries
to (303) 790-7343.
—By Roger Brown and Leslie Ellis
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Continued from page 89
The on-air look
Upcuts, rolls, mispositioning, black,
noise, wrong video, make-goods and
others are all terms operators want to
eliminate from their vocabulary. They
can start this process by:
• Scheduling periodic preventive
maintenance visits by an authorized
dealer to assure that editing equipment
and playback decks are consistently
operating at peak performance.
• Using fresh, high-quality tape in
editing and playback systems.
• Assuring that all feeds to insertion equipment are periodically inspected and proper levels are maintained.
By ensuring that an editing suite is
in proper specification, that tape decks
are well maintained and that video
tape is fresh and of good quality, the
on-air look can be improved. Operators
should also demand that all networks
provide consistent and accurate prerolls.
The answer to providing an on-air
look that is comparable to broadcast is
an eventual switch to optical disc. With
frame addressability, faster start-up
(little pre-roll required), blink black
switching and a media that has a
longer on-air life with little degradation, operators can take a big step
toward providing a professional on-air
look.
Timely, accurate information
Once again, a successful traffic operation must have the right people
assigned to it. Be sure they are welltrained and understand all the capabilities of their system. Accuracy can
only be assured by checking and rechecking.
Ongoing development will present
the next level of trafficking sophistication. Operators can expect to see more
accurate, detailed and summarized reports, dynamic scheduling and on-line
remote order confirmation. Networking abilities will be increased and
mainframe interface will be improved
to allow for faster number crunching.
Management inquiry terminals will
allow for dynamic on-line overviews of
certain functions of the trafficking
operations. Truncation (elimination of
paper) will become afamiliar term and
methods to further reduce human error
will be introduced. •
This article was adapted from a
presentation made at the 1990 Great
Lakes Cable Exposition.

CLASSIFIEDS
CAREER MARKETPLACE

CONSULTING ENGINEER
Hammett & Edison, Inc., Consulting Engineers, seeks an exceptional associate to
further develop the CATV clientele of our successful and growing professional firm.
Our practice covers cable television, AM, FM, and TV broadcasting, and microwave.
The successful candidate will be personable and self-assured, combining an outstanding cable engineering background with a good industry reputation and strong
communication skills. A B.S. degree in engineering is required, with graduate degrees
desirable. The ability to speak and write well, for both technical and non-technical
audiences, is essential. P.E. registration is necessary but can be obtained later. Salary
will reflect qualifications, experience, and results.
Founded in 1952, Hammett & Edison is at the top of our industry nationwide. Our
engineers enjoy the benefits of asmall but growing firm with an established practice.
We have asolid technical infrastructure together with nearly 40 years of financial
success and stability. Our San Francisco Peninsula location has the Bay Area's best
climate and is convenient to both Silicon Valley and San Francisco.
If you are interested in a challenging career with great potential, reply in
confidence to: Harrison J. Klein, Hammett & Edison, Inc., Box 280068,
San Francisco, California 94128
Leader in the placement of Cable Television Professionals
Call toll free 1-800 433-2160; In Texas call collect 817 599-7623. FAX 817 599-4483.
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ENGINEERING MGR—Large suburban
addressable complex, MW $48K
REGIONAL ENG—Top 10 MSO needs
your talent for multiple rebuilds and
upgrades in the NE. $55K
SALES ENG—Top fiber manufacturer
needs your knowledge and contacts in the
data industry. Dallas, $55K
Bonus.
RF CIRCUIT DESIGN—Product design
and testing, International travel. $50K
TECHNICAL MGR—Coastal SE location.
Top MSO. $40K

DIR OF ENG—High profile position MW
locatiion AML amust. $60K
CHIEF ENGINEER—Top 10 MSO Coastal
location addressability. $38K
RF CIRCUIT DESIGN—Multiple listings
presently cellular, cable, data mfgrs.
locations nationwide. $40-$70K
CHIF TECH—Multiple systems,
addressability. Mid-Atlantic locale. $35K
HEADEND/MICROWAVETECHS—Multiple
opportunities nationwide, top 10 MSO's,
top benefits. $25-$40K

DLECUT1VE SEARCH

Parrappany , NJ 07054

201 263335$

Specialists in the COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY
CABLE TV BROADCAST

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

DIVISION

DIVLSiON

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT AU- LEVELS OF
MANAGEMENT, COAST TO COAST
Cal or worse In CONFIDENCE
FEE PAID
WE DONT TALK CABLE, WE KNOW CABLE"

Send resume and salary history
in confidence to:
Channel Master
P.O. Box 1416
Smithfield, NC 27577
Attention: Manager,
Human Resources
M/F/H/V

RECRUITING AND
SEARCH

these and many other opportunities nationwide.

Operations Engineering
Corporate-Regions
Systems

1

aco.

Management position available.

THE

JIM MOM II ASSOCIATES

1259 Route 46

A leading manufacturer of
Consumer Electronics is
currently seeking qualified
engineers to work in its Satellite
Receiver Design Lab. Experience in state-of-the-art satellite
receiver design is essential.

The World's Leading Manufacturer
of TV Reception Products Since 1949.

One Young Plaza 1235 Ranger Highway Weatherford, TX 76086

BakerScott

FOR ASSIGNMENT
IN MALAYSIA

E.O.E.

COME SEE US AT BOOTH 3325 IN NEW ORLEANS!

Call for information about

SENIOR
SATELLITE
DESIGN
ENGINEERS

To reserve

JIM CAHOON

this space

Cable Operations
and Engineering
Since 1966

Call

7100 E. Belleview, #102
Englewood, CO 80111

212-887-8450

Ph:
Fax:

(303)779-8890
(303)779-8139
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CLASSIFIEDS

CAREER MARKETPLACE

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE/RENT
EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS

AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS

SEEKING A
CHALLENGING CAREER?

Large selection geared for CAN
STANDARD TRUCK &
EQUIPMENT CO.
1155 Hill St. S.E.
Atlanta, GA 30315
Phone: 1-800-241-9357 BUCKET TRUCKS

N.

Elkhart Telecommunications Co. is
accepting applications for an l&R
Technician. You must want to work with
telephone, TV Cable, and mobile phone
equipment. We are located in a very
rural environment in southwest Kansas.
Send
applications
to
Elkhart
Telecommunications Co., 617 S.
Cosmos, Elkhart, KS 67950, AUN:
Trent Boaldin. Phone (316) 697-2111.

BY

Idea/onics
69 channels
14 day delivery
compatible with all headends
-AFFORDABLE-

VIDEO SUPPLIES

CABLES •CONNECTORS •CANAPE •BELDEN •SW1TCHCRAFT •DA A. TIES •
BA T7ER•ES •NEUTRIK •60 INTERFACE BOXES •TAPE •500 DIM TAPE LABELS •GAFFERS
TAPE • CASES • PATCH BAYS • LIGHTS • ACOUSTIC FOAM
. FOAMS . MICROPHONES • SONEX • STANDS • MOUNTS
• ',AND SCREENS •ZEPPELINS • FIBRE OPTICS •RACKS
•T .C1 •REELS •TESTERS. FILTERS •CHEKOCALS •TOOLS
•Tr. AIR LIGHTS •DEGAUSSERS •INTERFACE DEUCES
•HE AD 6HONES •CLIPS •SWITCHES •CAM S•VHS CABLE

(701) 786-3904
24 and 88 channel units
also available

MARKERTEK VIDEO SUPPLY
145 Ulster Ave

TOLL

Saugerbes NY 12477 U S A

1-800-522-2025
In NY: 914-246-3036

WANTED:
SURPLUS CABLE EQUIPMENT

ANTHONY'S
MANUFACTURING SERVICE

Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin & Scientific
Atlanta equipment.
Highest Prices Paid
Cable Equipment Brokerage Co.

PLOW BLADES
Irrigation/Wire/Combination
For Any Machine—For Any Application
1-800-383-PLOW
(719) 475-PLOW

(818) 709-3724

P.O. Box 17701

Colorado Springs, CO 80935

PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
ANDREWS
CABLE CONSTRUCTION INC.
BUILDERS OF UNDERGROUND CABLE SYSTEMS
Including Fiber Optic •Electric •Telephone

OMMERCIAL ELCCTRONICS, INC.
ClaTV ENGINEERING SERVICES

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
Hybrid Sales
Equipment Upgrading

Throughout the United States
•Back Hoe
-Trenching
-Vibratory Plowing
-Horizontal & Pneumatic Boring

Meter Calibrations
Headend Alignment

Performance Measurements

FCC Offsets

Free Pick-up Service In Certain Geographic Areas

'GUARANTEED WORK -COMPLETED ON TIME!'
565 E Main St. Canfield, Ohio • Phone (216) 533-9000 FAX (216) 833-9265

800-247-5883 or in Virginia 800-345-6834
209 E. Jackson St., PO Box 484, Gate City, VA 24251

Cable Services
A Division

Cable Services. Inc

Established in 1979

REPAIR /BUY /SELL

Complete System Audits

Converters & Distribution Equipment
P/U /Delivery, Central-Eastern United States
WATS
FAX

TSB, Inc.
FIBER OPTIC DESIGN & ACTIVATION
CAD Drafting & Design
Headend Racking and Renovations
Map Digitalization & Maintenance

(National)

800)
(904)
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Strand Map & As Built
676-0421
728-6738

Field Office
(708) 541-3993
365 Hazelwood
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089

Corporate Office
(605) 665-1393
FAX (605) 665-1708
PO Box 244, Yankton, SD 57078
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—dB-tronics

CONTEC
ITJTERNATIONIAL

C.A.T.V. EQUIPMENT REPAIR

1-800-356-2730

The Best Deals at the Best Prices!

• AFFORDABLE, QUALITY RF REPAIRS: Converters, Line

Nation's Biggest Broker of Used and Refurbished Converters.

Equipment, Headend Equipment and F.S. Meters.
• We are THE leaders in SA addressable converter repairs.

J

1,000's of leading converter makes/models in stock.

J Computerized

(Check our prices on 8500's, 8550's and 8580's)

Inventory Locator System.

Headend & Line Gear Plus Complete Repair Service.

SPECIALS
8550 "IR" cap modification $6.00 ea.*
Line Extender and Bridger repairs $19.50 0
SA Channel "ID" Proms $1.25 ea. Blank

Call: 1-800-382-2723
in NT: 1-518-382-8000
NTSC or PAL Video

r3 Letter Sizes.'
240 Ltr Crawls
Autoload

DISK

CART

CART #2

COMMODORE 64

get converted!! —

Ileadend Remote Control !

C64 & -TPSG" Control relays remotely from

MEHEMEF = Keyboard or external modem, Daily, weekly,

C64 Displays & sequences 1000 pages, H monthly events, 28 touchtone digits per event.
Program100's of TSDQ +QUAD+ RL4, Model
Res, color display, scrol, flash, crawl, vary
"TPSG"... $189.95
height, 24Hr. clock+date, Generate color
Bars! Modem multipage transfer. Weather
screen, External relay control, time and date
"I'SDQ
QUAD
RL4F
page activation. Model "VIDG" ...$189.95
"TSDQ" 4digit touchtone decoder, sin. le
C64 12 VDC Switch- I
Digital Record and
momentary or latching relay "TSDO"... 89.9
ing Power Supply forl Playback Messages Expand with "QUAD" 4 rela s& control all
Zero down 130/60 sec.Mic & Spk.
from one location. "QUAD"...$99.95 "RL4F"
time.60 hz. I
jacks,1W.audio ;1Meg Switches Baseband
"
Video or R.F. >65 DB isoxtal. Model 1RAM; Hi Fi audio
lation DC to 600 MHZ; 4-75Q coaxial Relays
DCPS
Model DWI
per board with F"connectors;l!5jiJii11
S129.95
....S179.95
model "RD10" 129.95 o.tion answers tel line

ENGINEERING CONSULTING
583 Candlewood St. Brea, Ca, 92621

Tel:714-6712009 ** Fax:714-255-9984

$3.25 ea. Programmed'

•can for deb.'s
1. Cable system,. only

la

Whik
Jumper Cables
Custom connectors and cables for all aspects of CATV
Gilbert AHS
All types of cable from
Magnavox
Belden
Pyramid F59-81
Times
LAC and others
Comm Scope
Quick delivery on all colors with lengths from 6" to 15'

Low cost headend products & solutions
**Ask for free catalog**

Write or call: (602) 581-0331
335 West Melinda Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85027

Mastercard Visa Amex COD & P.O.

CED

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING MADE EASY
To place your own classified ad, simply fill out this coupon and return it to :
Classified Dept., CED Magazine, 825 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 1C£19 or call J. Joseph Bransom at 212/887-8450.
Be sure to let us know how many times you want to run your ad.
Ad Copy:

Bill to: Company
Address
City, State, Zp
Phone

FAX

* Insertions
Rate is $80 per column Inch for classified display. Rate
discounts for frequency.

INaCom I
DUBBING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT AMERICA
•Full Installation Services
•Converter Exchanges, Audits, Special Projects
• MOU, SMATV, LAN, Pre/Postwiring
•Aerial/Underground Construction (Including Fiber Optics)
•Strand Mapping (AutoCAD & LYNX)
•Field Engineering, Make-Ready, As Builts
•RF Design (CADSUM II, LYNX, & LODE DATA)
•CLI Detection/Correction
1900 E. Dublin-Granville Road, Suite 100A, Columbus, 011 43229
• (614) 895-1313
r'

• (800)669-8765

• FAX (614) 895-8942

To reach over
13,000 key decision-makers
in the
Communications Engineering
and Design arena each month.
Call to reserve
this space

(212) 887-8450.
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large clumps. The noise measuring
instrument was pleased, but the eye
was not.
By now most of us have seen High
Definition Television (HDTV). Most of
the demonstrations were done with full
bandwidth (30 MHz) or reduced
bandwidth (15 MHz to 20 MHz)
uncompressed video. If we've seen some
of the early attempts at reducing the
bandwidth to 12 MHz or 6 MHz, we
were appalled to see the horses' legs
disappear as the horse turned the
corner during a race. Our eyes were
Video tape and video disk
offended when text became unreadable
A large fraction of viewers really
while in slow motion. Even more
like the pictures they get from video
objectionable was the way the text
tape. This is in spite of the fact that the
snaps into focus once the motion stops.
pictures lack resolution and are often
nearly all of the proponent systems are
a bit noisy. However, there are no
past these stages. Now the artifacts are
ghosts, co-channel, ingress, or beats. I much more subtle. In most cases, the
think the reason is that loss of resolution
video has to be carefully studied to
and noise are "natural" phenomena.
uncover artifacts. HDTV should be
They are part of life's every day
more intolerant of imperfections than
viewing experiences. We never see
most video because it sells itself as "high."
co-channel or composite triple beat
while looking out the window. When
Compressed video
we see such impairments in apicture,
they stand out and are particularly
Compressed video is another matter.
objectionable.
It sells itself as "more" rather than as

and intolerant of image quality
problems.
It is important for the video engineer
to recognize that perfect video may cost
more than the subscriber is willing to
pay. Price is a critical component in
total satisfaction. From another
perspective, resources are always
limited. Money spent on improving the
image is not available for other
improvements, for example: better
sound. A balance is required.

'What is
video quality?'
As cable matures and as other video
delivery media and formats proliferate,
the need to deliver "quality video"
will increase. Quality is avery subjective
thing. Some aspects of it, such as
resolution, brightness, contrast, can be
objectively measured. Factoring these
measurements into the total quality
score is all but impossible.

The role of sound

Tests at MIT and HBO, among
others, have demonstrated that sound
quality plays a role in our impression
of video quality. Viewers were shown
two video displays built out of essentially
identical components. One display was
Other factors
accompanied by relatively poor sound
while the other had noticeably better
Ifind Ihave difficulty judging video
quality when watching real video. I sound. Viewers consistently rated the
picture with the better sound as having
tend to get wrapped up in the program.
superior image quality.
This is especially the case if the
The first broadly available exposure
program is an action movie. I must
force myself and keep reminding myself to a new variety of video artifacts has
been through Improved Definition
that I'm to watch the video, not the
Television (
IDTV ) receivers. IDTV
program.
attempts to provide better pictures
There are other factors which tend
through signal processing in the
to be neglected in the analysis of video
receiver. The transmitted signal remains
quality. Outages are a serious issue.
essentially unchanged. The source of
The most perfect image fails to please
the new impairments is the digital
when it disappears. A reliable picture
signal processing used to "improve"
of lower image quality might be
the picture. Indeed, resolution has been
preferred by the subscriber: There are
other irritants which build up a improved. Flicker was reduced. But the
background of intolerance: the problems picture generally looked worse. The
images contained little squares on
with the consumer electronics interface,
edges. The squares multiplied when
remote controls, inability to use the
the edges moved. The appearance was
VCR, long waits for telephone answers,
very un -natural and somewhat
confusing bills. Factors such as these
disturbing. Attempts to reduce noise
predispose the subscriber to be unhappy
as measured by test equipment actually
By Walter Ciciora, Vice President of
made the noise more objectionable.
Technology, American Television and
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a particularly high standard of image
quality. Here, having a large variety
of acceptable quality video will be more
important than perfection. Judging
"acceptable" will be particularly
difficult because compression artifacts,
as we discussed last month, are very
different from what we are accustomed.
Much of what Isaw in demonstrations
of compressed video is easily masked
by a good action movie. In a properly
designed system, video will be improved
over time with better algorithms in the
encoder along with more powerful
encoding computers.
The difficult question is how good is
good enough? Is this aquestion whose
answer depends on the nature of the
programming being watched? Is this
an answer that changes over time?
What is good enough this year may not
be good enough half way through the
hardware's service life. How do we
compare the "quality" of compressed
video with NTSC and then with HDTV?
Will the presence of HDTV on acable
system "spoil" the subscriber for
anything less than perfect?
Fortunately, cable systems are rebuilt
continuously. The best technology at
the time of rebuild will be used. A few
years later, newer technology will be
used in the systems upgraded at that
time. The introduction of these new
systems will not happen all at once. •
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Aníxter Introduces Power Cat

Are you designing optical
networks or off-premise systems
for the future?

Specify the power supply engineered for
the technology demands of tomorrow.
Fiber optic systems and off-premises
addressability demand areliable, versatile
power supply designed for the special
applications of these systems. Power Cast
is built for cool, quiet and efficient operation, with models which operate at 3, 6, 9,
12 or 15 amps.

CABLE TV

Power Cast can be mounted virtually anywhere — on apole, in apedestal or on the
strand. This lightweight power supply provides all the features you need along with
incredible durability and performance.
Backed by afive-year warranty, Power Cast
is the power supply you can install today
and continue using through tomorrow.

'runny

WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0500, (800) 854-0443, DENVER: (303) 740-8949, (800) 841-1531, SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760, (800) 426-7665, MIDWEST-CHICAGO:
(708) 350-7788, (800) 544-5368, CLEVELAND: (216) 526-0919, (800) 321 8068, DALLAS: (214) 446 CATV, (800) 231-5006, IRON MOUNTAIN, MI:
(906) 774-4111, (800) 624-8358, SKOKIE, IL HDOTRS: (708) 677-2600, EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 840-7901, (800) 242-1181, NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980,
(800) 631-9603
In an emergency, weekends and holidays or after 5 PM. call toll free 1(800) 323-8166.
CORPORATE OFFICES. ANIXTER CABLE TV, 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076, (708) 677-2600

01991 Anixter Cable TV

See us at the NCTA Show, Booth 3119
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REÇAIL presents anew era in negative trap technology

A trap for all seasons

Engineered to eliminate notch
drift over temperature
EMI isolation at afull 600 MHz bandwidth.
We designed thermally compensated compr nents to meet our specifications for tem- Closed cell foam encapsulation, compressed
rubber grommets at both ports
perature stability and then used
NOTCH
and aspecial UV-cured epoxy
state-of-the-art robotic manuDEPTH
stop moisture ingress and
facturing techniques to ensure
provide an environmental
aperfectly repeatable product,
barrier that is virtually
trap after trap. But advanced
55.2502 MHz
— 40 degrees
impenetrable.
-t 25 degrees
55.2501 MHz
circuitry is not enough.
4140 degrees

We also designed anew dual
sleeve housing which eliminates the need
for 0-rings and provides greater than 125dB

55.2503 MHz

For maximum stability and
design flexibility, use Regal -the new
standard in trap technology.

REGAL
TEChN010qiES LTd.

1-800-36-REGAL
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS: CHICAGO: (708) 675-2266, (800) 367-3425 SALES OFFICES: ATLANTA: (404) 449-0133, (800)752-9810;
DALLAS: (214) 466-0227. (800) 448-0881: SAN DIEGO: (619) 584-4617; ENGINEERING GROUP: (303) 740-6262, (800) 222-0508.

See us at the NCTA Show, Booth #3310

Reader Service Number 55

:991 Regal Technologies, Ltd.

